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ABSTRACT 

Impact events may have affected the evohition of life on Earth. The mass extinc

tion event at the end of the Cretaceous Period, which inchides the demise of tlir 

dinosaurs, has been linked to the large impact event that produced the Chicxulub 

structure located in the Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico, Unfortunately, the geologic-

record is too spotty to prove any causal relation between the impact event and the 

mass extinction event that occurred 65 Myr ago. However, the size and location of 

the impact structure have drawn attention to impact-related abrupt perturbations 

of the climate and their effects on the biota. 

.\Iy main approach to studying these impact-related perturbations is 

through hydrocode models of the impact event. Few simulations of the Chicxulub 

impact event have previously been done. In these simulations the event was modeled 

as an asteroid impact, using two-dimensional hydrocodes that permit modelingonl\' 

vertical impacts (i.e. perpendicular to the surface). This work presents the resulLs 

of a series of high-resolution two- and three-dimension hydrocode simulations of 

the Chicxulub impact event. The simulations span several different projectile sizes, 

cover asteroid as well as comet impacts, and explore the effects of impact angle on 

the impact event. The focus of the simulations is to obtain reliable estimates of the 

climatically active gases, namely S-bearing gases, COo, and water vapor, released 

to the atmosphere by the impact event. These estimates will be used in modeling 

the perturbation of the climate of the end of the Cretaceous, and, hopefully, will 

shed new light on the relation between the impact event and the mass extinction 

that occurred 65 Myr ago. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

It is becoming increasingly clear that impact events may have affected the evolution 

of life on Earth (Sleep et al.. 1989; Emiliani et al.. 1981: Toon et al.. 1994) aiifl 

possibly even the origin of life (Chyba et al.. 1990: .VIelosh. 1988: Mahler and 

Stevenson. 1988). While the latter is hard to test with the geologic record, it is 

now berlieved that a large impact might be responsible for the mass extinction 

event at the end of the Cretaceous, including the demise of the dinosaurs. Because 

the geologic record is, by its nature, incomplete and of low resolution, it has been 

very difficult to prove a causal relation between the impact event and the mass 

extinction event that occurred 65 .\Iyr ago. However, the size. age. and location of 

the Chicxulub impact event have stimulated many investigators to speculate about 

abrupt impact-related climatic changes and their effect on the biota. 

The present work is focused on estimating the production of climatically 

active gases by the Chicxulub impact event, i.e.. S-bearing gases. C0>. and water 

vapor. This was done by carrying out high resolution 2D and 3D hydrocode simu

lations of the impact event. Various parameters associated with the impact event 

are still uncertain or unknown. .Among them are the stratigraphy of the sedimen

tary layer, the size of the transient cavity, impact speed, angle, and composition of 

the projectile. These hydrocode simulations are aimed at exploring how different 

choices of the above parameters affect the final estimates of S. COj. and water va

por released by the impact. The first step in obtaining more realistic results was 

the development, using the available data and the ANEOS package, of new equa

tions of state that better describe the materials that make up the target. Several 
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simulations were then carried out using projectiles of different sizes and porosity. 

Both asteroid and comet impact simulations were carried out to explore the effects 

of varying projectle composition and impact speed. Finally, the simulations 

allowed me to model, for the first time, the effects of impact angle. The results, 

and their implication, are then summarized and discussed for the various gases. 

The first two chapters introduce to the debate on the end-Cretaceous tna.ss 

extinction and the impact event that occurred around the same time, with an ex

tensive review of the literature available to date. Chapter 2 focuses on the mass 

extinction at the end of the Cretaceous, which stratigraphically defines the bound

ary between the Mesozoic and the Paleozoic Eras. After a brief discussion of the 

difficulties intrinsic to studying the fossil record, in particular determination of the 

timing of the extinction event, the review focuses on the character of the extinc tion 

in both the marine and terrestrial realms: in particular, attention is focused on the 

paleontologic evidence and the various controversies still present among different 

researchers and/or groups. Separate sections describe the extinction among plants 

and the use of paleosols to delineate environmental changes that could be associated 

with the extinction event. 

Chapter 3 discusses the impact hypothesis for the end-Cretaceous mass 

extinction. It describes the various pieces of evidence that have been used to prove 

that a major impact event occurred at the end of the Cretaceous, ending with a 

brief discussion of the Chicxulub structure and the debate associated with the size 

and the type of the structure. 

The discussion of my work on this thesis begins in Chapter 4. that, after a 

brief introduction to shock waves, describes my effort to create equations of state 

adeciuate for modeling the Chicxulub impact event. Particular attention is devoted 

also to phase transitions and how they affect shock waves. The objective of the 

chapter is to describe the equations of state newly developed for this work using 

A.N'EOS: namely the equations of state for calcite. anhydrite, granite, and water. 
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Chapter 5 starts with a detailed discussion of the target stratigraphy, i.e.. 

the layers of rocks present in the region of impact as known from geophysical data. 

•After an introdyction to hydrocode modeling, the chapter continues with a descrip

tion of the long series of my 2D hydrocode simulations that cover both asteroid and 

comet impactors of various sizes. This work also included preliminary studies of the 

effect of resolution on the results - studies of a type which had not been done by 

previous workers. The chapter concludes with a new. more accurate determination 

of the masses of the climatically important gases released by Chicxulub-size impact 

events. 

Chapter 6 is dedicated to the 30 hydrocode simulations carried out in col

laboration with Dr. David Crawford of the Sandia .N^ational Laboratories. While the 

:3D simulations where physically done by Dr. Crawford using Sandia's supercom

puters (because national security constraints forbade me from using the 3D code). 

I provided the information for the preparation of the input files for the various 

runs, and performed the final analysis of the output results. The chapter integrates 

and completes chapter 5. These results report the first computations ever done on 

melting and vaporization in obliciue impacts. 

The final goal of the overall research project is to model the climate change 

due to the sulfate aerosols (produced by the S-bearing gases and water vapor in

jected into the upper atmosphere) generated as a consequence of the impact. Be

fore studying climate change, however, it is important to have an idea of the initial 

climate state. Chapter 7 describes the resulting climatc for the end-Cretaceous 

obtained by a three-dimensional General Circulation Model simulation. The model 

used is the three-dimensional atmospheric model. CCM3, developed at the National 

Center for .Atmospheric Research. Boulder. CO. which has been coupled to a land 

and a mixed layer ocean model. A present-day climate simulation was also carried 

out for comparison with the end-Cretaceous climate. 

To conclude, chapter 8 summarizes the results obtained by the hydrocode 

simulations, and discusses the possible climatic effects of the Chicxulub impact 
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event. The chapter ends with a brief description of future work and the steps 

undertaken to that end. 

The principal new result of my work was a clarification of which climati

cally active gases were really important in the end-Cretaceous climate change. In 

contradiction to previous claims, I find that the extra CO2 added by the impact 

would have only a minor effect on the climate. The really significant gas is sulfur 

(in the form of SOj or SO3) in combination with HJO. Added to the top of the 

stratosphere these two gases combine to form long-lived H)SO.i aerosol particles in 

a high-altitude haze that is initially thick enough to block photosynthesis on the 

surface and probably cause strong global cooling. This haze has a lifetime of several 

years, thus (literally) overshadowing darkening caused by the dust haze emphasized 

by previous authors. My work thus leads to a revision of previous ideas on the main 

killing agents at the end of the Cretaceous and emphasizes the role of the fortuitous 

circumstance of an impact that strikes sulfur-rich rocks. 



CHAPTER 2 

The K/T Boundary and the Biologic Record 

Mass extinctions punctuate the geologic record. They represent geologically briet 

episodes when large numbers of species (~ 25% to > 90%) disappeared (Raup and 

Sepkoski. 19S4. 1986). Five major mass extinctions and 20 other identifiable lo

cal maxima in extinction can be recognized in the record of marine genera for the 

Phanerozoic. the past ~ 540 Myr (St^ koski, 1994: Rampino and Haggerty. IWKi). 

Several of these marine extinctions are also correlated with extinctions of noiitua-

rine organisms. While a general correlation of widespread marine and nonniarine 

extinctions suggests global environmental perturbations, the nature of the pertur

bations and their effect on complex biological systems remain a subject of inteii.se 

debate. 

The Cretaceous-Tertiary (K/T hereafter) boundary was the first major 

boundary (a boundary between two Eras. Mesozoic and Cenozoic) identified at the 

very beginning of fossil-based stratigraphy. The recognition of a sharp boundary 

corresponding to the modern K/T boundary preceded the concepts of mass ex

tinction (in a modern sense), dinosaurs, micropaleontology. iridium, thin sections, 

isotopes, and radioactivity and even preceded the theory of natural selection (Ry

der. 1996). Cuvier and Brogniart (1811) were the first to describe a sharp transition 

between a chalk unit and and an overlaying "plastic clay'' with distinctive fossils. 

Later d'Halloy (1822) distinguished "cretaceous"' from "mastozootic" (=Tertiary). 

and Phillips (1860) recognized major and significant divisions of stratigraphy, la

beling them as Paleozoic. Mesozoic, and Cenozoic. In particular, his Mesozoic-

Cenozoic boundary' coincided e.vactly with d'Halloy"s Cretaceous-Tertiary division. 
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According to the principles of uniformitarianism (Lyell. 1830. IS:52. 18:};}) there 

must be transition beds between those representing the fauna and flora of the Cre

taceous and Tertiary Periods. These transition beds, however, were never fouiicl. 

Even today, the understanding of the K/T boundary event is far from conipletc: 

uncertainties in its temporal scale, gradual versus catastrophic, and its spatial scale, 

regional versus global, have generated a whole spectrum of hypotheses on the inerha-

nisms responsible for the extinction (e.g. Rampinoand Caldeira. 1993). .Among the 

most cited of these mechanisms are sea-level changes (e.g.. Hallam. 1987: .Archibald. 

1993). volcanism (e.g.. Officer and Drake, 1985: McCartney et al.. 1990). and ano.vic 

events (events in which the deep oceanic waters become depleted in o.xygen: e.g.. 

Leary and Rampino. 1990). The major controversy related to the K/T extiiictioti 

originated, however, with the hypothesis that a big asteroid or comet impacted 

the Earth surface triggering a catastrophic event of mass extinction (.Alvarez et al.. 

1980). Prior to this hypothesis the general theory was that the K/T mass extinction 

was a gradual extinction during which newly evolving plants and animal replaced 

older ones through competitive interactions. 

Today the geologic evidence of an impact that occurred about Go .\Ia (.\[yr 

ago) is incontrovertible (see Chapter 2). Still, a few workers have decided to refute 

the impact event, wrongly attributing the evidence to volcanic events (Officer. 1993: 

Meyerhoff et al.. 1994). Others, although accepting the overwhelming evidence for 

a K/T boundary impact event, discard it as the mechanism for the K/T mass 

e.xtinction (catastrophic theory), by stating that I) all the extinction patterns of 

importance at the K/T boundary were either gradual or stepped (see section 2.2). 

and 2) the various mechanisms of killing associated with the impact event cannot 

explain the difference in the e.xtinction patterns at different latitudes (e.g.. Sloan 

et al., 1986: Keller. 1989b; Archibald and Bryant. 1990; Archibald, 1993: MacLeod 

and Keller. 1994). Even among the skeptics, however, the impact-related extinction 

is becoming accepted as one of the mechanisms that could have triggered one of 

the steps of mass extinction in the stepwise hypothesis for the end-Cretaceous 

extinction (Keller et al.. 1995). 



The paleontologic record alone has proved insufficient for a solution of tlu-

controversy. Jablonski (1996) identified two major problems with mass extinctions 

in the fossil record to this end: I) difficulties in resolving the fine detail of taxon 

ranges and abundances immediately prior to and after an extinction boundary, and 

2) the scarcity of simple, unitary cause-and-efFect relations in complex biological 

systems. In the effort to isolate some of the mechanisms involved in the extinction 

events, geochemical and mineralogical records are used in conjunction with the fossil 

record. One thing is clear; what is most needed is a large, robust fossil database 

amenable to statistical analysis. 

There appears to have been little difficulty in pinning down the K/T bound

ary in most marine sequences since the mid-lSOOs: nonmarine sequences, however, 

have been a greater problem. .N'onmarine deposition is often vertically and laterally 

discoiitinuous as a consequence of the deposition processes involved. The biostrati-

graphic resolution required to define a boundary can be more difficult to obtain in 

a nonmarine than in a marine sequence, making it harder to locate. .-\s a conse

quence. the chances of finding a well-preserved, non-reworked horizon recording a 

geochemically anomalous signature are fewer in nonmarine than in marine settings. 

2.1 Biases in the fossil record 

Before dealing with the analyses of the fossil record it is important to realize the 

potential for misinterpretation contained in a geologic record. Local outcrops and 

cores are the ultimate source of the data used to analyze mass extinctions. The 

general experimental procedure is to locate fossiliferous horizons in a section, collect 

fossils from each horizon (or at constant intervals) and then remove the collection to 

the laboratory, where fossil identification, their abundances, and other analyses are 

conducted. One outcome of this procedure is a local "biostratigraphy range chart" 

which illustrates, in addition to other information, the first and last occurrence of 

species in the stratigraphic section. In nearly every ecological setting, living and 
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fossil, there are a few abundant species, a few more common species, and a large 

number of rare species. The consequence of very uneven species abundance for 

paleontologic sampling is that large numbers of species actually preserved in most 

fossiliferous horizons will be missing from any collection. Collections immedialely 

below an event horizon will contain only a few of the rare species found lower in any 

stratigraphic section, even if all survived up to the bio-event (see Signor and Lipps. 

1982; Sepkoski .Jr. and Koch. 1996). Furthermore, the accumulation of sediments 

and fossils at any given site is discontinuous: episodes of change in deposition due. 

for instance, to increased or decreased runoff produced by a climate change (i.e.. 

change in precipitation patterns), occurs constantly at many scales. 

.Misinterpretations related to stratigraphic problems are highlighted by Hol

land (1995). who. recognizing the need for a new level of sophistication in paleobi-

ologic and biostratigraphic analysis, states that "Many previously studied paleobi-

ologic patterns may be. at least in part, an artifact of facies control and sequence 

architecture. Such patterns include gradual or stepwise mass e.xtinction. punctu

ated morphologic and ta.\onomic change, iterative evolution, and the replacement 

of shallow water faunas by deeper water faunas at biomere boundaries." 

Sampling biases will always be present in the fossil record, and are sum

marized by the Signor-Lipps effect (Signor and Lipps. 1982). The range of a ta.Kon 

is usually given as extending from the first occurrence to the last occurrence, re

gardless of whether or not the taxon occurs at each intermediate stratigraphic level. 

However, the last sample occurrence of some rarer species will occur below the bio-

horizon at which the species actually disappears, with the result that where taxa 

persist after their last known occurrence in the fossil record, the range will be arti

ficially truncated. This artificial range truncation can be treated as a more or less 

random process if large enough numbers of species are considered. In particular, 

the likelihood of artificial range truncations will be much increased at times and 

places where the fossil record is particularly spotty, like during periods of marine 
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transgressions and regressions. Signer and Lipps concluded that catastrophic hy

potheses cannot be discarded on the basis of currently available fossil range data 

alone. Indeed. Koch (1991) used the Prairie Bluff strata. Braggs. Alabama, to show 

that a gradual extinction can be the expected pattern iftheextincion was. in reality, 

sudden at the K-T boundary, and can be reasonably generated by sampling effects 

alone (Figure 2.1). 
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Figure 2.1: Comparison of observed and predicted loss of species beneath the K/T 
boundary at Braggs Cut. .Alabama. The observed pattern appears as if the extinc
tion were gradual, or perhaps stepwise. However, the "predicted" pattern, based 
on calculation assuming an abrupt extinction and incomplete sampling yields a 
virtually idential pattern. From Koch (1991). 

A test to determine the importance of such an effect was conducted by 

Lindberg and Lipps (1994). Using both real and simulated assemblage data sets 

they found that, when analyzed, all the data sets, regardless of the number of 

stratigraphic intervals and taxa, showed gradual reduction in the species diversity 

even when there was no real gradual extinction present in any of the data sets. 

They conclude that the Signor-Lipps effect precludes the unec[uivocal recognition 
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of gradual extinction in the fossil record. Statistics can help in solving the problem. 

The application of a statistical method to a much larger dataset allowed Marshall 

and Ward (1996) to settle the controversy on the extinction of the ammonites. .-\1-

though initially skeptic about the impact-related extinction theory, they reached 

the conclusion that the ammonites suffered a major extinction event at the K/T 

boundary, while only a small number of species (about six) appear to have become 

extinct before the K/T boundary, probably victims of background extinction pro

cesses. Today it is becoming clear, among paleontologists, that statistical protocols 

must be used to test for artificial extinction steps and to place confidence limits 

on stratigraphic ranges. However, nearly all workers want to take their data as 

virtually devoid of local overprint, with the result of acrimonious controversies on 

the interpretations of the geologic record. \ literal reading of the fossil recorrl, the 

accepted paleontologic method in the past, has proven to be clearly inaccurate and 

misleading. Different methodologies or discrepancies in taxononiic concepts (Ol.s-

son and Liu. 1993) are also responsible for conflicting interpretations (Smit. 198*2: 

Keller et al.. 1995). 

2.2 The fossil record in marine sequences 

The fossil record of shelly marine invertebrates is overall the most complete and 

reliable for the analysis of global diversity patterns. The very magnitude of the 

end-Cretaceous extinction was used by ninteenth century geologists to separate the 

Mesozoic from the Cenozoic Era. The level of debate and controversy surround

ing the marine record at the K/T boundary mass extinction seems therefore ciuite 

surprising. It must be emphasized, however, that the extinction itself is not under 

debate: the most critical issue is the "timing" of the extinction. 

In the marine realm organisms affected by the extinction include both mi-

crofossils and macrofossils. Because they can be found in large numbers in small 



bulk samples, microfossils are the most useful organisms for studying extinction lev

els worldwide (Ward, 1990a). The problem with microfossils, however, is that they 

can be mobilized by bioturbation either upward or downward in the sediment soon 

after deposition, thus giving a false signal of their extinction levels. Contamination 

can also play an important role during sample collection and preparation. 

.Among the microfossil groups that have been studied most extensively with 

regard to the question of the K/T boundary, coccolithophorids. radiolarians. and 

planktonic foraminifera experienced 90% or more species-level extinctions at or near 

the K/T boundary. Other groups were far less affected. The small size (they arc the 

smallest of all) and ubiquity of coccolithophorids makes them one of the most usefid 

group in biostratigraphy: unfortunately they are also the most easily mobilized by 

bioturbation. For this reason, even sudden e.xtinctions among coccolitlioplioridss 

can look gradual, and consequently their utility in the K/T boundary controversy 

is diminished (Ward. i990a). 

Larger planktonic foraminifera are less alfected by bioturbation. They seem 

to have undergone one of the most catastrophic e.xtinctions (> 97%) of any group 

of organisms of the K/T boundary (Thierstein. 1982). Unfortunately, no consensus 

has been reached on the e.xact timing and rate of these extinctions. Two oppos

ing views are currently debated: sudden and synchronous (Smit. 19S2: Smit. !994) 

versus gradual or stepped extinction (Kauffman. 1984: Keller. 1988). Thf concept 

of "stepwise extintion" was initially proposed for the end-Cretaceous extinction by 

Kauffman (1984. 198S). That Maastrichtian (latest Cretaceous) extinctions took 

place prior to deposition of the K/T boundary is undoubted, for e.xtinctions are 

always taking place: these ongoing extinctions have been called "background ex

tinctions*'. The stepwise extinction is based on the concept that different groups 

of Maastrichtian organisms underwent extinctions in a stepwise fashion, with the 

first step starting well before the end of the Maastrichtian: the K/T boundary then 

corresponds to one of the various extinction steps. Kauffman (1988) proposed that 

large scale changes took place in the biosphere approximately 2 to .3 .Vlyr before the 
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K/T event, claiming that inoceramids and rudists as well as ammonites went extiticr 

simultaneously around 67.5 Myr ago. The record is. however, not as straightforward 

as needed for a clear answer: for example Ward (1990a) suggests that an apparent 

extinction of rudist reefs (which exist in shallow waters) could be the result of a pro

nounced sea regression during the late Maastrichtian, and it cannot be correlated to 

the other extinctions. While the extinction of inoceramids seems to have occurred 

clearly before the K/T boundary (MacLeod and Ward. 1990), Ward (1990b) argues 

that the ammonite diversity reduction near the end of the Cretaceous may have 

been more a product of sea level changes than evidence of a long term slide to

ward extinction of this gi'oup. After applying the confidence interval method to the 

ammonite fossil record of Seymour Island, .Antarctica. Marshall (1995) concluded 

that "without saturation collecting near the K-T boundary it will be impossible 

to distinguish between gradual and sudden extinction scenario." Clearly, the step

wise extinction has become very popular among those authors who do not embrace 

the catastrophic impact hypothesis. Careful documentation of the last occurrence 

of many groups of organisms from complete stratigraphic sections with both latest 

Cretaceous and earliest Tertiary strata should, in theory, clarify whether the extinc

tion was a single, sudden event, or a series of individual extinction events. Indeed a 

new approach, based on a statistical method applied to a larger dataset has induced 

Marshall and Ward (1996) to reach the conclusion that the ammonites underwent 

an abrupt extinction at the K/T boundary. Unfortunately the reality of the fossil 

record does not allow simple solutions, and it is difficult to reconcile opposite views. 

The clearest example is the controversy between Jan Smit and Gerta Keller. 

.After analyzing the El Kef section, Tunisia. Smit (1982) concluded that 

a single catastrophic K/T boundciry event eliminated ail planktonic foraminifera 

but one {Guembelitria cretacea), which in turn gave rise to all Paleocene (the first 

Epoch of the Tertiary) planktonic foraminifera. On the other side. Keller (Keller. 

l98S.19S9a. Keller et al.. 1995) estimated that approximately one third of the Creta

ceous species at El Kef and Brazos River survived into the Paleocene. She estimated 

four succeeding extinction steps, two in the Cretaceous, one at the K/T boundary 



(the most extensive, corresponding to 42 to oS % species extinct) and the last in 

the Danian (earliest Tertiary). In the effort to settle this debate, a series of "blind 

tests" were performed by four micropaleontologists (X. Orue-Extebarria. Tniv. Pais 

Vasco; R. K. Olsson. Rutgers Univ.: B. .Masters. Sapolpa, Oklahoma: .J. I. Canudo. 

Univ. Zaragoza) on six (coded) samples from the El Kef section. Tunisia. The 

results of the blind tests were presented at the Snowbird III conference, in Houston. 

Texas. Keller et al, (1995) maintains that the fact that each analysis shows disap

pearances before and after the K/T boundary, in agreement with her work, is an 

indication of a gradual, or stepped, extinction. However, according to .Smit (l!)9-l). 

because of the Signor-Lipps effect, each individual analysis show disappearance of 

(rare) species both before and after the K/T. but when lumped together the}- do not 

demonstrate any real disappearance before the K/T boundary. Indeeri. all nf Hi'.' 

seven species that Keller et al. (1995) claim to disappear well before the boundary 

are found by one or another of the blind tests investigators closer to the boundary. 

Even though the influence of the Signor-Lipps effect on the K/T boundary layers 

is becoming widely recognized, up to today, a clear consensus is yet to be reached. 

A critical review of the data sets and criteria used by the investigators led 

Olsson and Liu (1993) to conclude that while the stepwise extinction pattern ob

served at EI Kef by Keller and co-workers is sample-biased, the occurrence of sur\"iv-

ing Cretaceous planktonic foraminifera above many K/T boundary sections is more 

e.xtensive than what Smit observed. Upon examination of planktonic foraminifera 

from several K/T sections, they conclude that all but three species (of about 

present) perished at the K/T boundary (one is the Guembelitria cretacea identified 

by Smit). and that the combination of the extinction pattern and subsequent radi

ation of planktonic foraminifera indicate that an event of very large magnitude had 

indeed occurred at the boundary. 

Furthermore. Olsson and Liu criticized the graphic correlation technique 

used by MacLeod and Keller (1991) in analyzing various marine K/T sections. 

MacLeod and Keller concluded that the deep-sea stratigraphic record (where the 
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extinctioa tends to appear sudden) is. in general, temporally incomplete (hiatus) or 

extremely condensed. Olsson and Liu maintain that the K/T boundary transition in 

deep sea sites is marked by an abrupt decline in sedimentation rate: in this case the 

graphic correlation technique (Shaw, 1964), used by MacLeod and Keller for deep 

sea and continental margin sections, cannot be used to prove a reliable identification 

of hiatuses in the lower Danian of deep sea sections. The claim of the presence ot 

a hiatus in deep sea sections would eliminate 'critical' sites that show a suddrti 

extinction event instead of a stepwise one. Indeed, the analysis of open ocean sites 

(DSDP sites 527. 528. 529) indicates that more than 90% of planktic foraminifera 

taxa went extinct at or shortly after the time of the K/T impact (D'Hondt et al.. 

1996). 

The effects of reworking in the K/T boundary sections is highlighted by 

Huber (1996). who analysed several Ocean Drilling Project (ODP hereafter) sites 

690. 738. and 750 of the southern oceans to distinguish between reworking versus 

survivorship across the K/T boundary for planktonic foraminifera and nannofos-

sils. Huber anaU'zed the distribution and carbon isotope composition of trans-K/T 

boundary species and found that the high occurrence of Cretaceous species in lower 

Paleocene sediments is likely the result of extensive reworking in these sections, thus 

raising questions on the reality of extinction steps above the K/T boundary. 

It is generally believed that the deep-sea benthic foraminifera were not af

fected severely by the K/T boundary event. Thomas (1990) reported minor faunal 

changes at the K/T boundary; less than U% of all the species examined had their 

last appearance within 0.5 Myr above and below the boundary at ODP site 689 

(paleowater-depth 1000-2000 m), less than 9% at ODP site 690 (paleowater-depth 

2000-3000 m) in the VVeddel Sea, Antarctica. Kaiho (1992) finds a 10% extinction 

rate for intermediate- and deep-water calcareous benthic foraminiferal species (150 

to 3000 m) at the Kawaruppu section in Eastern Hokkaido. .Japan. \ different 

conclusion was reached by Coccioni and Galeotti (1994). who performed very high 

resolution (millimeter/millennial scale) studies on the benthic foraminiferal record 



at the K/T boundary in the Caravaca section. Spain. The 7 cm K/T boundary 

clay layer, which they assume to span 5-6 Kyr (Smit. 1990) was sliced every 7 

mm. while the basal 2 mm of the boundary clay layer (called "fallout lamina", 

characterized by the Ir anomaly) were sampled and analyzedd separately. Overall. 

40 samples were collected from 80 cm below to 120 cm above the K/T boundary 

clay layer. They found a sudden and marked decrease in diversity equivalent to 

ta.vonomic decimation and a concurrent bloom of infaunal deposit-feeding forms. 

The recovery of the benthic foraminifera started after about 7 kyr and was murli 

faster than that of the planktonic foraminifera ecosystem. They attribute the dra

matic faunal change to an e.Kceptionaliy large nutrient influx that sudddenly reached 

the sea floor as a consequence of the rapid accumulation of "nutrient soup" pro

duced by the mass mortality at the K/T boundary, concluding that a geologically 

instantaneous, catastrophic event was responsible. Keller et al. (199-5). however, 

disregard this conclusion, maintaining that it was biased by the very condensed (7 

cm) K/T boundary transition at Caravaca, and by their assumption that the thin 

clay layer was deposited within five or six thousand years; instead, the claim of 

Keller et al. (1995) is that the boundary clay was deposited within 40-50 thousand 

years, smearing the extinction event on a longer time scale. 

2.3 The fossil record of terrestrial fauna 

The terrestrial vertebrate fossil record across the K/T boundary is far less complete 

than that of marine microfossils. This is due to both the nature of the vertebrate 

fossil record and the lack ofevidence concerning latest Cretaceous-earliest Paleocene 

vertebrates in many parts of the world. While the K/T boundary has been located 

worldwide in marine sites, in non-marine sites the K/T transition has been located 

only in the extremely well-studied North .A-merican locations. Non-marine sites 

worldwide are however under intense study, e.g. in China. India. New Zealand. 

South .\merica. and hopefully will soon provide more information. 



Dinosaurs are undoubtedly the most spectacular of the various creatures 

that became extinct at the end of the Cretaceous. They represent, however, only 

a small percentage of vertebrate species extant during the latest Cretaceous, ['he 

stratigraphic level at which they actually disappear can be determined with relative 

accuracy only when a sufficiently continuous vertebrate fauna succession across the 

K/T boundary is available. Unfortunately very few areas providing such a suc

cession are known. As of today, the best database recording species of terrestrial 

vertebrates present in formations above and below the K/T boundary is the one 

assembled by .Archibald and Bryant {1990) from the Hell Creek and Tullock Forma

tions of Garfield and McCone counties, Montana. The fauna of this database are 

from the most studied and best understood terrestrial K/T interval in the world. 

Even so. conclusions from analyses of this database can be controversial. While 

the conclusions of .Archibald and Bryant indicated a species-level survivorship be

tween 53 and 64%. suggesting that scenarios of catastrophic mass extinctions are 

too severe in their estimates of potential faunal perturbation, a re-analysis of the 

same dataset by Sheenan and Fastovsky (1993). indicates that the extinctions were 

dramatically selective, with about 90% of the species in the freshwater assemblage 

versus only 12% of the land-dwelling forms surviving into the Tertiary. The major 

controversy concerned the interpretation of the dataset based on "ad-hoc" correc

tions introduced to reduce eventual biases. Sheenan and Fastovsky criticize the 

"CSIOIC method" of .Archibald and Bryant, (i.e.. adding to the list of •common-

survivor" species, all species or genera that were known to have survived elsewhere, 

as well as species that might have survived because possible descendent forms are 

present in the Paleocene. while subtracting rare species that went extinct at the 

K/T boundary) claiming it selectively improves the survival percentage by adding 

rare taxa that survived, but not including rare taxa that became extinct. Archibald 

and Bryant, on the other side, criticize the selective manipulation of the dataset 

by Sheenan and Fastovsky, and confirm the general selectivity in the extinction 

patterns (although they reduce it to 78% survival of aquatic species and increase it 

to 28% survival of terrestrial species). 



Sheenan and Fastovsky's suggestion of the selective extinction being re

lated to a sharp drop in primary productivity on land (i.e.. plants), is criticized 

by .\rchibald (1993) as being formed from a weak chain of assumptions: his pro

posed mechanism, reduction of total amount of coastal lowland plains habitats 

available to the land-based vertebrates due to the end-Cretaceous marine regres

sion. does not seem less problematic. In summary, both analyses do recognize some 

environmentally-disrupting major event at the end-Cretaceous: the actual time 

scale of the event and the determination of the mechanism responsible is. however, 

still unresolved, even in the best preserved and studied site, but the connection 

with a climate change, either associated with a sea-level change or with the effect 

of an asteroid impact, is strong. The major conclusion of the study of Sheenan and 

Fastovsky (1993). however, is the selective character of the extinction: any plausible 

explanation of the extinction should be able to justify why a larger fraction of the 

fresh water fauna was able to survive. A primary productivity drop for an undefined 

amount of time, as suggested by Sheenan and Fastovsky, can explain the selectivity 

of the extinction in this case. The authors conclude that a variety of short-term 

effects associated with an asteroid impact might have disrupted food chains that 

were dependent on living plants, while food chains dependent on detritus, both on 

land and in the water, were little affected. 

.\ny general conclusion about patterns of vertebrate extinction and replace

ment across the {\/T boundary, especially in the continental realm is. at best, a 

generalization from a very small number of detailed field observations. For instance, 

we still do not know the pattern of dinosaur extinction on a global scale. The main 

reason is the sparse and 'spotty' nature of the dinosaur fossil record. Improving 

the dinosaur fossil record means finding new sites (other than Northern America) 

rich in dinosaur remains. The sparse dinosaur fossil record clearly suffers, as all of 

the terrestrial fossil records do, from the Signor-Lipps effect: globally, only about 

2100 articulated specimens identifiable to the genus of dinosaur have been collected 

(Dodson. 1990). spanning an interval of 160 Myr. Even though the Late Creta

ceous (Campanian-Maastrichtian) is the most thoroughly explored portion of the 
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clinosaurian record, probably only a small part of the total number of duiosaur gen

era in existence at that time have been identified. Due to this incompleteness, short 

term trends in diversity, on the order of few Myr, are very difficult to assess (Sheenaii 

and Russel. 199-1). Claims of a gradual dinosaur extinction by Sloan et al. ( U)8(i). 

among others, lasting at least 7 .Vlyr and rapidly accelerating in the final O.-i .Myr 

of the Cretaceous must be taken with care (see Figure 1 of their paper): the same 

fossil record shows a 3 .Myr (from 73 to 70 Myr ago) gap during which no dinosaur 

remains were found at all at the site analyzed (Hell Creek Formation. .Montana). 

They attribute the gradual extinction to a global temperature lowering o\'er the la.st 

15 .Myr of the Cretaceous, the lowering of the sea level during late .Maastrichtian 

and consequent increase in seasonality, with a major deterioration of the flora as a 

result of these two causes, and the diffuse competition from new mammalian her

bivores. .-U the same time, after analyzing dinosaur biogeography in the Western 

interior or .\orthern .America during late Maastrichtian. Lehman (1987) concluded 

that, "although the westward shift of the Pacific coast, retreat of the epeiric sea. 

and development of a system of intracratonic uplifts and basins during the Late 

.Maastrichtian created a physiography and attendant environments markedly differ

ent from those that had prevailed during most of the Late Cretaceous, and more 

like those that were to ensue during early Tertiary time, the evidence shows th.'-t 

the dinosaur-dominated vertebrate faunas of the western interior had adapted to 

these environmental changes." He concludes that climatic change alone may not 

have been responsible for their demise. .Moreover, comparing the number of genera 

recorded by Sloan et al. (1986) between 2-.Myr increments during this interval. 

Sheenan and Morse (1987) found no statistical evidence of decline in dinosaurian 

diversity, and conclude that the dinosaur extinction was sudden, associated with 

the K/T impact and the related climate perturbation. 

One of the questions that arise at this point is: How fast must a climate 

change be to stress the flora and fauna to the point of becoming extinct? Obviously 

a change in the climate has been claimed as responsible for the extinction: most 

of the climate change related explanations call for a deterioration of climate, with 
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an increased seasonality and a more or less abrupt decrease in the temperature. It 

is well known that a cooling trend, started around the mid-Cretaceous (Albian). 

produced an overall decrease of about ICC in the global Mean Annual Temperature 

(MAT hereafter) (e.g.. Frakes. 1979). It seems, however, improbable that such a 

gradual cooling trend (over about 40 or oO .Vlyr) could have been responsible tor 

the massive mass extinction at the end of the Cretaceous. 

The situation is further complicated by the discovery of abundant dinosaur 

skeletal remains (of late Campanian or early Maastrichtian age) on the .\orth Slope. 

.-Vlaska (Brouwers et al., 19S7) and on the Maungataniwha Member of the Tahora 

Formation (Campanian) of New Zealand (Molnar and VVifTen, 1994). The climates 

of both the regions were cold to cold-temperate, highly seasonal, with long peri

ods (months) of darkness during which the dinosaurs had to cope with a greatly 

decreased food supply. In particular, seasonal migration for the .\ew Zealand di

nosaurs can be e.xcluded. as .New Zealand was an island off .Antarctica at the time. 

On the basis of their study. Brouwers et al. (1987) reject the "climate-deterioration 

related e.xtinction" on the basis that dinosaurs of the North Slope. .Alaska, wereablf 

to tolerate up to several months of darkness and to cope with cold air temperatures. 

Such records confirm that an extinction due to a gradual climate deterioration is 

highly improbable. .A sudden climate change, however, while not responsible for 

•freezing the dinosaurs to death' as originally thought, could "starve the dinosaurs 

to death' producing a drop in primary productivity which affects directly any species 

depending on plants for survival and indirectly any species that prey on herbivors. 

.A study of the survival patterns of plants at the end of the Cretaceous could bring 

some light to the mystery. Outside North .America and New Zealand dinosaur re

mains have been found in a few localities, like China (Mateer and Pei-ji. 1992) 

and Europe (Galbrun. 1997). Those localities are. however, hard to interpret due 

to difficulties in locating the K/T boundary. Some localities have been discovered 

very recently and more detailed work is needed before conclusions could be drawn. 
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The other major argument against a climate change related extinction pat

tern comes from the record of crocodilians. Fossil crocodilians are believed to be 

a sensitive indicator of past climatic change. Markwick (1994) using a data.set of 

about 1100 globally distributed fossil crocodilian localities, maintained that latitudi

nal shifts in crocodilian distribution, observed at intervals of demonstrable climate 

change, such as the Oligocene. are not found at the K/T boundary. Markwirk 

(1994) recognizes that if the purported climate change were short term (and an 

impact-related climate change would probably be below the resolution of the best 

nonmarine fossil record), the low temporal resolution of the dataset (sub-epoch) 

may conceal any effect: however, he maintains that a change of diversity would 

still be expected, but he could not find such change in Eosuchian diversity across 

the K/T boundary. .Mesosuchian crocodilians do undergo a major extinction at 

the K/T boundary. .\ further pattern observed at the K/T boundary is the pref

erential extinction of marine over freshwater crocodilians. suggesting a differential 

response between land and marine biotas. This is another detail that a plausible 

extinction mechanism should be able to explain. The record of marine vertebrates 

across the K/T boundary has been studied in less detail than the continental record: 

this is probably due to the more complete record of marine macroinvertebrates and 

microfossils. which yielded much more conclusive data. 

2.4 The fossil record of plants 

The analysis of morphological and anatomical adaptations (physiognomy) of land 

plants to the environment is probably the most common method of inferring ancient 

land climates. The strong sensitivity of the flora to the environment is related to 

an important factor: the flora is spatially fi.xed (while animals can move around): 

consequently it needs a well-defined regime of light, humidity and temperature to 

survive. .\ny climate change will affect these regimes and. consequently, the plant 

distribution and characteristics. 
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Late Cretaceous floras were dominated by flowering plants divided, in tlic 

northern hemisphere, in two floral provinces. Eastern Siberia and western .Xortli 

America belonged to the Aquillapolknites province, while Europe and eastern North 

America belonged to the iVormapolles province (e.g.. Vakrhameev. 1991). .Much less 

information is available for the southern hemisphere. .According to L'pchurch and 

Wolfe (1987). low to middle northern latitude (."W-lo") vegetation was predomi

nantly evergreen megathermal. i.e. adjusted to M.AT above "iO^C. Fossil wood troni 

paleolatitudes between about 32"N to 32®S shows no growth rings or wcaidy defin-^d 

ones, suggesting minimal seasonality (Creber and Chaloner. 1985). .\t high north

ern latitudes a rich fossil record documents the existence of the polar broadleaved 

deciduous forest, whose leaf and vegetational physiognomy indicate M.AT of about 

at about 85'^N. toward the end of the Cretaceous (Parrish and Spicer. 1988). 

As for the faunal record, the best documented K/T transition for the flo

ral record is in the North .\merican continent. Studies at other locations are rare 

but can give information on the e.xtension and magnitude of the K/T e.xtinction. 

Long before the impact scenario was proposed the most widely recognized plant-

fossil boundary indicator in the Western Interior of the Cnited States was a sudden 

and severe attenuation in abundance and diversity of pollen grains typical of the 

Cretaceous at or near the boundary clay (Spicer. 1989). This was followed by a 

sudden rise in fern spore abundance in the immediate post boundary sediments. 

Subsequent to this so-called "fern spike" the proportion of spores gradually de

clines as pollen increases once more in abundance and diversity to characteristic 

Paleocene forms (Tschudy and Tschudy, 1986). Ir-anomalies and shocked quartz 

grains (see Chapter 3) have subsequently been found at the palynologically defined 

K/T boundary in many North American sites. Four types of biotic change can be 

recognized at the K/T boundary in the North American plant microfossil record: a) 

abrupt loss of certain taxa, b) pseudoextinction at the "species" level of some taxa. 

c) an increase in concentration of some pollen appearing for the first time in the 

Maastrichtian. reaching their zenith at the boundary, and subsequently becoming a 

significant elements in the "recovery" pollen flora, d) little change through the K/T 



bounclaty for a large group of pollen types. 

Outside North .America, the best documented floral change comes from 

.Japan. A continuous marine sedimentary sequence spanning the K/T boundary 

in eastern Hokkaido (Saito et al., 1986), shows a change from a fern-angiosperm-

rich flora of the latest Cretaceous, to an impoverished palynomorph assemblage, 

dominated by fern spores, in the boundary fossil-poor claystone. followed by a 

pine-dominated gymnosperm pollen in the earliest Tertiary (Saito et al.. IS)8G). 

•According to Saito et al.. this indicates that pine was an early colonizer of the 

devastated landscape, which is not probable unless a major deterioration (cooling) 

of the climate occurs (Spicer, 1989). 

A preliminary integrated study of a K/T boundary section in Pernambucn. 

north-eastern Brazil, shows that selected palynomorphs characterize the end of the 

Cretaceous with the extinction of many species of pollen, while the beginning of the 

Tertiary saw the appearance of many new pollen types and palm trees (.Albertao 

et al.. 1994). 

Palynological assemblages from northern .liangsu. eastern China, indicate 

the presence of both AquillapoUenites and Normapolles species in the uppermost 

Cretaceous. These disappear from the sedimentary record approximately at the 

K/T boundary and are not present in the Tertiary palynoflora. which is charac

terized. right above the boundary, by an increased abundance (> 30%) of conifer 

pollen grains, believed to represent a cooler climate (Zhichen et al.. 1995). 

Another record where two floral provinces mix is the marine El Kef sec

tion, Tunisia, which preserves Maastrichtian pollen from the palm-rich province 

of Africa/South America together with pollen of the .Yormapolles type. In the 

transition to the Tertiary, palynological diversity declined and only pollen typical 

of European sources to the north occur in the PaJeocene sediments (Meon. 1988). 

again indicating a cooler climate. 

Some palynofloral turnover was used to position the K/T boundar\' in the 



Krishna-Goclavari basin. India, suggesting that some vegetational change may he 

present (Rawat et al.. 19SS). Minor, if any. palynological changes have also lieen 

found in New Zealand. Australia, and Antarctica, indicating that, if a climate 

change occurred at the end of the Cretaceous, it was much less severe in high 

latitudes of the southern hemisphere. The rarity of deciduosness in southern hemi

sphere Cenozoic vegetation also suggests that any climate change at the end ol the 

Cretaceous may have left the southern hemisphere Cretaceous flora unaffected. 

Studies on fossil leaf assemblages have independently provided information 

on the K/T transition. By looking at various Western Interior of .N'orth .America 

K/T sections Wolfe and Upchurch (19S6) concluded that an extinction event at 

the K/T boundary produced major ecological disruption followed by a long-term 

vegetational changes that mimicked normal ecological succession. Higher levels of 

extinction occurred in the southern regions than in the northern ones, with higher 

survival rate among deciduous versus evergreen plants, suggesting a short period 

(few months) of low temperature excursion. An increase in leaf size in the north and 

in the proportion of drip-tipped species in the south indicate an increase in precipi

tation. A climate-leaf-analysis program (CL.AMP) was applied to leaf assemblages 

from various North American K/T boundary sites by Wolfe (1990). The results 

indicate a four-fold increase in precipitation that started at the boundary and an 

increase in M.-VT of about ICC. .After about 0.5-1 .Vlyr both precipitation and M.-\T 

decreased (but were still higher than the latest Cretaceous values). .Among the var

ious conclusions of his analysis. Wolfe suggests a brief low temperature excursion 

before the warming, based on the selective survival of plants that could enter dor

mancy over evergreen plants, and the fact that warming accompanied by a major 

precipitation increase would not favor dormancy. 

Assuming the impact hypothesis and the occurrence of a brief "impact 

winter"' are correct, a teatative time of the impact was offered by Wolfe (1991) after 

an analysis of leaf physiognomy. By looking at the reproductive stages reached by 

the fossil aciuatic plants at the timeof death, Wolfe suggest that a freezing took place 
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in approximately early June. This would also justify the low extinction rates at the 

K/T boundary on the land biota at high latitudes in the southern hemisphere. A 

brief impact winter in a southern hemisphere that was almost at mid-winter, would 

probably have had less effect on the land biota than the following, longer-lasting 

greenhouse effect. 

The lack of evidence of major floristic changes in India at the I\/T l)oundary 

also brought Spicer (1989) to reject the volcanism hypothesis based on the Deccan 

trap volcanism. 

2.5 Paleosol studies 

The analysis of paleosols can give clues on deposition history and the conditions 

under which the deposition occurs. .\ marked change in paleosols coincident with 

the K/T transition in fluvial sediments of the Big Bend region in Texas was identified 

by Lehman (1990). The strata of the late .Maastrichtian Javelina Formation and 

early Paleocene Black Peaks Formation of the Dawson Creek section are composed 

of channel sandstone budies with overbank mudstone. They are both developed on 

a low-relief alluvial flood plain in alluvium of comparable texture and mineralogy. 

The thinner Black Peaks Formation strata, compared to the Javelina Formation 

strata, indicates a lower sedimentation rate (suggested sedimentation rate of 11 

m/Myr and 34 m/.Myr, respectively); the overall darkening of the base color of the 

former and the formation of distinct black epipedon probably reflects an increase 

in alluvial and soil organic matter in early Paleocene time. This suggests that the 

early Paleocene Black Peaks Formation soils developed in a more humid and cooler 

climate. 

A study of the deposition history of the upper Cretaceous Scollard Forma

tion in south central Alberta (Eberth and O'Connell. 1995) indicates an apparent 

shift from low sinuosity (straight) to higher sinuosity (meandering) channel forms 

across the K/T boundary. This change in deposition style was accompanied by 



the onset of deposition of peats and organic-rich muds, and ultimately reflects the 

localized but long-term surface expression of the water table. .Although a tectonic 

influence cannot be ruled out. the authors propose that the principal cause of the 

transition is climatic, the result of an increase in wetness, locally rising water tables, 

and possible changes in discharge characteristics and in-channel sediment load. 

Overall, paleosol studies seem to agree with paleobotanic studies on the 

increase in rainfall in North .America at the K/T boundary. The length of the 

cooling period is, however, not clear: while physiognomic studies indicate a short 

period of low temperatures, the paleosol analyses seem to indicate a much longer 

period of climatic cooling, in disagreement with the 'impact winter* hypothesis. 

Obviously much more work is needed in this field at the K/T boundary before more 

reliable conclusions can be drawn. 

different approach to using paleosols for clues on the K/T boundary 

catastrophe comes from Retallack (1996). One of the common consequences of 

many of the catastrophic events postulated for the K/T boundary is acid. Sulfuric 

acid is a consequence of volcanic eruptions and impact vaporization of evaporites: 

nitric acid is produced by trees burning and by the shock from a bolide entering 

the atmosphere: carbonic acid is produced by CO2 from volcanoes and fires. With 

this idea in mind. Retallack analysed paleosols in the Bug Creek and Brownie Butte 

areas of eastern Montana to obtain an estimate of the amount of acid consimied 

in the K/T boundary beds and in the paleosols of these localities. One of his 

conclusions is that the normal background values of acid consumption for paleosols 

above and below the K/T boundary are against a long term volcanic contribution 

(like the Deccan Trap eruptions). The boundary bed. however, which is an order 

of magnitude thinner than the analyzed paleosols. indicates a consumption of more 

than twice as much acid in the most conservative case. .According to Retallack. this 

can explain the lack of shock quartz, and other indicators of an impact event, that 

would be obliterated by a short, impact-related, burst of chemical acid leaching. 

Retallack also suggests that a vigorous early neutralization of hot acid by silicate 
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ejecta may have reduced the final acidification of terranes with high aci<l-bufferiiig 

capacity, like the calcareous and smectitic floodplains of Montana. The resulting 

pH was probably never below 4, sparing small mammals, amphibians and fish, but 

not plants, non-marine molluscs and dinosaurs. 

2.6 Conclusion 

Putting together the evidence from the faunal and floral fossil record, a more definite 

picture seems to emerge. In the marine realm it is clear that a major event occurred: 

the advocates of both catastrophic and stepwise extinction hypotheses confirm that 

something important happened at the boundary. Whether this event is the only 

thing responsible for the K/T extinction or one of several elements that triggered it is 

still a source of acrimonious debates. .Although spotty and much more limited than 

the marine record, the terrestrial record allows some speculation on the character 

of the K/T boundary event itself. 

\ major episode of climate change was recorded, at least in the North .\nier-

ican continent, by the K/T boundary plants, with a short-term cooling episode fol

lowed by a slow warming trend that reestablished, more or less. pre-K/T boundary 

conditions, .An increase in rainfall also seems to characterize the climate change in 

the North .America's fossil record. The cooling episode strongly affected the north

ern hemisphere flora, but its short duration allowed a partial recovery, especially for 

those plants that could enter dormancy. Such cooling probably was not enough to 

kill the fauna directly, but it may have started a chain reaction that finally affected 

the terrestrial fauna. An extinction in the plant realm may have caused a drop in 

primary production that affected the survival of herbivores: the lower prey-predator 

ratio may have produced, then, an increase in mortality among carnivores. 

The impact hypothesis includes, among the killing mechanisms, a direct 

link with climate change. It seems to agree with the indications from the terrestrial 

geologic record: The strongest effect recorded so far is in North America, which 



is the continent containing the impact site. There is not yet much information on 

South America, but some preliminary studies seem to indicate an extinction pattern 

similar to North America (Albertao et al.. 1994). The apparent differential effect, 

i.e.. stronger in the northern than in the southern hemisphere, can be reconciled 

with the impact-related climate change hypothesis if the impact occurred during 

the beginning of the northern hemisphere summer (so that the primary production 

di.sruption would be extreme for the northern hemisphere and much milder for tlio 

southern hemisphere): the impact winter would then be followed by a more gradual 

warming period, and a disruption of the hydrological cycle (Covey et al.. 1994). 

The asymmetric effects of an oblique impact (< 60° from the surface) have also 

been proposed as another possible explanation for the spatially differential effect 

(Schultz and D'Hondt. 1996). The (asymmetric) distribution of the impact ejecta 

fallout seems to be responsible for a worldwide distribution of wildfires, causing the 

presence of a soot layer in numerous sites at the K/T boundary (VVolbach et al.. 

1990). Finally, the selectivity of the extinctions is believed to be strictly connected 

with the disruption of the food-chain, i.e. with plant extinction patterns. 

Further analyses of the fossil record are certainly necessary to improve our 

knowledge of the K/T mass extinction. .N'ew cores are being drilled worldwide. 

Recently, a continuously cored borehole drilled at Bass River. .\'ew Jersey, has been 

found to link unequivocally the impact event to the mass extinctions at the end of 

the .VIesozoic (Olsson et al.. 1997). The biostratigraphically complete K/T section 

presents, for the first time, a spherule bed (generally interpreted as ejecta fallout 

from a bolide impact) that clearly marks the separation between the uppermost 

Maastrichtian and the lowermost Paleocene. Moreover, shocked quartz was found 

in the upper centimeter of the 6-cm thick spherule bed. High resolution studies, like 

those of Coccioni and Galeotti (1994) and Marshall and Ward (1996). are the key 

to solving the debate about the extinctions in the marine fossil record. A worldwide 

distribution of K/T boundary sites can bring new light on the spatial distribution 

of the K/T boundary. While more sites are becoming available, there is still much 

work to be done. 



CHAPTER 3 

The K/T Boundary and the Impact Hypothesis 

The impact-related mass extinction was not a new idea when the famous paper ioy 

Alvarez et al. came out in 19S0 (de Laubenfels, 1956: McLaren, 1970; Urey. 1973). 

Previously, however, no direct physical evidence of the occurrence of an e.vtrater-

restrial impact event at the K/T boundary was known. .Alvarez et al. ([!)80)'s 

discovery, of an anomalous enrichment of iridium at the K/T boundary in the sec

tions at Gubbio. Italy, and Stevns Klint. Denmark, opened a whole new era of 

reanalysis of the geologic record in search of more clues that would test the impact 

hypothesis. Since 19S0 the list of "clues'' has become so long and overwhelming, 

culminating with the discovery of the K/T boundary crater (the Chicxulub struc

ture in the Yucatan Peninsula. .Me.xico). that the occurrence of an extraterrestrial 

impact event at the K/T boundary is now widely accepted as a fact. This chapter 

summarizes the evidence found in the geologic record for the K/T boundary impact 

event, starting from the first physical evidence, the enrichment of iridium and of 

elements of the Platinum-group in general, to conclude with the K/T boundary 

crater. 

3.1 Platinum-Group Elements (PGE) 

Platinum-group elements (platinum, palladium, iridium, osmium, ruthenium, 

rhodium, gold) are much less abundant in the Earth's crust and upper mantle than 

they are in chondritic meteorites and average solar system material. The Earth as 

a whole is believed to have a solar-like composition (except for volatile elements). 
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and the low abundance of PGEs in the Earth's crust is the result of the Eartli's 

differentiation and consequent concentration of these iron-seeking elements in its 

core. Concentration of PGEs above the background level in (deep-sea) sediments 

may thus indicate influxes of extraterrestrial material. 

Low concentrations of iridium (Ir) can be measured by neutron-activation 

analysis (.N'.A.A) because of its large capture cross section for slow neutrons. The 

other PGEs are more difficult to determine by iV.AA. This is the reason Alvarez 

et al. (1980) chose to measure the concentration of Ir at the K/T boundary of 

Gubbio (Italy) and Stevns Klint (Denmark), The anomalous peak in Ir at the [\/T 

boundary (respectively a factor of 30 and 160 over background) led them to embrace 

the impact hypothesis. Their discovery was soon supported by reports of similar 

enrichments at other K/T exposures in Spain and Denmark (Ganapathy. 19S0; Kyte 

et al.. 19S0). A competing theory, according to which it was a sudden change in 

ocean chemistry that precipitated the observed Ir and was then responsible for the 

K/T boundary enrichment (e.g., Kent. 1981: Rampino. 1982). was soon disregarded 

when Orth et al. (1981) found an Ir peak (a factor of 300 from background) in K/T 

boundary samples from a drill core in continental sedimentary rocks of the Raton 

Basin. .\M. Since then, iridium anomalies have been found in over 100 deposits of 

K/T boundary sediments around the world, indicating a worldwide distribution. 

These discoveries support Alvarez et al.'s (1980) original idea of a very large impact 

(they estimated a projectile ca 10 km in diameter by determining the mass of a 

chondrite projectile that would produce the observed worldwide Ir enrichment). 

One problem with the Ir-anomaly at the K/T boundary is the presence of 

Ir tails above and below the peak, and in some cases, the presence of secondary 

peaks, that led some authors to hypothesize the possibility of multiple volcanic 

events (Crocket et al.. 1988). This prompted Alvarez et al. (1990) to analyze a 

57 m thick. 10 Myr long, part of the Gubbio sequence for secondary peaks. The 

results (Figure 3.1) show that there is only one Ir anomaly at the K/T boundary, 

dominating over an intricate fine structure. It is believed that the spread in the 
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Ir anomaly is clue to post-clepositional processes (e.g.. .\lvarez et al.. 1990: Robin 

et al.. 1991). .According to .Alvarez et al. (1990), the Ir tail above the boundary 

may result from fluvial tranport of Ir that originally fell on the continents: local 

reworking, or bioturbation also could "smear" the Ir signal both above and below 

the boundary. Robin et al. (1991) suggest that if a significant amount of Ir was 

deposited as a fine fraction (i.e.. on the atomic scale) its residence time in the 

oceanic reservoir (~ 40.000 yrs. according to Goldberg et al.. 19S6) could account 

for its dispersion over a sizeable stratigraphic interval in the early Tertiary. 

.Although post-depositional effects altered the signal, the Ir profile through 

the K/T boundary (in particular the width of the Ir peak at the K/T boundary) 

was used to estimate the duration of the event that produced the enrichment: the 

resulting time scale for the event varies between about -50 kyr and L .Myr (e.<5.. 

Officer and Drake. 19S5: Crocket et al.. 19SS: Rocchia et al.. 1990). .According to 

other, more reliable evidence (see section 3.3). however, even the lowest timescah*. 

oO kyr. is now believed to be grossly overestimated (Robin et al.. 1991). 

The other PGEs in K/T boundary sediments also show enrichments similar 

to the Ir anomaly. Ratios among these elements are diagnostic of various rock types, 

both terrestrial and e.Ktraterrestrial. Orth et al. (1990) found that the Ir/.Au. Ir/Os. 

Ir/Pt ratios in the KT boundary sediments are within a factor of 2 of those in 

meteorites. Even though terrestrial ultramafic nodules show similar ratios, they 

argue that this result agrees with the impact hypothesis as well. 

Some problems with the use of PGEs to assess the K/T boundary event 

have, however, been found: Chemical signatures of these elements may be altered 

by elemental fractionation during impact melting, vaporization, condensation and 

crystallization (e.g.. Mittlefehldt et al., 1992; Evans et al.. 1993c); diagenetic hy-

drothermal and metamorphic alteration processes also may remove some elements 

from the system (e.g., Wallace et al., 1990). The palladium-PGEs (Pt. Pd. and Rh). 

as well as .Au. have been found to be readily mobilized in acidic, low-temperature 
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Figure 3.1: Whole-rock Ir profile across 57 m of Maastrichtian-Paleocene pelagic 
limestone at Gubbio (Italy). Ir data are reported as mass fraction of the whole rock. 
Error bars are ±1 SD and are smaller for longer counting times on samples near the 
K/T boundary. Values less than zero axe statistical artifacts due to the gamma-ray 
coincidences in some samples being smaller thcin the estimated background: the 
negative numbers are needed for obtciining valid average values. From .\lvarez 

et al. (1990). 



aqueous solutions and redeposited in carbonaceous-rich sediments chiring weath

ering and diagenesis (Izett, 1990); however, alloys of the iridium-PGEs (Ir. Ru. 

and Os) are less affected by weathering, burial and m.etamorphism. Ru and Ir. in 

particular, are believed to be the least mobile PGEs (Evans et al.. 1993a). Evans 

et al. (I99:3a. 19g3b) concentrate on the ratio between Ru and Ir as a means for 

impactor identification and to study fractionation effects in the ejecta cloud. They 

conclude that while the Ru-Ir ratio for marine sites (1.72 ± 0.33) has a range large 

enough to support a chondritic or iron meteorite as a possible impactor. the Ru-

Ir ratio of continental sites (0.76 ± 0.25) does not. Evans et al. (I99.3a) explain, 

however, that the lower continental values are linked to the concentration of the 

known continental sites (North .America) near the impact point, where, they argue, 

the ejecta cloud would be hottest, therefore favoring the condensation of Ir over Ru 

(there is a difference of more than IOOO''C in the condensation temperature of these 

two elements). Using a globally averaged Ru-Ir ratio (including both marine and 

continental sites). Evans et al. (1993a) conclude that the K/T boundary impactor 

could have been a CI- or L-condrite. 

V'olcanism was one of the most cited terrestrial causes for the enrichment 

of the various PGEs at the K/T boundary (Officer and Drake. 19S5). To test 

the volcanic origin. Orth et al. (1990) examined samples from many volcanic ash 

beds, lavas and large basaltic flows, including the Deccan flood basalt, to assess the 

plausibility of the volcanic theory. Their results indicated that the Ir abundances in 

ash from silicic eruptions, and from basalt samples from the Deccan basalt, are too 

low to account for the K/T boundary anomalies. They estimated that even using 

upper limits of the Ir content in the Deccan. they could not come up with more 

than about 2% of the amount of Ir deposited at the K/T boundary. Their results 

are confirmed by Finnegan et al. (1990). who analyzed the Ir flu.xes during volcanic 

eruptions at Mauna Loa (1984) and Kilauea (1983. 1984. and 1985). and concluded 

that the Deccein \'olcanism could not produce the Ir enrichment seen in the K/T 

boundary layer. Bhandari et al. (1993) also analyzed a series of marine as well as 

continental K/T sections in India, axound the Deccan volcanic region, and reached 



independently the same conchision: The Ir inventory of the Deccaii is too low to 

account for the high Ir observed in the K/T boundary layer worldwide. Indeed a 

recent •'°.\r-^''.\r dating of 9 samples from the Deccan Trap showed that the Deccan 

volcanism began more than 1 Myr before the K/T boundary thus precluding any 

causal connetion between the two events (Venkatesan et al.. 1993). Bhandari et al. 

(1993) suggest, however, that the Ir from the Deccan flood basalt may be sufficierit 

to give rise to the Ir-enhancement adjacent to the I\/T boundary peak. 

3.2 Shocked quartz and Stishovite 

The occurrence of shocked cjuartz is considered by many authors as one of the most 

important indicators of shock metamorphism (i.e.. of an impact origin) acting on 

siliceous rocks (Stoffler and Langenhorst. 1994). 

Shocked quartz grains displaying multiple sets of Planar Deformation Fea

tures (PDFs hereafter) are considered to indicate that the rock containing them 

experienced an intense and short peak pressure. PDFs are lamellae of amorphous 

silica, about I /im wide, that form in quartz grains during the rapid application of 

high deviatoric stresses. Multiple PDFs typically form in sets of parallel lamellae. 

1-2 //m wide, spaced 2-5 /zm apart (e.g.. Horz. 1968). Depending on the forma

tion mechanism, two types of PDFs are recognized: PDFs with crystallographic 

orientations parallel to the basal plane {0001} are mechanical twins generated by 

high deviatoric stresses (P~ 3-4 GPa: McLaren et al.. 1967): PDFs with crystallo-

graphic orientations parallel to the rhombohedral plane {OOln} are associated with 

the high pressures of shock waves (P> 10 GPa) (Stoffler and Langenhorst. 1994). 

Shocked quartz grains have been observed in laboratory shock loading e.xperiments. 

at the site of nuclear explosions, and at the sites of known impact craters. It is the 

multiplicity of sets of well-defined PDFs that are typical of shocked quartz: they 

are different from single sets of poorly defined lamellae in individual grains that are 

created by relatively low stresses and strain rates typical of tectonic deformation. 
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Bohor et al. (19S4) were the first to report the occurrence of shocked 

quartz grains in the continental K/T deposits of Brownie Butte. Montana, soon 

followed by other K/T boundary sites around the world (Bohor et al.. 1987). Bohor 

et al. (1987) concluded that the ubiquitous presence in the K/T boundary layer 

of shocked quartz, feldspar, and composite siliceous grains argues for an impact, 

which they assumed occurred in the ocean, (suggested at the time as a reason for 

the lack of the K/T boundary impact crater), and support the hypothesis of a large 

asteroid impacting into a continental crustal terrain. They also noted a particle 

size gradation that they proposed to be inversely related to the distance from the 

impact site. This distance-relation can be presented in a map like that in Figure '.].2 

(from Bohor. 1990). The largest shock grains, with diameters ranging from oOO to 

1250 //m are found in the vicinity of .North .\merica. the Gulf of .Me.xico. and tlie 

Caribbean, while much smaller (< 190 fim ma.ximum diameter) and less abundant 

grains were found at European sites, in the Pacific, and in .N'ew Zealand. 

In view of the recognition of features superficially similar to shock quartz 

in mineral grains from volcanic deposits associated with the Toba eruptive center 

in Sumatra. Carter et al. (1986) claimed that e.xplosive volcanism may have been 

responsible for the shocked minerals found at the K/T boundary. This e.xcludes 

flood basalt eruptions such as the Deccan Traps, which are relatively low-pressure 

events, characterized by quartz-poor magma. Explosive volcanic eruptions are. in

stead. events sustained by decompression that may be initiated by impulsive e.xplo-

sions, where the magnitude of the overpressures in the impulsive phase is controlled 

by the tensile strength of the rock surrounding the magma chamber-conduit sys

tem (de Silva et al.. 1990). This results in ma.\"imum overpressures, in the volcanic 

environment, smaller than .05 GPa. orders of magnitude less than those required 

to shock quartz (> 5 GPa; Grieve et al., 1996). The deformation microstructure 

in quartz that Carter et al. (1986) claim to be similar to those found at the K/T 

boundary, consist of single sets of parallel features, found only in a minute portion 

of the quartz grains present: on the contrary, Bohor et al.. instead, found multiple 

sets of shock lamellae in more than 25% of the quartz grains separated from the 
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K/T bouriclary clay at Brownie Butte. Montana (Bohor et al.. 1984). and in as 

much as 40% of the grains separated from the Giant Piston Core .\o. 3 (CiPC :{) 

in the north-central Pacific Ocean basin. .Moreover. Kyte et al. (1996) concluded 

that in seven DSDP (Deep Sea Drilling Project) Pacific sites, the fraction of total 

K/T boundary quartz (> 30 //m) with PDFs is more than 60%. 

The largest abundance of shocked quartz was found in K/T boundary sedi

ments in the Beloc Formation of Haiti by Kring et al. (1994). They found that .14 to 

70 % of the quartz grains are shocked, suggesting that of all the sites known. Haiti 

is the closest to the crater from which the shocked quartz was excavated. Kring 

et al. (1994) also e.xamined appro.ximately 8000 grains of volcanic ash. including 

over oOO grains of quartz and feldspar associated with the Mount St. Helen's erup

tion (May 18. I9S0. responsible, according to Carter et al., 1986. for producing 

shocked quartz), but no evidence of shock was found. 

.\ lowering of the refractive index has also been observed in shock-

metamorphosed quartz. While normal quartz has a mean refractive index of 1..548o. 

shocked quartz has refractive indexes between 1.-543 and 1.548 (Bohor et al.. 1987). 

This characteristic has been attributed to the presence of silica glass (refractive 

index ~ 1.46) in the shock lamellae (e.g.. Stoffler. 1972: Bohor. 1990). 

Stishovite (SiOa) is considered a strict diagnostic feature of impact events 

as well. Stishovite is a high pressure phase of quartz, and it has been found only 

at impact sites. Bohor et al. (1984) first noted what they thought was stishovite in 

shocked quartz grains from the K/T boundary claystone at Brownie Butte. Later. 

\[cHone et al. (1989) found stishovite in acid residues from the K/T claystones in 

the Raton Basin. New Me.xico. 
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3.3 Ni-rich spinels 

.Nickel-rich (Ni-rich hereafter) spinels are magnetic crystals produced in extrater

restrial objects during interaction with Earth's atmosphere at high temperatures. 

Based on their composition, these minerals have been labelled magnetites (Sniit 

and Kyte. 1984). spinels (Kyte and Smit. 1986) and magnesioferrites (Bohor et al.. 

1986). They are found in cosmic spherules, in meteorite fusion crust, and in various 

types of cosmic debris, such as meteoroid ablation droplets. The two dominant 

components are magnetite (Fe304) and magnesioferrite (.\lgFe20.|): the fornier is 

dominant in micrometeorites. the latter is the major component in meteorite fusion 

crusts, ablation droplets, and cosmic spherules. They differ from terrestrial spinels, 

which are common minerals in terrestrial rocks, by their high nickel content (> 1 

wt9f). which indicates an undifferentiated source material, and by their iron oxida

tion state (Fe^'^'/Fe-"'" > 70 atom%) which results from formation under relatively 

high o.vygen fugacities (> lO"*' atm). that indicates an atmospheric connection 

(Robin et al.. 1991). Variation in the crystallization temperature of the lic[uid may 

play an important role in the spinel composition. Terrestrial magmas, which are 

poor in nickel, do not evolve under such high o.xygen pressures. This explains why 

highly oxidized Ni-rich spinels have no counterpart in terrestrial rocks. Therefore, 

in collisional events they can be considered as specific markers of the projectile in 

the same way as shocked ciuartz is of the target (Robin et al.. 1991). The presence of 

such minerals in K/T rocks is a strong indicator of a major collisional event (Robin 

et al.. L99I: Robin et al.. 1992: Kyte and Bostvvick. 1995: Leroux et al.. 1995). 

Cretaceous-Tertiary boundary spinels have now been well documented in 

sections located in Europe, and in deep-sea cores from the Pacific. .Atlantic, and 

Indian oceans (Smit and Kyte. 1984; Bohor et al., 19S6; Kyte and Smit. 1986: Robin 

et al.. 1991: Kyte and Bostwick, 1995), in strict coincidence with the maximum 

Ir concentration. They are found in much higher numbers than shocked ciuartz 

grains (several tens of thousands of grains, in the 1-50 /xm size range, per gram 
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of sediment), and their magnetic properties and chemical composition make tlirir 

extraction, identification, and counting easy. Furthermore, the distribution curve 

of Ni-rich spinel is narrow when bioturbation is low. and presents a peak much 

sharper than the Ir profile. Using the Ni-rich spinels from the section at El Kef. 

Tunisia. Robin et al. (1991) estimated an upper limit of 50 to 100 yr for the K/T 

boundary event, a duration time much shorter than that inferred from the Ir profile. 

This rules out the Deccan Trap flood basalt (of much longer duration) and. given 

the worldwide occurrence of these spinels, the volcanic hypothesis altogether. 

Distinct compositional differences between Ni-rich spinels from .Vorth Pa

cific localities and those from European and South .Atlantic sites, induced Robin 

et al. (1993) to postulate a different origin for the two distributions. They hypothe

size that the Pacific spinels could be produced by atmospheric ablation of meteoritic 

debris generated by an impact in the Pacific Ocean. In an independent study look

ing at DSDP site .596. in the South Pacific. Kyte and Bostwick (l99o) found a new 

high-temperature phase intergrown with spinel and argue that it could have formed 

only from a MgO-rich liquid subject to extremely high temperatures (> "J^OO^C) 

in an impact vapor cloud. From the relatively uniform spinel composition and tex

tures over large areas, they too infer that the Pacific spinels were formed by a single, 

large event. While they could not rule out the possibility of a second impact in the 

Pacific ocean, they argue that this is not required to explain the spinels' compo

sition. since a good understanding of the chemical processes that occur inside an 

expansion vapor plume is still lacking, especially in the case of oblique impacts that 

could generate asymmetries in the dispersion of the plume. 

In summary, a clear result from the study of Ni-rich spinels is that they are 

of impact origin, i.e.. they are considered to be markers of the projectile interaction 

with the atmosphere, and they delimit the K/T boundary impact event as a sudden, 

short lasting event, large enough to produce a worldwide signature. 
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3.4 Impact Glass 

The thin band of claystone that marks the K/T boundary in continental and ocean 

sediments contains glassy micropherules. The poor preservation of the material has 

made it very hard to provide unambiguous evidence of the nature of the event or tliL-

chemical composition of the source regions. Indeed, while some authors concluded 

that the microspheiules support the impact hypothesis (e.g.. Smitand Klaver. 1981: 

.VIontanari et al.. 198:}; Bohor et al.. 1987), others interpreted the spherules as aii-

thigenic in origin (e.g.. Officer et al.. 1987: Izett. 1990). Well preserved tektite-like 

glasses from a glass-rich layer at the K/T boundary in deep-water carbonate sefl-

iments in the Beloc region of Haiti, however, have been viewed as a clear e\-iclf'iKf' 

of impact glasses (Sigurdsson et al,. 1991a: Sigurdsson et al.. I99lb: Kring and 

Boynton. 1991: Kring and Boynton. 1992: Blum et at.. 1993: Koeberl and Sigurds

son. 1992: Lerou.x et al.. 1995). The spherules are mostly massive and entirely 

crystal- free, resembling tektite glasses, and are unlike volcanic glasses, vvliicli in

variably contain either phenocrysts or microlites of high temperature minerals, due 

to fractional crystallization of magma. Kring and Boynton (1991) report that the 

composition of the glass spherule found at the K/T boundary sediments of Haiti can 

be best reconciled with a continental margin terrane. while they conclude that their 

composition excludes a volcanic origin. .An analysis by Sigurdsson et al. (190la) 

Indicates that the glasses range from 44 to about 68% SiOi. and have a defined com

positional trend, consistent with the mixing of two end-members. The dominant 

end-member is a black, glassy, spherule, with about 66-68% SiOo, enriched in alkali 

and slightly enriched in alumina, and a rare amber to yellowish glass. Ca-rich (30 

\vt%), also enriched in MgO. and low in silica (Si02 ~44 %). The high oxide totals 

(mean 99.85±0.o wt%) indicate that the Beloc glasses are very volatile-poor, in 

contrast with the hydrous character of volcanic glass shards found in the deep-sea 

sediments. Their composition is very similar to the upper continental crust, while 

the high-Ca glasses have no chemical or petrographic equivalent among terrestrial 

igneous rocks, but show some similarities to tektites (australites). 
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The glass composition range has been modeled as an impact-inchiced mix

ing between two or more end-member compositions (e.g.. Sigurdsson et al.. [99 la: 

Koeberl. 1994; Blum et al.. 1993: Chaussidon et al.. 1996): .A siliceous target rock 

end-member, and a mixed carbonate-evaporite rock end-member. .An agreement 

on the exact mixing has. however, not been reached. While Blum et al. (1993) con

clude that the glasses formed by impact-induced mixing of ~ 58% silicate rock (with 

the average composition of the black glass) with ~ 42% platform carbonate, con

taining < 10% sulphate-rich evaporite, and Koeberl (1994) argues against a major 

anhydrite component, Sigurdsson et al. (199ib) suggest, in agreement with Kring 

and Boynton (1991). that the geological terrane that produced the Haiti impart 

glasses is probably continental crust of dominantly andesitic composition, overlain 

by evaporite-rich sediments, which generated the calcic yellow glasses. Furthermore. 

Chaussidon et al. (1996) conclude that other minor components should be added to 

the mix. for final mean estimates of ~ 49% of andesite. ~ 30% of sulfate. ~ 14% of 

red sandstone, and ~ 7% of carbonate. The connection between the impact-induced 

Haiti glasses and the target composition at the Chic.xulub structure was a relatively 

straightforward step (e.g.. Kring and Boynton. 1992: Sigurdsson et al.. 1992: Blum 

et al.. 1993). confirmed also by '".Ar-^^.Ar dating analyses (Swisher et al.. 1992). 

3.5 The Chicxulub structure 

While the Manson crater, an impact structure in Iowa, was rejected as the pos

sible K/T boundary impact crater on the basis of a size (~ 35 km in diameter) 

too small to produce the worldwide evidence of the impact event, the K/T bound

ary impact crater was finally identified in the Chicxulub structure, in the northern 

edge of the Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico (Hildebrand et al.. 1991). The structure 

is actually buried by a sequence of Tertiary sediments about 1 km thick and this 

explain why it was found so late. Originally, the structure was identified on the 

basis of circular geophysical anomalies during oil surveys in the 1950s (Cornejo 

Toledo and Hernandez Osuna, 1950). .Additional geophysical analyses confirmed 
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the anomalies which Penfield and Camargo-Zanogiiera (1981) suggested could bo 

a volcanic province or an impact site. However, the possibility of an impact origin 

was ignored by the scientific community until several years later, when more geo

physical (Penfield and Camargo-Zanoguera. 1991) as well as petrologic (inclu<liti^ 

the identification of shocked quartz) and geochemical analyses (Hildebrand et al.. 

1991: Kring and Boynton. 1992) confirmed that it was indeed an impact structure 

which appeared to be linked to the K/T boundary event. The final link to the 

K/T boundary impact event came from •'°.'\r-^'''.\r dating of drill core samples of 

glassy melt rock recovered from beneath a massive impact breccia from the subsur

face of the Chic.vulub structure (Swisher et al.. 19S)2). These analyses gave a mean 

plateau age of 6'1.9S±0.05 .Vlyr. indistinguishable from the '"^.Ar-'^^.-Vr ages obtained 

on impact glass from Beloc. Haiti (65.0i±0.08 .\Iyr ago), and .-\rroyo el .Minibral. 

northeastern .Mexico (6o.07±0.10 Myr ago). .An independent "'°.\r-^'^.-\r analysis by 

Sharpton et al. (1992) produced a very similar result: 65.2±0.4 .\Iyr ago. Isotopic. 

e.g. strontium, neodymium and oxygen, composition of whole rock samples also in

dicates a strong connection between the Chicxulub structure and the impact glasses 

from Haiti (Blum et al.. 1993). while ruling out the .Manson structure as a possible 

candidate, as seen in Figure 3.3. .Manson. furthermore, is now known to predate 

the K/T boundary by about 14 .Vlyr (Dalyrmple and Izett. 1994). Figure 3.3 also 

shows the significant difference in the isotopic composition between mantle-derived 

volcanic rocks and the Haitian glass and Chicxulub melt rock. 

Some workers, however, still dispute the impact origin and continue to 

maintain that the Chicxulub structure is a volcanic sequence of Late Cretaceous 

age (MeyerhofF et al., 1994). These opinions are based in part on early well-log 

descriptions of andesite and bentonitic breccia - now recognized to be a sequence 

of impact-melt rock and suevitic breccia (Hildebrand et al.. 1991: Sharpton et al.. 

1992). 



3.5.1 Size of the Chicxulub structure 

The Chicxuluc structure is well preserved because the impact occurred on a stal)le 

carbonate platform and the crater was subsequently buried under up to 1 km of 

Tertiary sediments. However, studies of the crater morphology have been hampered 

by burial: while it is well-established that Chicxulub is a complex crater [i.e.. a 

crater that after collapse results in a final morphology characterized by central 

peaks, terraced walls, and. at the largest sizes, concentric rings and flat floors: 

.\Ielosh. 1989) its size and internal structure remain controversial (e.g.. Hildebrand 

et al.. 1991: Pope et al.. 1993: Sharpton et al.. 1993: Pilkington et al.. 1994: Pope 

et al.. 1996: Espindolaet al.. 1995: Hildebrand et al.. 1995: Kring. 1995.Warner and 

the Chicxulub Working Group. 1997). and has been the source of heated discussions 

at scientific meetings. 

The size of the Chicxulub structure was initially inferred to be 180 to 

210 km. which corresponds to the diameter of a 30 mgal negative Bouguer grav

ity anomaly and a 5 to 20 nT short wavelength magnetic anomaly (Penfield and 

Camargo-Zanoguera. 1981 and 1991: Hildebrand et al.. 1991). .A ~295 km estimate 

was then made by Sharpton et al. (1993). based on additional gravity data, and 

Camargo Zanoguera and Suarez Reynoso (1994). based on a combined analysis of 

gravity, magnetic, and seismic data. Recently, Kring (1995) used the physical prop

erties of the K/T boundary impact ejecta and Chicxulub impact melt sheet to test 

the geophysical estimates of the impact crater's size, concluding that the 180 km 

size is the best estimate for the Chic.xulub structure. Independently. Espinclola et al. 

(1995) infer the presence of a single central peak in the Chicxulub structure, and 

estimates a 200 km diameter, based on the analysis of both gravity and magnetic 

data. Hildebrand et al. (1995) reanalyzed the gravity data, also used by Sharp-

ton et al. (1993). s'tpplemented by tive new closely spaced gravity profiles, and 

examined the horizontal gradient of the Bouguer gravity anomaly over the struc

ture. This derivative emphasizes the effect of shallow lateral density changes, and 

suppresses regional gradients that may obscure the gravity signature of the impact 



lithologics. The result supports the original ISO km estimate and shows that there 

is no gradient feature beyond about 85 km from the inferred center of the crater (as 

there should be if outer rings were actually present) while there is a spatial correla

tion between the ring of cenotes (shinkholes) and the outer steep gravity-gradient 

feature. On the other side, after first estimating 240 km (1993). and then (1996) 

agreeing with the initial ISO km estimate of Hildebrand et al. (1991). recently Pope 

et al. (1997) propose 260 km for the size of the structure, based on surface expres

sions of the Chicxulub crater, the most prominent being the ring of cenotes about 

S3 km in radius, and criticized the smaller estimates by Kring (1995) and Espindola 

et al. (1995). 

.\n accurate determination of the size of the Chicxulub structure is impor

tant for a more accurate estimate of any environmental perturbation producecl by 

the impact event. Chicxulub is a complex crater. Some authors (e.g.. Espindola 

et al.. 1995) believe it is a central peak crater, i.e.. it has a mountain plateau at 

the center of the structure. Others (e.g.. Pope et al.. 1996) consider it as a peak 

ring crater, i.e.. it presents an interior ring of mountains. Others again believe it 

is a multiple ring structure (e.g.. Sharpton et al.. 1993). similar to Orientale on 

the Moon. Estimates of the rim diameter also vary widely: ISO km - Hildebrand 

et al. (1991); Kring (1995); 200 km - Espindola et al. (1995): 260 km - Pope 

et al. (1997): 295 km - Sharpton et al. (1993). Besides a correct identification of 

the crater structure, the problem associated with complex craters in general is to 

determine which diameter to use for the "size" of the structure (rim to rim) anioiig 

several that can be measured (Melosh. 1995). What is really needed to understand 

the magnitude of the event is an estimate of the transient crater diameter, i.e.. 

the diameter of the initial, bowl-shaped cavity produced by an impact event, be

fore collapse, due to gravitational instabilities and target properties (e.g.. strength, 

lithospheric thickness), produce the final complex craters that we see. 

The most recent study on the shape and size of the Chicxulub structure 

involves the use of high density seismic reflection and velocity data obtained from 



a dense array of ofTsliore iis well as onshore receivers, regularly distributed around 

the center of the structure (Chicuxlub Working Group. 1997). The newly acquired 

datasets have been used to reconstruct, from the collapse crater cavity, the size of the 

transient cavity. The estimate is between 90 and 105 km (Warner and the Chicxulub 

Working Group. 1997). Furthermore, a first analysis of the reflection profiles seems 

to suggest that Chicxulub is a multiring basin (Morgan and the Chicxulub Working 

Group. 1997). The presentation of these new datasets at the Sudbury conference 

(I-."} September 1997) seems finally to have produced a consensus among opposing 

sides: While Chicxulub is now believed to be a multiring structure, it appears that 

the acrimonious discussions on its size are ultimately due to a different interpretation 

of the size of the complex crater. The possibilities of a misunderstanding on the 

meaning of rim-to-rim diameter was outlined by Kring (1995). who warned on the 

importance of the correct choice for the final crater diameter for scaling purposes: 

Even if Chicxulub is a multiring basin, the correct diameter to use in scaling laws is 

not that of the outermost ring (see also Melosh. 1989). The different interpretations 

of the size of the Chic.{ulub structure are ultimately responsible for the uncertainties 

in the estimate of the size of the transient cavity. 

L'ntil the debate on the size and structure of the Chicxulub structure settles 

down, an alternate approach, first proposed by .Alvarez et al. (1980). is to deduce the 

size of the projectile from the amount of extraterrestrial iridium that was dispersed 

over the Earth's surface. This approach resulted in an estimate of a projectile about 

10 km in diameter. 

3.6 Summary 

The Ir enrichment constitutes the first hard physical evidence for an impact even 

at the K/T boundary, but it is by no means the most important evidence. Shocked 

ciuartz and Ni-rich spinels are currently the best and most useful proofs of impact 

events in the geologic record. No endogenic event can account for this body of 
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geochemical and mineralogical evidence. Chic.xulub is confirmed to be the tlie K/T 

boundary impact crater, the so-called "smoking gun,"' that was sought for over a 

decade. 

The difficulty in accessing the crater, buried by about I km of Tertiary 

sediments, has resulted in heated debates on the right size of the structure. These 

debates seem, however, to be settling down after the presentation of the new seis

mic dataset produced by the Chicu.xlub Working Group (1997). It appears that 

different interpretations of the final size of a complex structure have been at tiu* 

basis of the debate. Ultimately, the transient cavity size is the important parameter 

needed for investigating the effects of a large impact event on the environment and 

climate of the end-Cretaceous. Given that the size of the transient cavity is usually 

reconstructed from the size of the final structure, the widespread estimates have 

resulted in a rather large range in transient cavity estimates. The positive result of 

the seismic studies by the Chicuxlub Working Group (1997) is a better constrained 

estimate of the transient crater size. The new estimate, between SJO and 10') km. 

confirms the estimates of Hildebrand et al. (1991). K'ring (199o). and Espiiidola 

et al. (1995). while the evidence that Chicxulub may indeed be a multiring basin 

supports the conclusion reached by Sharpton et al. (1993). 
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Figure 3.2: Maximum size (mm) of shock-metamorphosed quartz grains in K/T 
boundary sediments plotted on a paleocontinental map (Early Paleocene time). The 
largest grain dimensions are recorded from sites located in the Western Interior of 
North America, falling off drastically in all directions from this locus. From Bohor 
(1990). 
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Figure 3.3: Plot of e.vi againgt tsr for samples of Haitian black glass (squares) and 
melt rock from the Chicxulub (circles) and Manson (triangles) impact structures. 
esr and are the deviations in the *"Sr/®®Sr and '•'^Nd/'"'"*Nd ratios in parts 
per 10' from the unfractionated mantle reservoir value of 0.704.5 and the chon-
dritic uniform reservoir value of 0.512638, respectively. The insert shows the details 
of the Haitian and Chicxulub data at an expanded scale. The mantle array (thick 
line) follows a trend between the mid-ocean-ridge basalt (MORE) and ocean-island 
basalt (OIB) fields and is shown to emphasize the signifacaat difference in the iso-
topic composition between mantle-derived volcanic rocks and the Haitian glass and 
Chicxulub melt rocks. From Blum et al. (1993). 
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CHAPTER 4 

Shock Waves and Equations of State 

This chapter deals mainly with the development of the equations of state for the 

materials used in the modeling of the Chicxulub event. .\ brief description ot the 

basic laws governing the propagation of shock waves through solids is included as 

well. These laws are the basis of the hydrocodes employed in the modeling of plan

etary impact events, as well as simpler analytical energy balance models, such as 

those of Gault and Heitowit (1963). Croft (1982). and Tonks and .Melosh (IWW). 

Because experimental approaches are limited by the maximum impact velocity cur

rently obtainable in the laboratory (8-9 km/s) and the size of the projectiles usenl 

(centimeters), hydrocodes represent, for now. the best tool for studying terrestrial-

type impact events, characterized by impact velocities in e.xcess of lo km/s and 

projectile diameters ranging from several meters to kilometers. 

4.1 Shock Waves 

high speed impact causes a sudden compression of both projectile and target ma

terials at the impact surface. A shock wave then propagates through both projectile 

and target, causing the material's thermodynamic state to change discontinuously 

from its initial state to the shocked state in an irreversible process. The shock-wave 

quickly reaches the rear end of the projectile and is reflected back as a rarefaction 

wave that releases the previously compressed material to low pressures. The decom

pression of the material is an adiabatic process that, in the absence of turbulence 

and dissipation is also isentropic. i.e.. thermodynamically reversible. 



The relationship between the thermodynamic parameters across the shock 

were derived by P. H. Hugoniot from the conservation of mass, momentum and en

ergy across the shock discontinuity. In the rest frame of the uncompressed material, 

these equations are: 

where po. P q.  E q and V q are the density, pressure, specific internal energy, and 

spec i f ic  vo lume ( i .e . ,  I fp)  of  the  uncompressed  mater ia l  (ahead  of  the  shock) ,  p.  P.  

E and V are the equivalent parameters for the compressed material. Ca is the shock 

velocity, and Vp is the velocity of the material behind the shock (Melosh. 1989). 

Since the pressure behind even very weak shocks are measured in GPa. it is usually 

permissible to neglect the initial pressure, setting it ec[ual to zero in the Hugoniot 

equations. The Hugoniot equations are entirely general, regardless of the phase of 

medium through which the shock wave propagates. Alone, however, they do not 

completely specify conditions on either side of the shock: While the thermodynamic 

state of the uncompressed material is usually known (Po^ Eo- and po or lo), the 

thermodynamic state of the compressed material, represented by P. E. and p (or 

l ). the shock and material velocities, v, and Vp. are unknown. .\ fourth equation 

is necessary to completely determine the conditions behind the shock wave. Tlii.s 

eciuation is generally known as the equation of state (EoS hereafter). 

The final states of shocked materials are usually represented graphically in 

pressure-volume. P-\'\ or shock velocity-particle velocity. v,-Cp. plots (one coor

dinate pair can be easily converted into the other by using the first two Hugoniot 

eciuations). The resulting curve, called the Hugoniot curve, is a combination of 

a series of individual shock events, each independent from the other: it is not a 

continuum of states that a shock material passes through as the pressure increases 

(the shock front is mathematically discontinuous). Several e.xamples of Hugoniot 

curves for different materials are shown in Figures 4.2. 4.5. 4.7. and 4.S. Each of 

P  -  P o  = poVpV, 

E - E o  =  ( P + P o ) ( V o - V ) / 2  

( 1 . 1 )  
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the data points in those Figures is the result of one shock experiment. While the 

P-V'diagram is useful in clarifying the theoretical relations governing shock waves 

and the properties of Hugoniot curves, the advantage of representing the Hugoniot 

in the space is that most materials exhibit a linear relation between the two 

velocities. .Although not based on any physical reason, the equation 

l'3 = C + SL>P (4.4) 

is usually a very good representation of the shock data available (i.e.. laboratory 

data), and it is generally assumed to hold for planetary scale events as well. The 

constant C has dimensions of velocity and is usually close to the bulk sound speed, 

while 5 is a dimensionless constant related to the Gruneisen parameter P at low 

pressure. A number of experimentally derived values of C and S' are available from 

the literature, a good review of which is given in .VIelosh (19S9). 

.As the shock wave reaches the rear end of the projectile (a free surface) it is 

reflected back as a rarefaction (release) wave that continues into the target as well, 

causing the compressed material to expand (unload) practically to zero pressure. 

Such a process is considered to be adiabatic. i.e.. the expansion depends on the 

internal energy of the material, and it is generally treated as isentropic. i.e.. it is 

thermodynamically reversible (constant entropy). The release wave travels with 

the speed of sound characteristic of the material behind the shock front, which thus 

provides an additional velocity to the material it is traveling through. 

The shock wave radiating from an impact ultimately achieves the shape of 

a hemispheric shell delimited by the shock front and the rarefaction wave. .As it 

expands, both the shock pressure, Pj/,. and the peak material velocity. Cp. decrease 

approximately as 1/r". where the coefficient n varies with distance from the impact 

and with angle below the surface. Beyond a region where and Cp are constant 

or slowly decaying (called the isobaric core), the coefficient n has a value around 

2. Ultimately the shock wave degrades into an elastic (stress) wave, with n = I 

(Melosh. I9S9). 
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For shocks typical of planetary-type impact events, the maximum temper

ature increase resulting from the shock and the following rarefaction is high enough 

to melt and (at least partially) vaporize all the materials that make up the surface 

layers of planetary objects. .\s the wave degrades, however, the ability to melt 

and/or vaporize decreases. 

4.2 Phase Transitions 

.Simple substances exist in phases of three types: solid, liquid, and gas. At cer

tain temperatures and pressures transitions from one form to another are possible. 

phase equilibrium line separates the two phases in those regions. The solid-

liquid. liquid-gas. and solid-gas phase lines meet at the triple point, where arbitrary-

amounts of all three phases can coexist in equilibrium with each other. Beyond a 

certain temperature and pressure the liquid-gas equilibrium line ends and only one 

"fluid" phase can be distinguished; the point where this occurs is called critical 

point (Reif. 1965). 

The majority of substances of geologic interest, however, present much more 

complicate behaviors and phases. Minerals can have different crystalline forms, 

each representing a different solid phase, under different pressure and temperature 

conditions (for e.xample. aragonite. CaCOs. is a distinct, high-pressure, solid phase 

of calcite) In many cases minerals are solid solutions, i.e.. they display extensive 

variations in chemical composition due to the substitution, in a given structure, of 

one ion (or ionic group) for another. Phases are then described by independent 

chemical species, or components. This is the case for olivine, (Mg,Fe)jSi0.i. for 

which the endmembers are forsterite, MgaSiO^i, and fayalite, Fe2Si04. In these 

cases the transition from one solid phase to another occurs over a range of pressures 

and temperatures, i.e., the phase line, typical of simple substances, becomes a phase 

region. .A. further complication arises for minerals which, over certain temperature 

and pressure ranges, decompose: for example, calcite decomposes, for pressures 
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below O.l GPa. into a solid. CaO. and a gas. COo. as the temperature increases (sef> 

section 4.5). 

Rocks are generally made up of a variety of minerals, each independent 

from the other, that formed under similar conditions of pressure and temperature. 

The state of a rock is generally represented by mineral assemblage diagrams. Gen

erally. the main components of the rock are identified and triangular diagrams, with 

individual chemical components of the system at each corner, are used to represent 

the composition of the rock. In the regions where more than one phase coe.Kist. each 

phase must be considered separately; mixing rules (i.e., in equilibrium temperature, 

pressure, and chemical or Gibbs potentials of the phases must be the same) are then 

applied to find the effective properties of the material. 

The solid-solid phase transitions, often referred to as polymorphic tran!>for-

rnations. are of particular importance for shock wave dynamics. These transitions, 

also called phase transitions of the first kind, are accompanied by a rearrangement 

of the crystalline lattice which, upon compression, results in a more closely packed 

structure (and hence an increase in the solid's density) and generally a decreased 

compressibility. When, during shock compression, a material undergoes a polymor

phic transformation the shock wave can split into two components, one for each 

phase, each traveling at a different velocity. The first shock compresses the mate

rial to a state corresponding to the beginning of the phase transition: the second 

shock, which propagates more slowly than the first, completes the phase transfor

mation and the material reaches its final shock state. This produces an anomalous 

segment of the Hugoniot curve for the material in the region of the phase transi

tion. The decrease in the material specific volume (due to the rearrangement of the 

crystalline lattice) during a polymorphic transformation is associated with a much 

smaller increase in pressure than outside the region of phase transition (at absolute 

zero the phase transition would take place at constant pressure: see Zel'dovich and 

Raizer. 1967). producing a "kink" on the Hugoniot in the P-l'space. This effect 

is even clearer in V^-Vp plots, where the phase transition causes a departure from 
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the linear relation in Equation 4.4: the Hugoniot curve appears then to be made 

of two segments, one for each phase, each with its own approximately linear {•,-Cp 

relation (different sets of C and S). A very good example of this behavior is the EoS 

of anhydrite: the "kink" on the Hugoniot in P-Kspace. Figure 4.6. corresponds to 

the breakdown of the linear relation between v, and Cp in Figure 4.5. 

Phase transitions also occur upon release of a material from a shock state. 

The final state of a material subjected to a strong shock can be determined In-

following the release curve, an isentrope. on the pressure-entropy {PS) surface. 

The PS plots are very useful in illustrating phase transformations induced l)y 

shock, since the isentropes appear as straight vertical lines, making it very easy to 

determine the phase present upon decompression of a material from any shock state 

(on the Hugoniot) to the reference pressure. .An e.xample is given in Figure 4.11. 

where the Hugoniot of water is plotted in PS space together with the known 

melting, boiling (liquid-vapor phase boundary up to the critical point) and steam 

(liquid-vapor phase boundary beyond the critical point) curves of water (dashed 

line). By drawing a vertical line from any point on the Hugoniot. it is possible 

to determine if the final phase of the water is liquid or vapor. When the release 

isentrope crosses the liquid-vapor phase curve a two-phase region is reached, and 

the amount of liquid and vapor at the end of the release to any final pressure can 

be determined using the lever rule (e.g.. see Ehlers. 1972). For strong shocks, if the 

final pressure is the atmospheric pressure (i.e., 10~' GPa at the Earth's surface), 

the release isentrope may never cross the saturated vapor curve and the final state 

of the material will be that of a -fluid*'. 

4.3 Equations of State 

Specific material properties govern the response of materials to shocks, resulting 

in different behaviors of different materials for nominally the same impact condi

tions. The EoS describes the thermodynamic state of a system over a wide range 



of pressures, temperatures and specific volumes, and it is specific for any material 

since it depends on the complex atomic, molecular and crystalline structures of the 

materials. 

The simplest EoS known is the one for ideal gases: PV = riRT. where R 

is the gas constant and n is the number of moles of gas. The behavior of solids and 

liquids compressed by shock waves is, however, much more complex because of the 

strong interaction between the atoms (or molecules) of the medium. Consequently, a 

much more complex EoS is required. Several approximations have been introduced 

for an analytical expression of the EoS. One of the simplest EoS used for minerals 

at high pressures is the .Murnaghan EoS: 

where P is the shock pressure, p and po are the compressed and zero-pressure 

densities. A'o is the zero-pressure bulk modulus and A is a constant. In this EoS 

the pressure does not directly depend on the specific energy, limiting it to the 

description of static isothermal compressions. This limitation was corrected in the 

modified .Murnaghan EoS (Cintala. 1992) used by Grieve and Cintala (199*2): 

where T and To are the temperatures in the compressed and reference state, q  is 

the material's coefficient of thermal expansion, and ^(p) is a dimensionless func

tion determined for each material by fitting the Hugoniot to the experimentally 

determined shock states of the material. 

The most widely used analytical EoS for impact studies is. however, the 

Tillotson EoS. which was specifically derived for high-speed impact computations 

(Tillotson. 1962). The Tillotson EoS is designed to fit the experimentally-derived 

linear V^-Vp relation at low-pressures and to extrapolate to the Thomas-Fermi limit 

at high-pressures. It has two different and complicated forms, one to describe 
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compressed regions vvliere the internal energy. E. is less than the energy of incipient 

vaporization, and one for expanded states, where E exceeds the energy for complete 

vaporization. As for the .VLurnaghan EoS. a series of parameters must be provided 

for different materials. For a good review of the Tillotson EoS as well as of the 

constants needed for both the Murnaghan and Tillotson EoS for several materials 

of geologic interest see .Melosh (1989). 

These EoSs are. however, limited by their purpose; to represent the shock 

state of a material. When used to represent the thermodynamic state of a material 

over a wide range of pressures, temperatures and densities, the analytical EoSs fail: 

thermodynamic consistency is usually not satisfied, especially when phase changes 

occur. The Tillotson equation provides no information about how to compute the 

temperature or entropy of a material. Changes in pressure and density in two-

phase regions cannot be correctly described, resulting in the inability of the EoS 

to describe melting and vaporization. This is unfortunate, considering that melting 

and vaporization are normal occurrences of planetary impact events. 

4.4 ANEOS 

More recent EoSs use increasingly complex computer codes that rely on differ

ent physical approximations in different domains of validity. For this work I used 

.A.N'EOS (Thompson and Lauson. 1972). a FORTR.\N code designed for use with a 

number of hydrocodes (Thompson. 1990). .All the thermodynamic functions neces

sary to describe the EoS are derived from the Helmholtz free energy F(/).T). with 

density, p. and temperature. T, acting as independent variables. The main assump

tion in this formulation is that the EoS may be written as a superposition of terms 

appropriate to various physical phenomena; the three main components introduced 

in this treatment describe the elastic properties of the cold substance (at absolute 

zero temperature), the thermal motion of the atoms and/or ions (nuclei), and the 

thermal excitation of the electrons (Thompson and Lauson. 1972). Models are then 
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constructed for the various terms. The advantage of this method is that it ensures 

thermodynamic consistency. Another major advantage of .ANEOS over other ana

lytical EoSs is that it offers a limited treatment of phase changes, which is especially 

important when they interfere with the shock state (i.e., by altering the Hugoniot. 

as seen in section 4.2). 

The properties of a given material are provided to .ANEOS in the torm ol 

an array of 24 variables some of which have direct physical meaning, and others 

function simply as interpolation parameters for a better fit of the model to the real 

properties of the material. This set of input parameters can be extended to 40 for a 

better description of mixed-phase material states (Table 4.4 gives a brief description 

of the parameters). .Arrays containing the atomic number and the mass fraction 

of each element present in the material are provided as well. .A.VEOS is provided 

with a library of simple materials (e.g.. iron, aluminum, lead. etc.). For most of the 

niaterials of geologic interest, however, the .AiN'EOS EoS is not available and must 

be de\eloped by the user. 

Since the .A.N'EOS scheme was built to be used in hydrocodes. computational 

time has been a major factor in its development. To keep the CPU time required 

by .A.N'EOS to a minimum, the treatment of phase changes is limited to only one: 

either a solid-solid or solid-liquid phase transition for each substance. If solid-solid 

phase changes do not appear to interfere with the Hugoniot (see section 4.2) the 

obvious choice is to treat the solid-liquid phase transition in detail, since melting 

always occurs in planetary-scale events. This choice was made, for example, in the 

case of calcite and water, Figures 4.3 and 4.10 respectively. However, if a solid-solid 

phase transition strongly affects the shock compression of a material, then .A.VEOS 

was used to treat that transition in detail, while sacrificing a detailed treatment of 

the solid-liquid transition. This is the case for anhydrite and granite. Figures 4.o 

and 4.7. 

One major limitation of .ANEOS is that no provisions are included to treat 
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molecules in the gas phase. Such a treatment would require large amount of com

puter storage and would increase the computation time enormously, particularly in 

the case of many-element materials (like most of the materials of geologic interest). 

for which the number of molecular combinations become extremely large. Figure 1.1 

shows the thermodynamic path of shocked dunite in pressure-entropy space. By 

comparing the liquid-vapor phase boundary determined by .\NEOS with the real 

one (the saturated vapor curve was obtained using a hard-sphere formalism: .Ahretis 

and O'Keefe. 1972). it is evident that the ANEOS entropy of incipient vaporiza

tion at I bar is in good agreement with experiments, but the calculated entropy 

of complete vaporization is much higher than the experimental one. .Analogously, 

the critical point pressure is about 10 times higher than the real one. These dis

placements are a consequence of .ANEOS's implicit assumption that the gas phase 

is a monoatomic mixture of species (Mg, Si. 0), whereas it actually consists mainly 

of a mixture of .MgO. SiOj. and O2 (Hashimoto et al,, 1979). The vapor entropy 

predicted by .\NEOS includes, then, the rather large entropy of dissociation of 

the molecular species into the monoatomic gas mixture. The same problem occurs 

for water (Figure 4.11), for which .ANEOS treats the vapor phase as a mixture of 

monoatomic 0 and H. instead of the molecule HiO. 

•As long as the release curve crosses the liquid/vapor phase curve from the 

liquid side, this limitation probably does not affect the results. This is the ca.se 

for most asteroidal impacts, characterized by impact velocities around 20-30 km/s. 

For cometary-type impacts, however, the higher impact velocities (usually above 

40 km/s) would produce much stronger shocks, with peak shock pressures high 

enough that the release isentrope will cross the liquid/vapor phase boundary from 

the vapor side. This effect could influence the final phases of a hydrocode simulation 

by changing the behavior of a material during the expansion phase. A study of the 

effect of material EoS on the expansion of vapor plumes (Melosh and Pierazzo. 

1997a) seems to indicate the overall effect of this limitation in ANEOS's treatment 

of the gaseous phase is that of delaying the expansion of the impact-generated vapor 

plume. Further tests should give a better understanding of this effect. 
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Figure 4.1: Hugoaiot (clot-dashed line) and phase change regions (short dashed 
line) for dunite. The solid line indicates the phase diagram for dunite as modeled 
by ANEOS. The two vertical lines represent the 1 bar incipient and complete va
porization entropies from ANEOS. The critical point is indicated as CP. while the 

ANEOS's estimate is indicated as CPa-
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The materials used in this work are dimite. water, granite, calcite. anhy

drite. and air. The air EoS was available from the .\NEOS library, and the dunite 

EoS was available from Benz et al. (1989). I developed the .A.NEOS EoS lor 'va-

ter. granite, calcite. and anhydrite. The shock pressures required for incipient and 

complete melting and vaporization (or degassing) are given, in the P-V plot, by 

the intersection of the Hugoniot with the corresponding melting/vaporization iseti-

tropes. Values of the entropy of incipient and complete melting and vaporization 

at I bar were extracted from the literature (Chase Jr. et al.. 1985; .\hrens and 

O'Keefe. 1972: .Ahrens and O'Keefe. 1985). For granite, a thermodynamic model, 

called .VIELTS. (Ghiorso and Sack, 1995) was used to determine the incipient and 

complete melting entropy, while estimates of the incipient and complete vapor

ization entropies were estimated using the results of .Ahrens and O'Keefe (1972). 

Table 4.1 summarizes the entropies and shock pressures (from .ANEOS) for incipient 

and complete melting and vaporization. 

Material Entropy (J/kg/K) Pressure (GPa) 

Water S, I,=4950 ( J )  P.„=4.5 (A) 
Sa,= 10900 ( J )  Pa,=43 (A) 

Calcite Si,=2428 ( R )  Pd=00 (A) 
Pu=20 (LA) 

•Anhydrite P,w=IOO ( I )  
Granite S.„=2220 ( M )  P im =46 (A) 

Se^=2500 ( M )  Pcm=06 (A) 
S.„=4000 (A) P..=140 (A) 
Sc„=7350 (AO) P^.=1265 (A) 

Dunite S,>„=3000 ( J )  P.m = I35 (A) 
Sc=3240 ( J )  Pern = 149 (A) 
S.„=3663 (AO) P,v=186 (A) 
S^=7410 (AO) P,.„=2220 (A) 

Table 4.1: Entropies and pressures of melting and vaporization for a final pressure 
of 1 bar (im= incipient melting; cm= complete melting; iv= incipient vaporization: 
cv= complete vaporization: d= degassing) for the materials used in the 2D and 
3D simulations. A=ANEOS output; J=Chase Jr. et al. (1985): R=Robie et al. 
(1979): I=Ivanov et al, (1996); M=program MELTS (Ghiorso and Sack. 1995): 
.AO=Ahrens and OT\eefe (1972); LA=Lange and Ahrens (1983). 



4.5 Calcite 

Calcite, CaCOs. is one of the most common minerals on the Earth's surface. It 

occurs in sedimentary rock masses in which it is often the predominant mineral: 

in many limestones, it is essentally the only mineral present. A phase diagram for 

calcite was constructed by Tyburczy and Ahrens (1986). on the basis of results of 

Jamieson (1957). Baker (1962). Irving and VVyHie (1973). Huang and VVyllie (1976). 

Carlson (1983). From this phase diagram (Tyburczy and .\hrens. 1986. p. 17-12) 

it is evident that at standard pressure (I bar) and with increasing temperature 

calcite never reaches the melting point, but undergoes dissociation according to the 

reaction; CaCOa CaO(s) + C02(g). The melting point is at an invariant point 

where CaC03(s). CaO(s). C02(g) and liquid coe.xist. This point corresponds to 

P=-10 bars and T=1513 K (Irving and VVyllie. 1973). 

I developed the A.N'EOS EoS for a typical crystalline calcite with itncom-

pressed density po = 2.6 gm/cm^ (see Pierazzo et al.. 1997b). .Among the numerous 

shock e.xperiment data available for calcite I selected those that used a non-porous 

crystalline calcite with density ranging from 2.OS to 2.66 g/cm^ (Lombard. 1961: 

Ahrens and Gregson. 1964: Bass, 1966; Van Thiel et al.. 1967: Kalashnikov et al.. 

1973: Tyburczy and Ahrens. 1986) (Figure 4.2). Even though it is well known that 

at high pressures the stable solid phase of CaCOs is aragonite. the solid-solid phase 

transition does not seem to affect the Hugoniot beyond experimental uncertainty 

(appearing as a spread in the experimental points around the ideal Hugoniot curve). 

Consequently. I decided to ignore the solid-solid phase transition and focused on 

the melt phase transition at low-pressures. Figure 4.3 shows the melting curve ob

tained by .ANEOS together with the real phase diagram of calcite from Tyburczy 

and Ahrens (1986). The agreement is quite good. It must be recognized, however, 

that because .ANEOS cannot describe molecular species in the vapor phase, the 

dissociation curve (solid calcite —>• CaO(s) + COalg)) actually corresponds to the 

reaction: CaCOs -*• Ca(g) + C(g) + 0(g). The final input parameters for the 
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calcite ANEOS EoS are described in Table 4.3. 

The potential importance of impact-release CO2 on the atmosphere has 

focused much attention on shock-degassing of calcite. The problem has been ap

proached from both theoretical studies (Kieffer and Simonds. 1980: Tyburczy and 

.Ahrens. 1986: Tyburczy and Ahrens, 1993; Badjukovet al., 1995: Yang et al.. 1996) 

and shock experiments (Boslough et al., 1982; Kotra et al., 19S3: Lange and .Ahrens. 

1986: O'Keefe and .Ahrens, 1989; Badjukov et al., 1995). Experimental work indi

cates incipient decarbonation of calcite at shock pressures varying between about 

4-50 GPa (Kotra et al.. 1983) and 20 GPa (Lange and .Ahrens. 1983) or as low as 

10 GPa (Tyburczy and .Ahrens. 1986) for porous (49%) chalk. The large spread 

of values is due to several poorly controlled factors, the most important being the 

partial pressure of CO-CO2 during the experiment (Tyburczy and .Ahrens. 1986: 

.Martinez et al.. 1995). and the porosity of the calcite sample (.Martinez et al.. 1995). 

While crystalline calcite undergoes degassing for shock pressures around 45-55 GPa. 

porosity acts to lower such values. Theoretical work on crystalline calcite is based 

on the entropy method (ZelMovich and Raizer. 1967) and can be summarized by 

the results of Vang et al. (1996): 54 ± 6 GPa for incipient and 103 ± 12 GPa for 

complete calcite decarbonation. 

•ANEOS gives shock pressures of ~ -55 GPa for decarbonation of crystalline 

calcite. as can be seen in Figure 4.4. that shows the Hugoniot curve for calcite and 

the melting and vaporization/dissociation curve for calcite in PS space. For this 

work, however. I adopted a value of 20 GPa as the shock pressure for decarbonation 

of calcite. while I followed Pope et al. (1997) in assuming an average porosity of 20'^. 

The low shock pressure adopted means that our computed CO2 yields are likely to 

be overestimates. Choices made by other researchers include 10 GPa (Takata and 

.Ahrens. 1994) and 30 GPa (Ivanov et al., 1996) (porosity is generally not discussed), 

while more recently Pope et al. (1997) propose 70 GPa. that, however, seems too 

high when compared to the e.xperimental results. 
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4.6 Anhydrite 

Evapofites are deposits of minerals that precipitate from evaporating seawater or 

the waters of saline lakes. More than 80 minerals have been recorded in evaporites. 

Most of these are chlorides, sulfates, carbonates, and borates. However, anhydrite 

(CaSO.i) and gypsum (CaS04 x 2H2O) are by far the most abundant evaporite 

minerals and often form massive beds. In the Yucatan Peninsula, anhydrite pre

dominates over gypsum, and I assume that the sulfate-bearing mineral in the target 

is essentially anhydrite (see section o.l). 

I developed the ANEOS EoS for crystalline anhydrite with uncompressed 

density p = 2.97 gm/cm^ (Pierazzo et al.. 1997b). Unfortunately, in contrast to 

calcite. very few shock e.xperiments involving anhydrite have been reported. The 

only known data come from the work of Simakov et al. (1974). providing a total ol 

S experimental points on the Hugoniot. It appears that sulfates undergo solid-solid 

phase transitions that are reflected in the Hugoniot of the materials. On a V,-Vp plot, 

the Hugoniot is composed of two straight line segments of similar slope connected 

by horizontal sections in the region of the phase transition (Simakov et al.. 197-1). 

Figures 4..5 and 4.6 show the experimental data points of Simakov et al. (1974) for 

anhydrite and the corresponding Hugoniot curve obtained by ANEOS. solid-solid 

phase transition occurs at P,/, ~ 30-35 GPa (corresponding to Vp ~ 1.6-1.S km/s). 

Because of the clear influence of the solid-solid phase transition on the Hugoniot. 

and the scarcity of information on the phase diagram (melt curve) of anhydrite. I 

decided to treat the solid-solid phase transition in detail while giving up special 

treatment of the solid-liquid phase change. The input parameters for the anhydrite 

.\NEOS EoS are reported in table 4.3. 

The potential climatic effect of impact-released sulfur-bearing gases in the 

atmosphere prompted several studies of shock-degassing of anhydrite and gypsum. 

Similar to calcite. the problem has been approached with both theoretical studies 

(KiefFer and Simonds. 19S0: Badjukov et al.. 1995: Yang et al.. 1996; Ivanov et al.. 
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1996) and shock experiments (Chen et al.. 1994: Gerasimov et al.. 199.5: Badjukov 

et al.. 1995: Ivanov et al., 1996). Experimental work on anhydrite suggests that 

degassing occurs for shock pressures between SO and 150 GPa. The uncertainty 

of these values is due to the difficulty in obtaining such high shock pressures in 

laboratory experiments. Theoretical work for anhydrite is based, as for calcite. on 

the entropy method (Zel'dovich and Raizer, 1967) and can be summarized by the 

results of Yang et al. (1996): 81 ±7 GPa for incipient and 155± 13 GPa for complete 

degassing. 

For this work I followed the choice of Ivanov et al. (1996) in choositig 

100 GPa as the shock pressure for degassing of anhydrite, since more accurate aiul 

reliable values of shock pressures for anhydrite decomposition are still not available. 

4.7 Granite 

Granite is an igneous rock consisting chiefly of feldspars and quartz, with a small 

amount of other minerals like mica and hornblende. Clarke and Washington (1921) 

estimate that the average composition of the continental crust is intermediate be

tween that of granite and basalt. Granite can thus be used to represent a typical 

upper continental crust material on the Earth, and its eciuation of state is important 

for modeling terrestrial impact events. 

The major difficulty in developing the EoS of granite lies in the fact that it is 

a complex mixture of minerals, each with its own thermodynamic properties. There 

is a complete series grading from granite, with mainly K-feldspar and no oligoclase. 

to granodiorite where the feldspar is mostly plagioclase and only slightly more than 

5% K-feldspar. For any rock a single melting and vaporization temperature is a 

considerable simplification, since the phase diagram for a mixture will, in general, be 

quite complicated. Nevertheless, the average melting and vaporization temperatures 

of the major constituents of the mixture can be used to estimate the specific internal 

energy of the mixture in the phase change region. In the case of granite. 1 use 



Tm = 1673 K for the melting temperature, as given by Allen (1967). while vvc 

estimated the vaporization temperature. = 3610 K, as a weighted average of the 

available vaporization temperatures of its components (Ahrens and O'Keet'e. 197*2). 

Among all the possible granite compositions available. I developed the 

A.\EOS EoS for Westerly Granite (p = 2.63 g/cm^). for which numerous shock 

e.xperimental data are available (Birch, 1966; McQueen et al.. 1967: Marsh. 1980). 

Westerly granite, from Rhode Island, consists of 35.4% microcline. 31.4% .AujoAlgo-

27.5% quartz, and 3.2% mica. The bulk composition of Westerly Granite (Goviri-

daraju. 1984) was used to reconstruct the mass fraction of the 7 most abundant 

elements used in .ANEOS (Table 4.2). 

Oxide Mole % Element Atomic iVo. .\[ass Fraction 

SiO. 72.64 0 8 0.62151 

.A.I2O3 14.04 Si 14 0.2421 

K2O 5.4S Al 13 0.05616 

Na.O 3.32 K 19 0.03653 

CaO 1.39 Na 11 0.02213 
FeO 0.96 Ca 20 0.00695 

Fe203 0.87 Fe 26 0.00828 

H2O 0.4 ( H )  1 0.002667 

MgO 0.3S (Mg) 12 0.0019 

Ti02 0.26 (Ti) 22 0.000867 

Table 4.2: Mole % of o.xide components for Westerly Granite (USGS Sample G-l) 
and mass fraction of the elements. The elements not included in .A.X'EOS are iti 

parentheses. 

Shock e.xperiments performed on granite indicate that a high-pressure 

solid-solid phase transition occurs somewhere between about 5 and 10 GPa (.Mc

Queen et al.. 1967). This is believed to be the result of a solid-solid phase trans

formation (low- to high-density phcise) for quartz, which constitutes about 1/3 of 

the rock on a mass basis. Since this solid-solid transition clearly affects the shock 

states of the material. I chose to treat it in detail and ignore the details of the melt 

region (low-pressure). Figure 4.7 shows the excellent agreement of the Hugoniot 

computed by .AN'EOS with the experimental data, while the input parameters for 



the granite ANEOS EoS are indicated in Table 4.3. 

For the determination of the incipient and complete melting entropy of 

granite I used a thermodynamic model developed by Ghiorso and Sack (1995). the 

model is in the form of a FORTR.AN code, called MELTS. Given the initial compo

sition of the Westerly granite, the model provided the thermodynamic parameters 

associated with the melting curve at 1 bar. Since the release from the shock state 

to the reference state (I bar) is adiabatic, the entropies of incipient and complete 

melting can be used to determine the corresponding shock pressures on the Hugo-

niot. 

4.8 Water 

Water is characterized by an unusual and complicated phase diagram due to the 

fact that the solid is less dense than the liciuid. This is represented, in the phase 

diagram, by the change in sign of the slope of the solid-liquid phase boundary from 

negative at P< 2 kbar to positive at P> 2 kbar. Such an abrupt change of slope 

cannot be treated by .A.N'EOS and had to be avoided. This was accomplished by 

artificially interpolating the phase boundary above 2 kbar down to zero-pressure, 

which effectively e.xtends the liquid field to lower temperatures than e.xist in reality, 

with a freezing point of —37.5°C. This change, however, does not significantly affect 

the final determination of the equation of state of water for the applications of 

interest for this work. 

Shock experiment data show that the solid-solid phase transitions do not 

seem to influence the Hugoniot of water. Moreover, the low shock melting and 

vaporization pressures imply an almost certain vaporization of ice as a result of an 

impact event. It is the solid-vapor and solid-liquid transitions that are important 

for most applications of interest, so I chose to represent, with .ANEOS. the melt 

curve, ignoring the details of solid-solid transitions. 
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Numerous experimental data for water shocked to high pressures and tem

peratures are available in the literature. The best known are the data of VVal.sli 

and Rice (1957). which reach pressures of about 40 GPa. and those of .Mitchell and 

.\ellis (1982) that span the range from 34 to about 320 GPa. I adjusted the .A.N'EOS 

input parameters to fit the phase boundary curves for solid-liquid and liciuid-vapor 

transitions, and to obtain a Hugoniot curve that fits the e.xperimental data cited 

above. Figure 4.8 shows the fit of the Hugoniot determined by .A.N'EOS to the 

experimental shock data. Figure 4.9 also shows the good fit of ANEOS's Hugo

niot to available experimental measurements of shock temperature (Lyzenga et al.. 

1982). The values of the input parameters are reported in Table 4.3. Figures 4.10 

and 4.11 show the fit of the calculated phase-boundary curves to the experimental 

phase transitions. The extension of the liquid region at pressures below 2 kbar is 

evident in Figure 4.10. Figure 4.11 show the liquid-vapor phase boundary plot

ted in P-S space calculated by .ANEOS: for comparison the real phase boundary 

(.ASME Steam Tables) is shown as well. .As discussed previously, the liquid side 

of the phase boundary fits quite well until near the critical point, but the vapor 

side of the boundary is badly represented and the critical point is displaced, .\gain. 

this is the result of .ANEOS inability to treat the vapor phase as a molecular gas. 

Thus the vapor entropy predicted by .ANEOS includes the rather large entropy of 

dissociation of the molecular gas H2O into a monoatomic gas mixture of H and 0. 
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to the re£il phase boundary. 
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Parameter Calcite Anhydrite Granite Water 

Nel 3 3 7 2 

EoS 4 4 4 4 

Po 2.6 2.97 2.63 l.l 

To 298 298 298 233.15 

Po 0 0 0 0 

C 3.5 3.65 5.5 1.8 

To 1.968 1.5 1.9 0.3 

Oo 600 569 0 522.24 

S 1.4 2 1.56 l.3i 

370 0 0 0 2 

E„p 8300. 15000. 24800. 6250. 

T i m 1512 1462 1673 235.6 

C53 8-10'^ 0 10'- 0 

C5.I 0.7 0 0.7 0 

Ho 0 0 0 0 

C41 0 0 0 0 

Pmin 1.4 2 1 O.Spo 

D, 0 4.07 4.7 0 

Do 0 4.02 4.7 0 

D3 0 31. 40. 0 

D-, 0 200. 50. 0 

D5 0 600. 50000. 0 

H/u, 260. 0 0 230. 

PUq/ pa 0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 

Lo 0 0 0 0 

a 0.3 0 0.5 0.5 

3 0.1 0 0.35 0.95 

1 0.3 0 0.5 0.99 

CfiO 0 0 0.9 0.4 

Cei 0 0 0.3 0 

C62 0.78 0 0.65 0.3 

Flag 1 I 1 I 

E5/1 0 0 0 0 

Sja 0 0 0 0 

Table 4.3: ANEOS EoS parameters for calcite. anhydrite, granite, and water. 
EoS=4 corresponds to a solid/gas with electronic terms and detailed treatment 

of liquid/vapor region. 



Param. Description 

Nel Number of elements in the compound 

EoS EoS type 

Po Reference density (g/crr?) 

To Reference temperature (K) 

Po Reference pressure (GPa) 

c C (km/s) of equation 4-4 

To Reference Gruneisen coefficient 
Oq Reference Debye temperature (0=0.025 eV, default) 

S S of equation 4-4 
:]ro '^xlimit of Gruneisen coefficient for large compressions 

E„p Zero-T separation energy (J/g) 

Tn, Melting temperature (K) 

C53 Parameter for lo w-density modification of the critical point 

Co-t Same as above 

Ho Thermal conduction parameter (O—not included) 

C-H Same as above 

Pmin Lowest allowed solid density (g/cm^) 

Di pi: start of the solid-solid phase transition [g/cn?) 

D2 Pi', end of the solid-solid phase transition (g/cm^) 

D3 P at center of the phase transition at :ero-T (GPa) 
dP/d^i at high-P phase transition (fi = p!po) (GPa) 

D.s d'P/di-i' at high-P phase transition (GPa) 
Heat of fusion for melt transformation (O—not included) (J/g) 

Pliql Pa Liquid/solid density at melt point (default 0.93) 

LV Upper limit for cold compression (expanded states) 

Lo Lower limit for cold compression (expanded states) 

a Param. for liquid EoS correction to match P^ap data and boiling pt. 
3 Same as above 

7 Same as above 

C60 Parameter of Griineisen coefficient model (0=none) 

cei Same as above 

C62 Interpolation parameter in free energy expression 

Flag Ionization model flag: 0=Saha: l=Thomas-Fermi 

E,a Energy shift for reactive chemistry modeling (O=not included) 

S,/. Entropy shift for reactive chemistry modeling (O=not included) 

Table 4.4: Description of the user provided parameters to the ANEOS EoS code. 



CHAPTER 5 

Hydrocode Simulations 

Hyclrocodes are large computer programs that can be used to simulate numerically 

highly dynamic events, particularly those which include shocks (Anderson Jr.. 19S7). 

While they cannot supersede the information provided by real impact experiments, 

hydrocodes are an invaluable tool for extending to planetary scales the limited 

results from laboratory experiments where the maximum velocity obtainable, in 

controlled experiments, is limited to about 9 km/sec. 

This chapter presents the results of a series of hydrocode simulations aimed 

at testing the different hypotheses about the formation of the Chicxulub impact 

structure. 65 .Vlyr ago. This includes an asteroid as well as a comet impact. 

Two-dimensional (2D) hydrocode simulations with projectiles of different sizes and 

porosities were carried out to estimate the amounts of various climatically impor

tant gases produced by the impact as function of the size of the event. The results 

will be used to discuss the climatic effects of the Chicxulub event in Chapter 8. 

Previous hydrocode simulations of the Chicxulub impact event only mod

eled asteroid impacts, and used an approximate treatment of the target lithology 

(Takata and .Ahrens. 1994; Pope et al.. 1994; Ivanov et al., 1996). for which the 

Tillotson equation of state was used. For these hydrocode simulations I used new 

equations of state for calcite (carbonates) and anhydrite (evaporites) developed with 

.\NEOS (see Chapter 4). The simulations suggest that the impact event vaporized 

a large quantity of sediments, producing climatically active chemical species like 

CO2 and S-bearing gases. Given that the region was probably covered by a shallow 

sea at the time of impact, it is also reasonable to assume that the carbonates were 
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saturated with water. Water vapor is then another important climatically active 

gas released by the impact. To understand the importance of the climatic effects 

associated with the impact event it is necessary to estimate as accurately as possible 

the amount of these chemical species that were injected in the atmosphere. To do 

this it is necessary to know the exact composition of the target in the region of the 

impact. Unfortunately, this is still under debate. The ne.xt section, after Pierazzo 

et al. (1997b). deals with what is known about the stratigraphy of the region. 

5.1 Target Stratigraphy 

The Chicxulub impact event occurred on the Yucatan Peninsula, which is part of 

a larger (and partially submerged) carbonate platform. Because the platform lias 

been tectonically stable since the early Cretaceous (Pindell and Barret. 1990). the 

stratigraphy of the site is relatively simple, although the Cretaceous sediments, like 

the crater itself, lie buried beneath Tertiary sediments. Fortunately, however, sev

eral oil exploration wells have been drilled in the northern portion of the peninsula 

(Figure 5.1) and provide a good measure of the pre-impact stratigraphy. 

The uppermost Cretaceous in the Yucatan-1.2.-1. and 5a wells indicate that 

the northern part of the Yucatan Peninsula, including the impact site, was covercd 

with a shallow (< 100 m) sea 65 million years ago. These wells and others indicate 

that a thick seciuence of carbonates and evaporites underlies the top of the Cre

taceous. although the relative proportions of these lithologies vary between wells 

(Lopez-Ramos. 1975). In those four wells anhydrite and gypsum comprise 49 to 

63% of the thickness of the sediments, while limestone comprises 29 to -15'X of 

the sediments. Small amounts of dolomite (0 to 3.5%). sandstone (3.2 to o.'27r). 

and shale (0 to 5.2%) also occur in the wells. A fifth well (Ticul-1) penetrated 

abundant marl (33%). limestone (31%), a smaller amount of anhydrite and gypsum 

(22%). and dolomite (7.4%). Based on these well data and additional geophysical 

data. Lopez-Ramos suggested that the Yucatan-1 well, with 49% anhydrite and 
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gypsum plus 4o% limestone, best represents the northern portion of the Yucatan 

Peninsula. Pierazzo et al. (1997b) agree with Lopez-Ramos (1975) and point out 

that this well, or the other Yucatan wells, are probably much better proxies for 

the pre-impact stratigraphy than the Ticul-l well. The latter well is located near 

the estimated ~ 180 km rim of the Chicxulub crater and a late Cenozoic .WV-SE 

fault zone adjacent to the crater, so part of its stratigraphic sequence could be 

missing or structurally thickened. Indeed, Ward et al. (1995) inferred a fault in 

the Ticul-l well because they could not correlate the electrical log data in this well 

with the logs from other wells on the northern portion of the Yucatan Peninsula. 

The work by Lopez-Ramos was produced before it was realized that the C'hicxulul) 

structure is an impact crater. Some of the units that he identified as stratified 

Late Cretaceous marine sediments have subsequently been recognized as breccias 

produced by the impact event (Hildebrand et al.. 1991). These breccias, some of 

which Lopez-Ramos described as "anhydrite and thick bodies of limestone breccia 

and cryptocrystalline limestone." should obviously be avoided when reconstruct

ing the pre-impact stratigraphy. Fortunately, the stratigraphic thicknesses of the 

breccias in some of the Yucatan wells used by Lopez-Ramos are small relative to 

the stratigraphic thickness of the entire platform sequence. Or. where the breccias 

make up a significant fraction of the wells, carbonates and evaporites are present in 

nearly the same proportions of lithologies as the undisturbed underlying sediments. 

Consequently, while these breccias may have caused Lopez-Ramos to overestimate 

the stratigraphic thickness of stratified Late Cretaceous marine lithologies. they do 

not significantly affect the proportions of carbonate (45%) and evaporite (49%) in 

the pre-impact target that one would infer from his work. 

More recently, Ward et al. (1995) ree.xamined the stratigraphy of pre-

impact lithologies and produced results that are significantly different than those by 

Lopez-Ramos (1973. 1975). In general. Ward et al. argue that the upper Cretaceous 

is dominantly limestone, with traces of dolomite. They do not log any evaporite in 

the upper Cretaceous whereas Lopez-Ramos indicates there is significant amounts 
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of evaporite in this same interval. In addition, much of the limestone that Lopez 

Ramos identified in the basal half of the platform sequence was instead identified 

as dolomite by Ward et al. This led Ward et al. to suggest a much different target 

assemblage of ~ .i5 to 40% dolomite, 25 to 30% limestone. 25 to 30% anhydrite, 

and 3 to 4% sandstone and shale. The reasons for these discrepancies could be due 

to the use of drill cores (Ward et al.. 1995) versus well cuttings (Lopez-Ramos. 

1973: 1975) that might be contaminated; Ward et al. (1995). however, had access 

to a limited number of samples. Overall, it is hard to establish which is the better 

estimate. Because I want to calculate the abundances of climatically active gas 

species produced by the impact event, the different proportions of carbonatc and 

evaporite estimated from the work of Lopez-Ramos (1975) and Ward et al. (1995) 

pose a problem. Without having any way to determine which of the estimated 

stratigraphic series is correct. I considered two cases: one in which the carbonates 

and evaporites are equally abundant (50% and 50%. 50-50 hereafter) and one in 

which the carbonates are significantly more abundant than the evaporites (70% rs. 

30%. 70-30 hereafter). The minor amount of shales and sandstone will be ignored as 

it has no effect on the production of climatically active gases. The composition of the 

evaporitic layers, i.e.. the proportion of anhydrite (CaSO.i) vs. gypsum (CaSOi < 

2H2O) is of some importance for the final production of S-bearing gases and water 

vapor as well. In the stratigraphic logs by Lopez-Ramos (1973. 1975) anhydrite and 

gypsum are not differentiated. However, in the text, he indicates that the evaporite 

is dominated by anhydrite. Kring et al. (1991) observed that in the polymict breccia 

of the Yucatan-2 well most of the evaporite is also anhydrite. Similarly. Ward et al. 

(1995) say that nearly all of the evaporite in the breccias they examined and in the 

undisturbed sediments outside the crater is dominated by anhydrite. Consequently. 

I will model the target evaporite as anhydrite. 

Before proceeding with the model calculations, it is also important to point 

out that the proportion of carbonate and evaporite determined from the Yucatan-

1.2,4. and 5a wells assumes that the wells penetrated undisturbed sediments beyond 

the rim of the crater. This seems likely if the Chicxulub crater has a final rim 



diameter of 180 to 200 km (Figure 5.1). which has been inferred from analyses of 

gravity anomalies, magnetic anomalies, and stratigraphic constraints (Hildebrand 

et al.. 1991: Pilkington et al.. 1994; Kring, 1995; Espindola et al.. 1995: Warner and 

the Chicxuliib Working Group. 1997). However, other investigators have suggested 

the crater has a diameter of ~ 240 km (Pope et al.. 1996) to 300 km (Sharpton et al.. 

1993). In the latter case, the Yucatan-2 and 5a wells would lie within the crater, 

and the Yucatan-1 and 4 wells would lie very near its rim. .Assuming that the crater 

is 300 km in diameter. Sharpton et al. (1996) have suggested that the Vucatan-4 

well, in addition to several wells (Quintana Roo I. Tower Hill I. Tower Hill 2. and 

Basil .Jones 1) located 200 to 300 km south and east of the center of the structure, 

might be better to use as proxies for the pre-impact stratigraphy. Log data for 

the Quintana Roo 1. Tower Hill 1. Tower Hill 2. and Basil Jones 1 wells are not 

available, but according to Lopez-Ramos (1973. 1975) the Yucatan-4 well contairi.s 

39% limestone. 2.S% dolomite. 54% anhydrite and gypsum, and 3.3% sandstone. 

Reflecting the same discrepancies above. Ward et al. (1995). instead, indicate that 

the Yucatan-4 well contains 56.7% limestone and marl. 2S.7% dolomite. lO.O/T 

evaporite. and 4.1% sandstone between the Paleozoic basement and the impact 

breccias. 

Carbonates, by their nature, are porous. Viniegra-0 (1981) estimated a 

range between 14 and 26% for the Late Cretaceous carbonates in the southwestern 

edge of the Yucatan platform. Pope et al. (1997) assumed an average porosity of 

20% for the carbonates in the region of the impact. Since a shallow sea covered the 

region during the Cretaceous, it is reasonable to assume that the carbonates were 

saturated with water. 

Beneath the carbonate and evaporite platform sediments, the basement 

of the Yucatan Peninsula is dominated by a granitic gneiss. The Yucatan-1 and 

Yucatan-4 wells bottomed out in this basement rock (Lopez-Ramos. 1973. 1975). 

Seismic studies of the area indicate that this granitic basement is 30 km thick and 

that it overlies normal mantle material (Salvador. 1991). .All of the target lithologies 
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that are inferred from the exploration wells have also been found in impact hrrcrias 

inside the crater and/or in material ejected from the crater and deposited in K/T 

boundary sequences. For example, the polymict breccia inside the Chicxulub crater 

contains clasts of sedimentary carbonates and evaporites. recrystallized sandstones, 

granitic gneisses, and mica schists in a carbonate-rich matrix (Kring et al.. 191)1: 

Hildebrand et al.. 1991: Sharpton et al.. 1992: Sharpton et al.. 1996). In addition, 

the compositions of impact melt glasses from the K/T boundary sediments of Haiti 

suggest mixing of carbonate, sulfate, and siliceous (basement) components (Sig-

urdsson et al.. I99la: Sigurdsson et al., 1991b: Kring and Boynton. 1991: Kring and 

Boynton. 1992; Izett. 1991; Blum et al., 1993: Koeberl. 1994). Using the composi

tion of such impact melt glasses some authors have tried to determine the proportion 

of these source rocks at the impact point, particularly the relative proportions of 

carbonates and evaporites (Blum and Chamberlain, 1992: Chaussidon et al.. 199(j). 

but the results have been ambiguous. 

5.2 Hydrocodes 

Hydrocodes can solve exactly the system of highly non-linear equations that de

scribe the shock event, and the accuracy of the results is only limited by the reso

lution of the finite difference approximations and the knowledge of material prop

erties. The solution of the equations describing the shock event can be approached 

in two ways: Using a coordinate system moving with the material, known as the 

Lagrarigian approach, or fixed in space, known as the Eulerian approach. In the La-

grangian approach the finite difference grid is fixed with the material, providing an 

easier treatment of the shock equations than in the Eulerian approach. The mesh is 

generated by approximating the materials of interest with points, and free surfaces 

and contact surfaces between different materials are ecisily determined, and remain 

distinct throughout the calculation. This is an important advantage over the Eule

rian approach, in which the mesh is fixed in space and the material flows through it. 

In the Eulerian approximation material interfaces are harder to determine and are 



usually represented by "mixed cells." thus becoming less sharp. As a consequence 

the accuracy in the determination of material interfaces and free surfaces depends 

on the resolution of the mesh: the finer the mesh, the more accurately the boundary 

is represented, but at the price of more computational zones. The major limitation 

of the Lagrangian approach is the inaccuracy of the finite difference approximation 

when the cells are significantly distorted: the extreme case is when a cell folds over 

itself resulting in a computed negative mass. .-V way to overcome the problems as

sociated with the extreme grid distortion is to carefully rezone the computational 

grid. i.e.. to overlay a new. undistorted grid, on the old. distorted mesh. This can 

become a tedius. time-consuming process, one that has to be repeated man\' times 

for simulations covering more than the first couple of seconds of the impact evetit. 

This problem does not exist for Eulerian codes, which can easily handle flows with 

large distortions. 

Both approaches have been used in constructing hydrocodes. since each ap

proach has its advantages and problems, and both approaches can produce reliable 

results when handled with care. .An example are the consistency in the results of 

Ivanov et al. (1996). who used a Lagrangian code, and Pierazzoet al. (l99Tb). who 

used an Eulerian code to simulate the Chicxulub impact event. 

5.3 2D Hydrocode Simulations 

I used the 2-D finite differences hydrocode CSQ (Thompson. 1979) for the impact 

simulation, complemented by the .ANEOS equation of state package (Thompson 

and Lauson. 1972). developed at Sandia National Laboratorie. 

CSQ is an axially-symmetric Eulerian-Lagrangian code. i.e.. it employes a 

two-step Eulerian scheme for solving the ec[uations of hydrodynamic flow in finite-

difference form. It has a space fixed mesh that does not change from cycle to cycle. 

Material flows through the mesh, but during each cycle of computation the mesh is 

treated as material fixed and a complete Lagrangian calculation is performed. This 
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process saves computational time, because fewer derivatives need to be coiu[)uted 

in the Lagrangian treatment. .After the Lagrangian phase, in which the mesh lines 

are temporarily distorted, the code enters a rezoning phase in which the entire 

Lagrangian mesh is remapped to its original position. The problems of high grid 

compression and distortion, typical of Lagrangian calculations, that can invalidate 

the results or terminate the run (due to the use of an e.xtremely small time step, 

when the distortion is very large) are then avoided. The fi.xed mesh, however, can lie 

a problem in the Eulerian description: The uncertainty in the location of material 

interfaces introduces, possibly, large errors in the determination of the amount of 

melt/vapor produced by the impacts. To prevent this problem a very fine mesh 

should be used, at the expense of more computational time. The solution is to find 

a balance between CPU time needed and resolution of the mesh utilized. 

I studied the effert of the mesh resolution in the determination of the 

amount of melt and vapor by doing several test runs at different resolutions and 

comparing the resulting melt/vapor produced. Figure 5.2 shows the results of the 

simulations for four different resolutions: 5. 10. 20. and 40 cells per projectile radius 

(cppr). The lowest resolutions, o and 10 cppr. are ec|ual to the resolutions often used 

in previous work (e.g.. .Ahrens and O'Keefe. I9S7: Bjorkman and Holsapple. 1987: 

Takata and .Ahrens. 1994). The higher resolutions. 20 and 40 cppr. are comparable 

to the resolutions used in this work. This test shows a clear deterioration in the 

determination of melt/vapor masses as the resolution decreases. The resolution ef

fect is most dramatic for runs with lower impact velocities, that include most of the 

impact velocities of planetary interest (r < 30 km/s). resulting in artificially small 

estimates of melt/vapor production by as much as a factor of 2. .A high resolution is 

therefore necessary for an accurate simulation of the Chicxulub impact event. For 

these runs I always kept a resolution of 25 cppr or higher. 

The Eulerian coordinate system employed in this work describes the in

stantaneous state of the material in each zone, but is unable to follow the material 
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through the mesh. Tracer particles are used for this purpose. The tracers are tna.ss-

less particles which move through the mesh using the local velocity at the current 

tracer position. They have no effect on the other calculations in CSQ but allow one 

to follow the thermodynamic history of given material points in time. One hundred 

tracer particles were regularly distributed in the projectile and target, sampling all 

the materials involved in the simulation. Rows of equally spaced tracers were lo

cated at constant angular intervals from 0° to 90" from the surface (90" = straight 

downward), covering the target region close to the impact. The first row of tracers 

was located 50 m below the surface, thus recording the shock wave that propagates 

through the shallow sea. Figure 5.4 shows a typical distribution of tracer particles 

in the target and projectile. In the target, the tracers are regularly distributenl 

radially from the impact point, at 15" angular intervals. In the projectile, tracers 

are typically distributed radially from the center of the projectile at ."{O" angular 

intervals. 

I determined the volume of original target and projectile that underwent 

melting and vaporization by using the peak shock pressure recorded by the tracers 

in the impact and the original target geometry (Pierazzo et al.. 1996: Pierazzo 

et al.. 1997a: Pierazzo et al.. 1997b). To determine the size of this region, the 

ma.Kimum shock pressure ever attained was determined for each tracer, and the 

distance at which the shock pressure equals the melt/vapor transformation pressure 

was calculated for each row (see Figure 5.3). The melting and vaporization pressures 

inferred from the tracer particles were then overlaid on the initial target layout, 

and the volume of each region was finally calculated by integrating the infinitesimal 

volume over the region of interest, with the assumption of axial symmetry: 

= f rdr f d^p f rcosOdO = {sin$i — sindi^i) (o.l) 
Jo Jo Je, 3 

where 0 = 0" indicates the direction straight dovraward. and 0 = 90" indicates the 

direction parallel to the surface. The total volume of the melt/vapor region is finally 



given by the sum of all the various components; 

(0.2) 
i= l  

For a more refined calculation, the entropy of partially melted/vaporized 

material was assumed to vary linearly with melt fraction: the Hugoniot was 

then used to determine the shock pressures associated with the partial melt

ing/vaporization entropy. The melt and vapor regions were broken into shells, and 

the radius of complete melt/vapor region, by determining the distance at which the 

shock pressure is ec[ual to the partial melt/vapor fraction. The total amount of 

melt and vapor was then determined by weighting the various shell's volumes by 

the corresponding melt/vapor fraction. This procedure is particularly important 

for a more accurate determination of the vapor produced in an impact event, since 

complete vaporization shock pressures are reached only by the fastest events, while 

partial vaporization is reached in most cases. 

5.3.1 Model Input 

To represent the target lithologies. previous work (Takata and .Ahrens. 1994; Ivanov 

et al.. 1996) used the Tillotson equation of state for materials like andesite. alu

minum. and granite for the basement rock and carbonate/limestone and wet tuff 

for the sedimentary layer. Using ANEOS. I was able to develop more complete 

eciuations of state for materials that better represent the Chicxulub target. These 

materials are granite (Pierazzo et al., 1997a) for the crystalline basement (con

tinental crust), calcite for the carbonates, and anhydrite for the evaporites in the 

sedimentary layer (Pierazzo et al., 1997b). Chapter 4 describes in detail these EoSs. 

The upper mantle was modeled by dunite (Benz et al.. 1989). while the ANEOS 

EoS for water (Tonks et al.. 199-3), also described in chapter 4. was used for the 

shallow sea. Table 4.1 reports the entropies of melting and vaporization for the 

various materials along with the relative shock pressures obtained by .AXEOS. 



In the simulations the target consists of a 30 km granitic layer overlying 

a dunite mantle. Atop the granite layer is a 2.9 km sedimentary layer, made of 

several alternating layers of anhydrite and calcite. The shallow sea is modeled by a 

100 m layer of water. For a more realistic plume expansion and ejecta trajectories. I 

introduced an atmosphere by using the ANEOS library air EoS with the terrestrial 

temperature profile. 

Figure 5.4 shows a typical distribution of tracers in the projectile and tar

get as well as the distribution of the various materials used in the simulations. The 

projectile was initially treated as a crystalline asteroid made of dunite with initial 

density of 3.32 g/cm^. However, a substantial amount of evidence seems to indicate 

that many km-sized near-Earth asteroids are "rubble-piles." i.e.. agglomerates of 

loose rocky material (see Bottke and Melosh. 1997 for a review of the evidence). 

Recently a certain amount of effort has been devoted to the determination of density 

and porosity of asteroidal material (Britt and Consolmagno. 1996: Corrigan et al.. 

1996). I addressed this problem by introducing porosity into the projectile: simula

tions with porosities of 25% and 50% were carried out for projectiles of various sizes, 

corresponding to an initial projectile density of 2.49 and 1.66 g/cm^ respectively. 

This, along with the 0%-porosity runs, should cover the plausible density range in 

rocky asteroids (Britt et al.. 1995: Consolmagno and Britt. 1.996). 

Previous hydrocode modeling of the Chicxulub event assumed that the 

projectile was an asteroid. This, however, does not exclude the possibility that 

the projectile was a comet. The main differences between a comet and an asteroid 

impact consist in the composition, density, and impact velocity, .\steroids in the 

inner solar system have a "rocky" appearance, with densities anywhere between 1.5 

and 2.6 g/cm^ (see above). Comets, on the other hand, have a much lower density 

and art mainly composed of ices which produce the commonly-seen coma and tail 

when they get closer to the Sun. and only a smaller rocky component. Estimates of 

the density of cometary nuclei range between 0.2 and 1.2 g/cm^ (Rahe et al.. 1994). 

Recently. Asphaug and Benz (1996) modeled the breakup of comet Shoemaker-Levy 
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9 (SL9 hereafter) as a primordial rubble pile of hundreds or thousands of sniallor 

cometesimals. To obtain the 21 observed fragments of comet SL9 they found the 

cometesimals should have had densities between 0.4 and 1.3 g/cm^. with the l)est 

model estimate of 0.6 g/cm^. While short period comets with periods < 20 yrs 

have impact speeds (15-35 km/s, for a mean of 22.9 km/s) comparable to asteroids 

(mean of 17 km/s, Chyba et al.. 1994). Halley-family comets (20 yr< period< 

200 yr) have impact speeds between 40 and 70 km/s (and a mean of 45.4 km/s: 

Shoemaker et al.. 1994), similar to long period comets (periods > 200 yr. mean 

of 58.2 km/s: Marsden and Steel. 1994). The higher impact velocity for comet is 

responsible for stronger shock waves, so I decided to carry out a few sinudatiotis 

involving a comet-like projectile as well. Table 5.1 and 5.2 summarize the various 

run in terms of projectile diameter, Dpr and porosity. Poros. The transient crater 

diameter values shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 were calculated using the Schmidt and 

Housen (1987) scaling relation: 

where and pt are the projectile and target density (in kg/m'). Dpr is the pro

jectile diameter (in m). f" is the projectile impact velocity (in m/sec). and (j is the 

gravitational acceleration (g = 9.8 m/sec"). 

5.3.2 Results of 2D Simulations 

To get an idea of the temporal evolution of the impact event. I extended the sim

ulation with a non-porous projectile, 10 km in diameter, to about .35 seconds. 

Figures 5.5a-d show the typical axially-symmetric outputs of the hydrocode sim

ulations at various times. Different materials iure represented by different colors, 

and superimposed are density contours (left-half) and velocity vectors (right-half). 

The tracer locations are plotted as well and help in visualizing the motion of the 

material during the simulation. 
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A rather surprising outcome of the "long" simulation was the realiza

tion that the melted and vaporized projectile takes far longer than predicted by 

Zel'dovich and Raizer (1967) to accelerate out of the crater. Indeed. 30 seconds 

after the impact only a negligible portion of the projectile has e.xpanded outside of 

the crater (Figure o.od). This result motivated Jay Melosh to study the expansion 

of the impact vapor plume using a more realistic EoS and geometry. It appears that 

licjuid-vapor phase transitions (not taken into account by the simple Zel'dovich and 

Raizer. 1967 estimate using a perfect gas EoS) slow down the expansion: much ot 

the internal energy of the material (responsible for the final expansion velocity) is 

in the form of latent heat of the vapor phase, which is released quite slowly once the 

material reaches the phase boundary and the expansion proceeds along the phase 

curve (.Melosh and Pierazzo. 1997b). The simple spherical expansion models also 

fail to recognize the real geometry of the impact plume, that in the early stages 

is closer to being cylindrical than spherical, contributing to the delay in the vapor 

plume expansion (.Melosh and Pierazzo. 1997a). 

A porous projectile produces weaker shocks, resulting in lower peak shock 

pressures. This is a direct consequence of the lower initial energy of the event (less 

projectile mass). The porous projectile also ends up with a higher internal energy 

(more PdV work done upon it to close the pores during compression), hence a 

higher temperature (Melosh. 1989). This becomes important for the entrainment 

of the projectile material in the expansion plume; cis a result, vaporized porous 

projectiles expand faster than non-porous ones. 

Figure 5.6 shows the typical shape of the melt and vaporization regions, 

reconstructed using the method outlined above, in both sedimentary layer and crust. 

Because the intensity of the shock decays as it moves away from the impact point and 

spreads through a large volume, at the Earth's mantle the maximum shock pressure 

is not high enough to induce melting in any of the runs with the exception of the 

largest impacts, in particular for the largest comet impact. Only partial vaporization 

of the crystalline crust occurs in the asteroid impacts: the shock produced by comet 
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impacts, however, is strong enough to produce complete vaporization of the granitic-

crust. 

The amounts of melt and vapor produced in the projectile and the various 

target materials are summarized in Table 5.1 for the various asteroid runs and 

Table 0.2 for the comet runs. In the smaller asteroid impact events (Dw < 100 

km), about 10% of the projectile remains solid, indicating that some fragments of 

the impactor that produced the Chicxulub structure might be found at the K/T 

boundary. Recently Kyte (1996) presented the argument that a heavily altered 

lithic fragment recovered from sediments of the K/T boundary from DSDP Site 

576 in the Western N. Pacific is a piece of the K/T bolide. If true, this might 

indicate that the impact event produced a transient cavity less than 100 km in 

diameter, similar to the value estimated by Warner and the C'hic.xulub Working 

Group (1997). Using a typical relation between transient crater and final crater 

diameter for complex craters, i.e.. Drim ^ 1.6D/c (Melosh. 1989). the rim diameter 

of the C'hic.xulub structure should then be around 160-180 km. 

To better constrain the mass of sediments degassed by the impact event, 

further runs were e.xecuted with the tracer particles concentrated near the target's 

surface (radially at angles 0". 2.5°. 5°. 10"'. and 15" from the surface). The uncer

tainty in the carbonate/evaporite proportion in the sedimentary layer is spanned by 

assuming proportions of either 50-50 or 70-30 for carbonates and evaporites respec

tively. The amount of water vaporized was evaluated by assuming, following Pope 

et al. (1997). an average porosity of 20% in the carbonates and complete saturation 

with water. No porosity was assumed for anhydrite. In addition to the water in 

the pores of the sedimentary layer, the impact vaporized water in the shallow sea. 

However, the amount of water vapor provided by the sea is always less than 10% 

of the sedimentary water for a 100 m deep sea. Since it is improbable that the sea 

reached even this depth during the Late Cretaceous (generally it is assumed to have 

been few tens of meters or less; e.g.. Pope et al.. 1997). the real contribution by 

the sea is bound to be even lower, making the sea a negligible contributor to the 
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Dpr 10 km 15 km 20 km 27 km 
Poros. 50 % 0 % 25 % 50 % 0 % 25 % 

Dtc (km) 56.4 71.6 88.6 96.9 122 140.2 
Sediments (krr?) 

Calcile 439-614 770-1078 1094-1.531 1333-1866 2590-3625 2344-3282 
Anhydrite 163-98 216-129 362-217 558-335 658-395 969-581 

Water 207-292 373-522 463-632 693-970 806-1128 891-1248 
(10.5) (12) (23.5) (36) (39) (70) 

Continental Crust (km^) 

Vapor 61 .324 642 775 2717 4039 
Melt 5231 14200 29030 43960 72303 75 [25 

Mantle (km^j 

Melt - - - - 443 .3217 
Vapor - - - - - 30 

Projectile (km^) 

Vapor 12% 22% 16% 24 % 
Melt 75% 67% 76% 76% 
Solid 13% 10% 6.-5% 8% 0%'- 0%'^ 

Table 5.1: Estimates of melt and vapor production from 20 hydrocode simulations 
for asteroid impact events. ("): Values in parenthesis represent the contribution of 

water vapor from the shallow sea alone, which is a small fraction of the total vapor 
mass. Within the limits of the computational resolution. 

impact-related water vapor released in the impact. 

The degassing of the sedimentary layer by the impact event produces cli

matically important species, namely carbon dioxide, water vapor, and sulfur (ei

ther as SO2 or SO3, which, in turn, are responsible for the production of sulfate 

aerosols). Table 5.3 shows the estimates of amounts of these gases initially released 

from the target and the amounts injected into the atmosphere after taking into 

account recombination effects, for the various impact simulations. The amount of 

gases initially released in the impact event, and the amount of crust that ended 

up melted are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9 as a function of the transient cavity 

diameter, where the estimates for the gases from the sedimentary layer are for a 

50-50 calcite-evaporite combination. 
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Dpr 17 km 30 km 
Poros. 45-50 % 45-50 % 

Dtc (km) 90 140.3 
Sediments (km^) 

Calcite 2004-2805 3126-4376 
Anhydrite 764-459 1618-971 

Water 671-940 1030-1441 
(73) (134) 

Continental Crust (km"^) 

Vapor 4146 21922 
Melt 48404 152982 

Mantle (km^) 

Melt - 17612 
Vapor - 1075 

Projectile (km^) 
Vapor 80-90 % 80-90 % 
Melt < 10-20% < 10-20% 
Solid 0^ % 0* % 

Table 5.2: Estimates of melt and vapor production from 2D hydrocode sinuilatiotis 
of comet impact events. ("): Values in parenthesis represent the contribution of 
water vapor from the shallow sea alone, which is a small fraction of the total vapor 
mass. (^): Within the limits of the computational resolution. 

5.3.3 Carbon Dioxide 

E.xperimental work on calcite suggests that incipient decarbonation of calcite varies 

with the porosity of the rock between about 40-50 GPa (Kotra et al.. l9cS3) for 

non-porous to 10 GPa for highly porous (~ 50%) (Tyburczy and .Ahrens. 19S6) 

specimens. With the assumed average porosity of 20% for the carbonate layers of 

the target. I adopted a value of 20 GPa for calcite decarbonation (see section 4.5). 

The volume of calcite degassed by the impact for the various projectiles, is given in 

Table 5.1 and 5.2. while Table 5.3 reports the corresponding mass of COi. shown, 

in Figure 5.9b. as a function of the transient diameter of the resulting crater. The 

transient diameter was calculated using Equation 5.3. where the effect of porosity 

is included by using a "bulk density"' for the projectile (i.e.. including the void in 

the computation of the mean projectile density), shown in Table 5.3. .\nalyzing 
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Dpr Ppr Mass degassed (Gt) After recombination (Gt) 
(km) (g/cm^) HoO CO2 1 5 COo 5 

Asteroid 

10 1.66 207-292 493-702 114-68 340-484 57-34 
10 3.32 373-529 880-1234 151-90 607-851 75-45 
lo 2.49 462-632 1251-1751 253-152 863-1208 127-76 
20 1.66 693-970 1525-2132 390-235 1052-1471 197-117 

20 3.32 9SS-1381 2963-4147 458-275 2044-2861 230-138 
27 2.49 891-1248 2681-3755 677-406 1850-2591 339-203 

Comet 

17 0.6 671-940 2294-3210 537-322 1583-2215 268-161 
30 0,6 1030-1444 3575-5006 1130-678 3467-3455 565-339 

Table 0.3: Estimates of climatically important gases released in the Chicxuhii) 
impact event from the sedimentary layer. The range in naasses is delimited by a 
50-50 and 70-30 mixture of carbonates and evaporites respectively (see text). 

samples of carbonates from the Haughton impact crater. Canada. .\[artinez et al. 

(1994) conclude that large fractions of the impact-produced C0 > from degassing of 

carbonates is lost by recombination with highly reactive residual o.Kicles at tempera

tures lower than 900 K and ambient pressures. They estimated that on average 63'X 

and at least 31% of the original CO2 could have been retrapped. These results are 

confirmed by laser experiments of Gerasimov et al. (1997), which indicate a 40 to 

60% loss of C due to recombination effects. It is not clear if CO2 recombination is a 

function of the energj- of the impact event or the way in which silicate and carbonate 

lithologies are mixed in the target. However, to account for this possible effect, we 

assumed that 31% of the CO2 produced by the impact was lost by recombination. 

This is a lower limit indicating that the final values for CO2 production might be 

overestimates. Even so. the results of the simulations (Table 5.3) indicate a pro

duction of CO2 one or two orders of magnitude less than that of Takata and .\hrens 

(1994) (they estimated a release of 10.000 to 100.000 Gt of CO2). This discrepancy 

can be due to various reasons: Takata and Ahrens used 10 GPa as melting pressure 

for a 50% porous calcite. while I believe that 20 GPa (for an average carbonate 

porosity of 20%) is a better choice (probably still too low): they also overestimated 

the carbonate layer (using the whole sedimentary layer, that they assumed 3 km 
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thick instead of .50 to 70% of that vahie). While the slightly larger projectile used 

by Takata and Ahrens should not contribute significantly to the initial impart en

ergy (I used a denser projectile), and the nature of the hydrocode (SPH is a fully 

Lagrangian code) should not affect the results significantly, I believe that the res

olution used by Takata and Ahrens might also play a role in the final estimates of 

C0.2 released by the impact. My estimates of the volume of carbonates degassed 

by the impact (Tables .5.1 and .5.2) are instead closer to those (also obtained with a 

Lagrangian code) by Ivanov et al. (1996), although their values are about a factor 

of two lower (their estimates are for a 3 km thick layer). .Again, the different choice 

of shock pressure. 30 GPa versus 20 GPa and, secondarily, the shape of the projec

tile (cylinder versus a sphere) are possible reasons for this discrepancy. Overall, the 

recent work of Ivanov et al. (1996) and the systematic study presented here produce 

results that are more reliable than previous ones. It is reassuring that, given the 

uncertainties still present, the two differ only by about a factor of two. 

5.3.4 S-bearing Gases 

E.Kperimental work on shock-induced degassing of anhydrite indicates degassing 

of anhydrite for shock pressures between SO and 1.50 GPa. Following Ivanov et al. 

(1996). I used 100 GPa as the shock pressure for degassing of anhydrite (see chapter 

3). The amount of anhydrite degassed by the impact event and the relative S content 

are reported in Tables .5.1. >5.2, and Table -5.3 respectively. 

The main reaction for degassing of anhydrite is indicated as: 

CaSOi = Ca0 + S02 + 1/2 0-2 {5.4) 

Tyburczy and .Ahrens (1993) show that for po-, = 0.2 bar and pso2 = 10""' bar 

(normal atmosphere) this reaction proceeds to the right at temperatures > 1270 

K. Experimental work on this subject was also carried out. Laser experiments in 

air (Gerasimov et al.. 1995) produced only about 17% of S from vaporization of 

anhydrite (the percentage increases for gypsum). Furthermore, an analysis of the 
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condensates from the vaporized anhydrite and gypsum suggests that the percentage 

of S trapped by recombination with CaO is inversely proportional to the temper

ature. [f these laser experiments are good analogues for vapor plumes, then they 

indicate that the efficiency of trapping of sulfur-bearing gases depends strongly on 

temperature. The effect is partially mitigated for mixtures of silicates and anhy

drite/gypsum due to the formation of calcium silicates and conseciuent removal ol 

Ca from the Ca-S system: Gerasimov et al. (1997) estimate that about -[07t of S 

is trapped as condensate, and Ivanov et al. (1996) conclude that the laboratory 

experiments indicate degassing of 30% to 60% of S from anhydrite and gypsum. 

These results are important in trying to determine the amount of S-bearing gases 

released into the atmosphere through the vapor plume. The thermodynamic history 

of the sedimentary layer also plays an important role. Figure o.T shows the trajec

tory and time evolution of some thermodynamic parameters for six tracers, three 

ending either at the bottom of the crater or in the central part of the plume, the 

other three sampling the outer edge of the expansion plume. The temperature and 

pressure plots clearly show the different thermodynamic environments for material 

inside the crater and in the central region of the plume, and material in the outer 

region of the plume. Material right underneath the projectile is pushed down to 

the bottom of the crater, where high temperatures and pressures plus mixing with 

underlying silicates can favor the release of sulfur in the expanding plume. Material 

outside the projectile footprint is ejected in the early stage of the impact and ends up 

in the outer, colder part of the plume, where turbulent mixing with the surrounding 

air causes large fluctuations in density and internal energy, shown by the density 

and energy plots, and a decrease in temperature and pressure, (see Figure 5.5). In 

this region, then, recombination of S to form anhydrite and calcium sulfide could 

be more important. .\t present, more experimental work is needed to better under

stand the process of degassing of anhydrite and/or gj'psum. To take into account 

the recombination effect I assumed that about 50% of the S (rough estimate, con

sistent with the available experimental data) is lost by trapping/condensation. The 

resulting amounts of S injected into the stratosphere are indicated in Table 5.3. .-V 
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small amount of additional S may come from the projectile as well (Kring pt al.. 

1996). The estimates of the amount of S released by the impact are consistent witli 

those of Brett (1992), Chen et al. (1994), Pope et al. (1994). and Ivanov et al. 

(1996). In contrast, the amount of S estimated by Sigurdsson et al. (1992) is much 

higher, even when compared to our results for a 20 km projectile. 

5.3.5 Water Vapor 

The water vapor released in the impact plays a fundamental role in the formation 

of sulfate aerosols by reacting with S-bearing gases both in the e.xpansion plume (in 

particular with SO3) and in the upper atmosphere. In particular, the water vapor 

inventory of the stratosphere, estimated around 3 Gt (Kring et al.. 1996). is nowhere 

close to the amount needed (~ 80 to 450 Gt based on the S ranges in Table j.;{) 

for a massive formation of sulfate aerosols by reacting with S-bearing gases. The 

amount of sedimentary water vaporized by the impact was obtained by computing 

the volumeof carbonates shocked above 4.5. 18. and 43 GPa for incipient. oO'X. and 

complete vaporization respectively, based on .ANEOS and the incipient and complete 

vaporization entropies for water provided by the .i.AN'.AF tables (Chase .Jr. et al.. 

1985): 20% of this volume is assumed to be filled by water. The contribution of tlie 

shallow sea (shown in parentheses in Table 5.3) never e.xceeds 10% of the total water 

vapor released. Given that this estimate is an upper limit, the contribution from the 

shallow sea is negligible. Not negligible, instead, would be the contribution to the 

impact-related water vapor from the projectile itself in the case of a comet impact. 

Because water vaporizes at relatively low shock pressures (compared to minerals and 

rocks) the whole ice component of the comet would vaporize as a consequence of the 

impact. In the comet simulations carried out, this would correspond to ~2460 km ' 

of water ice for the 17 km diameter case and to ~13440 km^ for the 30 km diameter 

case. These amounts are much higher than the relative water vapor degassed from 

the sedimentary layer. 
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5.4 Conclusion 

The occurrence of a large impact on the Yucatan Peninsula. Mexico, apparently 

coinciding with the K/T extinctions. 65 My ago. has led many investigators to 

speculate that the extinctions may have been caused by an impact-related climate 

shift. In particular, the sedimentary layer at the impact location is replete with 

elements that can form gases that are considered capable of causing important 

climatic changes. I developed new equations of state for the main components o( 

the sedimentary layer, calcite (carbonates) and anhydrite (evaporites). to use in 

2D hydrocode modeling of the impact event. Because the size of the Chicxulub 

structure is uncertain. I carried out simulations of impact events of different sizes, 

varying both projectile radius and porosity. The 2D simulations suggest that: 

1. In the smaller asteroid events (Dtc < 100 km projectile) part of the projectile 

remains solid, sustaining the belief that some samples of the impactor might 

be found among K/T boundary deposits; 

2. The presence of a shallow sea is not important for the production of water 

vapor. It is the water content of the porous carbonates that contributes the 

bulk of the impact-related water vapor to the upper atmosphere. .-V large 

contribution to the water vapor production would come from the projectile as 

well, in the case of a comet impact. This water is crucial for the formation of 

sulfate aerosol in the stratosphere; 

3. The estimated amount of COj produced by the shock-degassing of calcite is 

much lower than the estimates of Takata and Ahrens (1994). This means 

that the impact-related CO2 (Table -5.3) contributed less than 20% of the 

end-Cretaceous CO2 inventory (e.g. Berner. 1994; .Andrews et al., 1995); 

4. Impact velocity plays an important role in the final amount of melt and vapor 

produced in impact events. However, the final estimates for a 20 km/s and 

50 km/s impact velocity are not more than a factor of two from each other. 
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Figure 5.1: Locations of the boreholes that were used to reconstruct the target 
lithologies at the Chicxulub impact site (after Lopez-Ramos (1975)). The dashed 
circle represent the ~ 180 km diameter limit thought by many investigators to be 

the approximate limit of the crater (Hildebrand et al.. 1991: Pilkington et al.. 1994: 

Kring. 1995). 
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Figure 5.2; Determiaation of Melt+vapor production in 2D hydrocode simulations 

for different resolutions. 
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Figure 5.3: Pressure decay vs. radial distance (aormalized to the projectile radius. 
Rp) from the impact point for various angles from the surface (0'') to straight down
ward (90"). Each symbol represents a tracer particle that recorded the peak shock 
pressure as the shock wave propagates through the target. 



Figure -5. t: Modeled target lithology. The figure represents the simulation at the 

instant a 10 km projectile contacts the surface (the simulation starts with the pro
jectile at 25 km from the surface). The tracers are shown as asterisks in both the 
target and the projectile. Various colors are used to represent the various materials, 
as indicated in the figure. 



Figure o.o: Axially-symmetric outputs from the hyclrococle simulations at: a j  2 

sec., b) 0 sec., c) 10 sec., and d) 30 sec. after the impact. Right half of the 
figures: velocity vectors: the length of the vectors is proportional to the velocity of 
the material. For reference a vertical vector, representing a speed of o km/sec. is 
plotted on the right side of each figure. Left half of the figure: density contours. 
Same color notation as in Figure -5.4. 
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Figure 5.6: Shape of the melt and vaporization regions adjacent to the impact point. 
In the sedimentary layer circles and dashed line indicate the degassing region for 
calcite; triangles indicate the degassing region for anhydrite. In the continental 
crust layer x indicate incipient (solid line) and complete (dot-dashed line) melting. 
+ indicate incipient (solid line) and 20% vaporization. 
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Figure 5.7: Thermodynamic histories for a chosen group of tracer particles: two 
particles sample the inside of the crater, one the center part of the expansion plume, 

and three the outer part of the expansion plume. 
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Figure 5.8: Upper: Amount of water vapor degassed from the carbonate portion of 
the sedimentary layer, assuming a 50-50 proportion of carbonates and evaporites 
and a 20% porosity in the carbonate layers, .\rrovvs indicate a significant contri
bution from the projectile. Lower: Amount of continental crust melted for the 
various simulations, as function of the estimated transient axis, (see Table 0.3). 
Solid symbols: .Asteroidal impact: open symbols: Comet impact. 
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Figure 5.9: .Amount of CO2 {Lower) and S (Upper) produced in the degassing of 

carbonates and evaporites of the sedimentary layer for the various simulations, as 
function of the estimated transient diameter. 50-50 proportion of carbonates and 
evaporites and a 20% porosity in the carbonate layers are assumed, (see Table 5.3). 
Solid symbols: Asteroidal impact: open symbols: Comet impact. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Modeling Chicxulub as an Oblique Impact 

All previous hyclrococle simulations of the Chicxulub impact event modeled the 

impact as vertical (i.e.. the impact velocity is perpendicular to the target's surface): 

however, it is highly probable that the impact event was oblique. Indeed, statistical 

arguments indicate 45'' as the most probable angle of impact (Melosh. 1989). 

While the final craters are circular for all but the most oblique impacts, the 

obliquity of the impact has a profound influence on the compression and expansion 

stage of an impact event, including the evolution of the e.xpansion plume, the dis

tribution of ejecta around the crater, and. of particular importance for this work, 

the amount and shape of the regions of melting and vaporization in the target. 

In a collaborative effort with Dr. David Crawford of the Sandia National 

Laboratories. .Albuquerque, NM. three-dimensional (3D) hydrocode simulations 

were carried out to test the effect of impact angle on the resulting production of 

climatically important gases. 

6.0.1 3D Hydrocode Simulations 

CSQ. like any 2D code, allowed us to model only vertical impacts. However, it 

is highly probable that Chicxulub was an oblique impact. Indeed, the probability 

for an impact at an angle between 9 and 0 + dO is proportional to sinflcos^'r/fl 

(Shoemaker. 1962). Consequently the impact probability becomes zero. i.e.. it is 

very small, for vertical {9 = 90°) or grazing (0 = 0") impacts, while it reaches 

a maximum for 0 = 45'^. Recently, by analyzing geophysical evidence and the 
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paleontologic record. Schultz and D'Hondt (1996) proposed an impact angle as low-

as 20"-30" for the Chicxulub impact event. 

To investigate the effect of angle of impact on the production of melt and 

vapor, a series of 3D simulations were carried out using the hydrocode CTH in col

laboration with Dr. David Crawford of the Sandia National Laboratories (Pierazzo 

and Crawford. 1997). This collaboration is a necessary step, since, being a for

eigner. 1 was not allowed to use CTH, which is a classified code and. as such, only 

available to .American citizens. Dr. Crawford physically carried on the simulations 

using Sandia's supercomputers, based on the model input I provided. 

CTH is a hydrocode developed at Sandia .^Jational Laboratories (.\lbu-

ciuerque. iVf.M) to model multidimensional, multi-material, large deformation, strong 

shock wave physics (.McGlaun and Thompson. 1990). The code is based on the same 

principles as CSQ (see section 5.3). i.e. a two-step Eulerian solution scheme. It 

provide gIx geometry options: three are one-dimensional (rectangular, cylindrical, 

and spherical), two are two-dimensional (rectangular and cylindrical), and one is 

three-dimensional (rectangular): the latter option is used for these simulations. 

Each run is characterized by a very high resolution: a 50 cppr (see Chap

ter 5) resolution, corresponding to cells 100m x 100mx 100m. is maintained in a cubic 

region. 16 km each side, centered on the impact point, followed by a progressively 

lower resolution obtained by increasing the sides of the mesh by a factor of 1.03 from 

the previous cell outward. This implies using a mesh of several tens of millions cells 

which only a supercomputer like those at Sandia National Laboratories can handle. 

The simulations were each continued for over 5 seconds, enough time to allow the 

shock wave to degrade, as it moves through the mesh, to pressures corresponding 

to the lowest shock pressure necessary for melting or vaporization (i.e.. about -1-5 

GPa: see Table -l.l). 

Tabular (SESAME scheme, develolped at the Los .A.Iamos National Labora

tories) or analytic (ANEOS. see chapter 4) EoSs that are functions of mass density 
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Figure 6.1: Volume identified by a triplet of directions, denoted by 1. 2. :i. and 
distances, ri. rj. rs. from the impact point. Ai is the area described by the solid 

angle di7 at distance ri from the origin. 

and temperature can be used with CTH. For 3D simulations, however, tabular 

EoSs are usually preferred, because they speed up the simulation (no calculations 

needed): they also have the advantage that the correct phases and phase interfaces 

of the various materials can be used. Unfortunately, as for .ANEOS. not many tab

ular EoS e.xist for materials of geological interest. For these runs Dr. Crawford 

used available tabular EoSs. Strength models are also available in CTH: however, 

for these initial 3D simulations of the Chicxulub impact event no strength has been 

included. 

Up to one thousand (Lagrangian) tracer particles were regularly distributed 

in the projectile and target. .As with the 20 simulations, rows of equally spaced 

tracers were located at constant angular intervals, both from the vertical (latitudi

nal: angle 0 varying from 0° - parallel to the surface - to 90° - straight downward) 

and from the downrange direction, denoted as the x-axis (longitudinal: angle o 

varying from 0° - downrange - to 180" - backward), coveting the f/ > 0 half space, 

while the y <0 half space is built as a mirror image of the y > 0 one. 



The determination of the volume of the original target that underwent 

melting and vaporization (or degassing) is based on a procedure similar to the one 

used for the 2D simulations. For each row. the maximum shock pressure felt by 

each tracer was determined, and the distance at which the shock pressure equals 

the melt/vapor transformation pressure was then calculated. The distances from 

the impact point corresponding to the melting and vaporization pressures were 

overlaid to the initial target layout and the volume of each region was calculated 

by integrating over the volume delimited by triplets of distances. Figure 0.1 shows 

a generic volume region delimited by triplets of coordinates (Oi.Oj.ri). where i = 

1.2.3. Each volume region is calculated by an integral for r = 0 to ri of a spherical 

sector of solid angle dQ. plus the contribution from /'i to rs. assuming ri < r > < r.). 

.After much algebra, the final expression for the volume of the region is; 

An 

:.0 
f'l + r.y + r'^ + f'l (tt + rs) + rj (rt + /"a) + '3 (rj + r^) + '•i'".''".-}] (6.1) 

where An is the solid angle delimited by the three unit vectors 1. 2. and 3: 

I  ( i - 2 )  X  ( i - 3 )  I  
An = (6.2) 

and i — 2 = (cos Oi cos 0i — cos 62 cos 02. sin cos 0i — sin 02 cos sin — sin O2) 

and similarly for i — 3. For ri = rj = r3 = /? . equation 6.1 becomes the usual 

equation for the partial volume of a sphere: AV = 

The total volume of the melt/vapor region is finally given by the sum of all 

the various components: 

V;,, = £av; (6.3) 
1=1 

multiplied by 2 to account for the mirror region 1/ < 0. 

6.0.2 Model Input for CTH 

The target litholog\' used is the same as for the 2D simulations: a 100 ni deep 

shallow sea. a 2.9 km thick sedimentary layer, a 30 km thick continental crust and a 
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mantle. However, while Dr. Crawford is still planning to obtain tabular version of 

the .\.\'EOS EoSs that I developed for the 2D simulations, he has temporarily been 

using available tabular EoSs. Since no EoS was available for anhydrite, he modeled 

the sedimentary layer as one single calcite layer, using a SES.AME EoS available 

for calcite. The water and dunite tabular EoSs are developed from an available 

•AN'EOS version, while SESAME EoS were used for air and granite. The granite 

EoS is the most inaccurate among the EoSs used: according to Dr. Crawford it is 

an old EoS that is admittedly incorrect in some thermodynamic regions. This EoS 

corresponds to a granite composition (Si02=73.9%. .Al203= 1-1.9%. K20= 1.')'/^. 

CaO=3..3%. Fe0=2.0%, plus trace amounts of other o.xides) different from the one 

I used in developing the .ANEOS EoS for granite (Si02= 72.64%. .Al203= 1-1.04'^. 

K20=o.-tS%. Na20= 3.32%. CaO=I.39%, Fe0=0.96%, plus trace amounts of other 

oxides: see Table 4.2). This might result in a slightly different behavior of the shock 

and might account for some differences in the melt region of the continental crust 

between 2D and 3D simulations. 

The projectile is treated as a spherical crystalline asteroid, made of dunite. 

10 km in diameter, impacting the surface at 20 km/s. .\o comet simulations have 

been carried out. 

Since the main emphasis of these simulations is to study the effect of the 

impact angle on the final results, simulations have been carried out where otily the 

impact angle is changed. Three simulations have been carried out so far. They 

cover impact angles of 90". 45°. and 30°. The vertical (90°) run allows comparison 

of the results of the 3D simulation with the ecjuivalend 2D one. In estimating 

the amount of melt and vapor released by the impact I assumed that the shock 

pressures for incipient and complete melting and vaporization are the same as for 

the 2D simulations, even though different EoS were used. 
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Figure 6.2: Material distribution, with density contours, for a 3D simulation with 
impact angle of 90". 5 seconds after the impact. Density contours are: 10"". 10~\ 
10""'. 10"'. 10"'. 10"^. and 1 gr/cm^. Mat l=dunite: Mat 2=water: Mat 3=calcite: 
Mat l=air: Mat o=granite. 
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Figure 6.3: Material distribution, with density contours, for a 3D simulation with O •• 

impact angle of 40". 5 seconds after the impact. Density contours and materials are 
the same as Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.1: Material distribution, with clensitv contours, for a :3D simulation with O -
impact angle of 30". 5 seconds after the impact. Density contours and ma'rrials are 
the same as Figure 6.2. 
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6.1 Results of 3D simulations 

Figures 6.2, 6.;{. and 6.4 show the material distribution (with density contours), in 

the impact plane, after o seconds for the three impact angles: 90°, -to", and ;{0" 

respectively. The different behavior of the projectile between vertical and oblique 

cases is evident. While in the vertical simulation the projectile is compressed toward 

the bottom of the opening cavity, in the oblique simulations a good fraction of the 

projectile has already been entrained in the developing expansion plume that has 

a significant downrange motion. It must be cautioned, however, that there is a 

significant density difference between the projectile in the plume and the fraction 

of projectile that is still inside the cavity, as can be seen from Figures 6.5. 6.6. and 

6.7; it is possible that the fraction of projectile that is still inside the cavity contains 

a good fraction of the whole projectile mass. 

Figures 6.8. 6.9, and 6.10 show the temperature shading for the three runs. 

.\nother major difference between vertical and oblique cases is the development of 

a "heat wave"' (with temperatures above about 5000 K) downrange of the cavity in 

the oblique impacts, that doesn't seem to have a counterpart in the vertical case, 

and may play a major role in producing widespread fires in the downrange direction. 

Much longer runs are. however, necessary to better constrain the thermal 

evolution of the plume, as well as its expansion, and the fate of the projectile. It 

is not clear at this time if longer riins will be possible using the facilities at Sandia 

Xational Laboratories. 

The main reason for these 3D runs is to study the effect of impact angle 

on the degassing of the sedimentary layer and subsequent production of climati

cally important gases. It is generally believed that even in case of oblique impacts 

the shock wave that developes has a hemispherical shape, just as for the vertical 

impacts. .\s a consequence, hemispherical regions of melting and/or vaporization 

are expected for oblique impact as well. Figure 6.11 shows, for the three runs, the 

pressure ilecay recorded by the tracer particles along various directions. It is evident 
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Figure 6.-5: Density shading for a 3D simulation with impact angle of 90" o seconds 
after impact. The shock wave appears as a region where the material is compressed 
at densities higher than the reference and it appears to have already reached the 
mantle. The interface between crust and mantle can also be seen. On the bottom 
of the cavity the projectile appears to be highly compressed. 
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Figure 6.6: Density shading for a 3D simulation with impact angle of lo'^ o seconds 
after impact. Even though the cavity appears shallower than the 90" case, the shock 
wave appears to have already reached the mantle as in the 90" case, hut it looks 
thinner than the 90° case. The expansion plume does not appear to be as developed 
as in the 90" case and it is highly asymmetric. The fraction of the projectile that is 
still inside the cavity appears to be characterized by a density at least one order of 
magnitude higher than the projectile outside the cavity. 
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Figure 6.7: Density shading for a 3D simulation with impact angle of 30" o seconds 
after impact. The shock wave appears to have barely reached the mantle and it 
appears thinner and weaker (lower density) than both the 90" and 40" cases. The 
expansion plume seems to be just starting to develope. mainly in the downraiige 
direction. .\s for the 4o° case, the fraction of the projectile that is still inside 
the cavity appears to be characterized by a much higher density than the fraction 
outside the cavity. 
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Figure 6.8: Temperature shading for a 3D simulation with impact angle of 90" o 
seconds after impact. The shocked region appears warmer than the surronding. 
while the shock wave can still be identified by a sharp temperature increase. .\ 
sharp change in the temperature shading appears at the crust/mantle interface, 
probably due to the different thermodynamic properties of the two materials used. 
Strong temperature varations appear inside the cavity, indicating turbolence and 
mi.xing of different components, and at the top of the expansion plume probably 
due to the expansion (and cooling) of water vapor and mixing with the surroundin 

air. 
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Figure 6.9: Temperature shading for a 3D simulation with impact angle of o 
seconds after impact. As for the 90° case, the shocked region appears warmer than 
the surronding. while the shock wave can still be identified by a sharp temperature 
increase. As for the 90° case, strong temperature variations appear inside the cavity, 
indicating turbolence and mixing of different components, while in the expansion 
plume the temperature seems to be more uniform. .\ strong heating (> 6000 [\) of 
the atmosphere right above and downrange of the impact is evident and represents 
a major difference with the 90° case. 
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Figure 6.10: Temperature shading for a 3D simulation with impact angle of 30'' o 
seconds after impact. As for the previous cases, the shocked region appears warmer 
than the surronding. while the shock wave can be identified by a sharp temperature 
increase. Strong temperature variations appear just outside the shallow cavity, 

particularly in connection to the expansion of water vapor. The region inside the 
cavity seems to be at a more uniform temperature than in the previous cases. As 
in the l-S" case, a strong heating (> 6000 K) of the atmosphere right above and 
downrange of the impact is evident and represents a major difference with the 
case. 
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Figure 6.11: Pressure decay recorded by tracer particles along various directions, 
for the various 3D runs: 90" (solid line, squares), 45" (dashed line, triangles), and 

30" (dotted line, diamonds). 
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that the shock wave is not symmetric with respect to the impact point and that it 

becomes weaker as the angle of impact increases. This effect is more pronoimcfcl 

for directions away from the downrange (cp ^ 0). The resulting melting and va

porization regions, an example of which is shown in Figures 6.12. 6.13. and 6.14 

(corresponding to the shock pressure for complete melting of granite), clearly show 

the marked asymmetry associated with oblique impacts. In particular, the region 

of melting becomes shallower for smaller impact angles, and. as a result, a smaller 

volume of continental crust undergoes melting in oblique impacts. 

An estimate of the effects of oblique impacts can been attempted using the 

results of 2D simulations: since the shock pressure inside the projectile footprint 

appears high enough to produce the degassing of the sediments in 2D simulations. 

Pope et al. (1997) assumed that the same occurs in oblique impacts as well, and 

obtained a conservative estimate of the amount of material degassed. The footprint 

of the projectile for oblique angles is proportional to 1/sin 6',. where Oi is the impact 

angle, and is minimum for the vertical impacts, where the footprint corresponds to 

the projectile cro.ss section. Figures 6.12. 6.13. and 6.14 show, as a thick horizontal 

line, the footprint of the projectile for the three angles of impact. While this appears 

to be a good assumption, the volumes determined from the simulations do not seem 

to follow closely the 1/ sinf,- dependence. More runs at different angles are however 

necessary for a better constraint on the relation between angle of impact and voliune 

of sediments degassed. 

Impact .Angle 2D 90" 45^ 30'' 

Calcite 
Anhydrite 

Water 

770-1078 
216-129 
373-522 

Sedimei 
621-870 
232-140 
318-445 

its (krr^) 
907-1270 
367-220 
338-473 

998-1397 
397-238 
283-396 

Vapor 
Melt 

C 
61 

5231 

Continental 

360 
9191 

Crust (knr 
178 

7411 
67 

4195 

Table 6.1: Estimates of melt and vapor production from 3D hydrocode simulations 
of a 10 km projectile impacting at 20 km/s. at different impact angles. 
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Figure 6.12: Example of the shape of the complete melting region for granite (o6 
GPa) for a 3D simulation with impact angle of 90". Diamonds represent distances 
along rovv's of tracer particles at which the maximum shock pressure equals 56 GPa. 
The solid line represents the melt region resulting from the 3D simulation. For 
comparison, the dashed line represents the equivalent region for the 2D simulation. 
Heavy solid line: projectile footprint. 
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Figure 6.13: E.xample of the shape of the complete melting region for granite (56 
GPa) for a 3D simulation with impact angle of 45°. Diamonds represent 56 GPa 
distances along rows of tracer particles. The resulting melt region is shown as a 
solid line. The dotted line represent the interface between the sediments and the 
granitic crust. Heavy solid line: projectile footprint. 
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Figure 6.14: Example of the shape of the complete melting region for granite (o6 
GPa) for a 3D simulation with impact angle of 30". Diamonds represent o6 GPa 
distances along rows of tracer particles. The resulting melt region is shown as a 
solid line. The dotted line represent the interface between the sediments and the 

granitic crust. Heavy solid line: projectile footprint. 
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The amounts of melt and vapor produced in the various target materials 

are summarized in Table 6.1 for the three runs. The progressively shallower melting 

region for granite, illustrated by Figures 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14. results in a decrease of 

crust melted by the impact for lower angles (Figure 6.15b). The dependence of the 

climatically important gases. CO2 and S-bearing gases, on impact angle is show 

in Figure 6.1.5a. .As for the 2D runs, the uncertainty in the carbonate/evaporite 

proportion in the sedimentary layer is spanned by assuming proportions of either 

50-50 or 70-."}0 for carbonates and evaporites respectively. .A,n average porosity of 

20% was assumed for the carbonates, as well as complete saturation with water. 

The results of the .'JD vertical simulations and corresponding 2D case are ver\- close, 

and I believe that any discrepancy in the two results is due to the different EoS used: 

this is true in particular for granite, whose tabular EoS is the least accurate of all. 

The amount of gases released in the impact appears to increase by less than a factor 

of two from the vertical case to the 30" case. This is a clear consec[uence of the 

larger projectile footprint, as discussed above. Because no strength model was used 

in these simulations, it is not possible, at this stage, to test the hypothesis of Schultz 

(1996) that much larger amounts of degassing, up to 15-20 times more, might occur 

for very low impact angles (< 30") due to shear heating. The results of Schultz 

(1996) have been obtained in laboratory experiments, with relatively low velocity (< 

6 km/s) projectiles, and there are some questions on the applicability of his estimates 

to planetary scale impacts. These results should, indeed, be investigated with 3D 

simulations with a strength model. While the experiments of Schultz (1996) seem 

to indicate a cooler expansion plume, our simulations did not actually cover enough 

time to give a definite idea about the plume evolution. The temperature shading 

plots seem to indicate that the cooler regions are characterized by the expansion 

of water vapor, while the bulk of the expansion plume, up to 5 seconds after the 

impact, still appears quite warm. A cooler plume could increase recombination 

reactions between the released gases and calcium oxide. CaO, counteracting the 

shear heating effect, if that appears to be real for planetary scale events. 
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6.2 Conclusion 

The preliminary analysis of the 3D simulations at different impact angles, suggest: 

1. The melting regions for the various materials become shallower as the angle of 

impact decreases. This effect is particularly evident in the decrease of melting 

of the crust. Figures 6.12, 6.13, and 6.14, and is summarized in Figure 6.lob. 

2. .As the angle of impact decreases, the projectile footprint on the target surface 

increases appro.ximately as ij mnS. This results in an increase in the amount 

of degassed sediments for lower impact angles. 

3. The amount of gases released from the sedimentary layer, increase less than a 

factor of two for 30'' impacts with respect to the 2D vertical case (Chapter o. 

To test the claim by Schultz (1996) that up to lO-lo times more degassing 

occur at high impact angles because of shear heating, further runs using a 

strength model should be carried out. 

-L The impact production of climatically active gases implied by these 3D sim

ulations are only a factor of two different from 2D calculations. .\s a result, 

the relative importance of the CO2, S. and water vapor gas species outlined 

in Chapter 5 remain unchanged. 



CHAPTER 7 

The End-Cretaceous Climate 

The Chicxulub impact event prochicecl a strong physical and chemical perturbation 

of the atmosphere on a global scale. Given that the climate is commonly defined 

as "the mean state of the atmosphere" (Trenberth, 1992), a global perturbation 

of the climate is expected as a consequence of the impact. To model the effect of 

the [\/T boundary impact event on the climate, it is necessary to have an idea of 

the characteristics of the climate before the impact occurred, that is to model the 

climate at the end of the Cretaceous Period. This chapter describes the results of a 

General Circulation Model (GCM hereafter) simulation of the end-Cretaceous (65 

Myr ago) climate, and how it compares to the available paleoclimatic information 

from the geologic record as well as to the modeled climate for the present. 

7.1 The Late Cretaceous Climate in the Geologic Record 

It is well established that the climate of the mid-Cretaceous (Aptian) is the warmest 

climate that has been documented, with estimated global mean temperatures about 

6'^ to ri^C higher than present (Barron. 1983). No evidence of extensive glacial ion 

has yet been found anywhere in the Cretaceous Period (e.g.. Frakes. 1979. Barron 

et al.. 1995). \ cooling trend started during the mid-Cretaceous and carried on to 

the end of the Cretaceous, producing a cooling of, perhaps, as much as S" to lO'^C (as 

documented in both North Europe and the tropical Pacific Ocean) (Frakes. 1979). 

The estimation of paleotemperature is the first step for unraveling pale-

oclimates. Quantitative methods for paleotemperature reconstruction that can be 
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extended reliably far back in the past are stable isotope analysis, in particular 

for oceanic temperature (Lowenstam and Epstein. 1954). and leaf-margin analysis 

for terrestrial temperature (Wolfe, 1979). 

7.1.1 Analysis 

Stable isotope analysis (mainly '®0) has been performed on hundreds of samples 

from different latitudes throughout the Cretaceous and Tertiary, it is most useful 

in open-ocean carbonates (deep-sea sediments), where factors such as winds and 

currents, evaporation, and precipitation are less affected by local geography anfl 

topography (Savin. 1977). The method is based on the observation that the 

ratio of two stable isotopes of o.xygen ("^0 and ^®0). when precipitated in carbonate 

from a surrounding solution, is temperature dependent. In warmer waters there is 

a greater proportion of ^"0 in precipitating carbonates, while in cooler waters there 

is relatively more '®0. The represents a deviation of the ratio from a 

standard that, for paleoclimatestudies, is the ratio in Belemnitella nmericnna from 

the Pee Dee formation (PDB). Molluscs and foraminifera are the most frequently 

used groups of microfossils used for paleotemperature studies. In particular, plank-

tonic foraminifera provide estimates of the temperature of surface waters, while 

benthic foraminifera that of bottom or deep waters (Frakes, 1979). 

Generally, reconstructed paleotemperature curves for the Cret;^ceous at dif

ferent locations worldwide (e.g., North Pacific - Douglas and Savin. 1975: Savin. 

1977: Europe - Spaeth et al., 1971; Lowenstam and Epstein. 1954: New Zealand -

Devereux. 1967: Australia - Stevens, 1971: Antarctica - Barrera et al.. 1987: South 

•Atlantic - D'Hondt and Lindinger, 1994) show a cooling trend toward the end of 

the Cretaceous with a decrease in temperature, by the end of the .Vlaastricthian. of 

about lO^C. 

The parallel record of planktonic and benthic isotope data from the equato

rial Pacific indicates that bottom waters were consistently about o" to lO'^C cooler 
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than surface waters, for which the estimated paleotemperature is about at the 

end of the Cretaceous (Barrera. 1994). Assuming that oceanic circulation was sim

ilar to that seen today, with westward-moving equatorial currents. Frakes (1979) 

hypothesized that the Cretaceous rocks of the Pacific were deposited within the zone 

of equatorial currents and most likely at the cooler eastern end. where Maastrichtian 

surface waters may have been slightly cooler (by about 2''C) than present-day ones. 

.At higher latitudes oceans were somewhat warmer than today. Isotope data from 

benthic foraminifera near the .Antarctic Peninsula (paleolatitudes around fiO"S) in

dicate shelf temperatures between 4° and 8"C. while surface water temperat ures are 

estimated to have been about 2.5" to 4.5''C warmer (Barrera et al.. 1987). 

Recently, however, new studies seem to indicate some problems with the 

classical data (e.g.. see Mitchell et al.. 1997). Huber et al. (1995) recon

structed data from various DSDP/ODP sites, including also a correction for 

latitudinal changes of salinity based on modern-day surface water values. They es

timated a temperature of about 25''C for tropical and about ii'^C for high latitudes 

surface waters, but warned that these temperatures might be underestimated in 

the tropics and overestimated in the high latitudes, because of inadequate correc

tions of values that are based on today's oceanic circulation and heat transfer. 

New data from well preserved rudist aragonite and magnesian calcite cement 

from the carbonate platform of Wbdejebato guyot, in the western Pacific (Wilson 

and Opdyke. 1996) seem to indicate that the equatorial sea-surface temperature 

in the Maastrichtian (best estimate around 27''-32''C) were at least as warm as 

today. From their results. Wilson and Opdyke (1996) infer that the classical 

data from foraminiferal calcite underestimate Maastrichtian equatorial Pacific sea-

surface temperatures by about 10''-12°C. An earlier study by Kolodny and Raab 

(I9SS) suggests similar discrepancies between the in phosphates from fossil 

fish from Israel and Jordan and the classical from close European sites. Their 

estimates indicated equatorial (shallow sea) surface temperatures between 20"^ and 

30''C. about 10" warmer than previous studies. Recently. Mitchell et al. (1997) 

warned that diagenesis may be altering the primary oceanographic signals contained 
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in the stable isotope content of microfossils and the sediments they are buried in. 

They conclude that a combination of SEM (Scanning Electro-Microscope) analy

sis. routine use of (the carbon isotope composition of the oceans is primarily 

controlled by photosynthesis-respiration processes) vs. cross plots, and the 

investigation of cement compositions are essential for a more rigorous assessment of 

the role of diagenesis. Overall, it appears that toward the end of the .Maastrichtian 

equatorial ocean temperatures were about the same as present-day values, not a 

few degrees colder, as was previously thought. 

Combining the equatorial and high latitude paleotemperature estimates, 

several authors concluded that Cretaceous latitudinal temperature gradients were 

much lower than today. Spicer and Corfield (1992) determined a marine temper

ature gradient of 0.14''C/l"lat. vvhile Barron (1983) estimated 0.2l''C/l''lat. The 

more recent data of Huber et al. (1995) indicate a gradient of about O.-'J^C/T'lat. 

which is similar to the O.^^C/flat estimated by Wolfe and I'pchurch (1987) using 

the terrestrial vegetation data (below) of North .America. .All these estimates are a 

factor of two to three lower than the present-day latitudinal gradient of approxi

mately O.^S^C/l^lat. 

7.1.2 Foliar Physiognomy Analysis 

Terrestrial vegetation is directly exposed to the atmosphere. .An accurate climatic 

signal can be provided by the structure (physiognomy) of the vegetation and char

acteristics of the individual plants (leaf architecture and tree rings)(e.g.. Wolfe and 

Upchurch. 1987. Spicer and Corfield. 1992). 

Leaf-margin analysis has been used by Wolfe and co-workers to infer con

tinental paleotemperatures. It is found that in mesic, tropical environments a high 

perceatage of leaves tend to have entire (e.g., untoothed) margins, in contrast to 

a low percentage in mesic, temperate environments. To produce reliable results 

a good statistics in both sample size and number of sample localities is needed: 
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unfortunately, up to today only the rich North American data-base provides such 

statistics, for paleocUmate studies. Furthermore, the method becomes inaccurate 

during periods of fast vegetational evolution. The Cretaceous is a time of major 

angiosperm diversification; by the Late Cretaceous angiosperms dominate the pa-

lynological record of many regions (Parrish. 19ST). However. Upchurch and VVoHV' 

(1987) maintain that the period from the middle Cenomanian to the late .\faas-

trichtian comprises a relatively stable physiognomic period in the history of an

giosperm vegetation and the leaf-margin analysis thus provides reliable results. To 

calibrate the method, however, a valid leaf-margin/temperature scale must Ije pro

vided for the Cretaceous. .After considering the different geologic and biotic histories 

of the northern and southern hemispheres. Wolfe and Upchurch (1987) concluded 

that today's southern (.Australian) hemisphere leaf-margin/temperature scale is the 

best choice for the Late Cretaceous studies. Their choice is based on the general 

rarity of deciduous ta.\a (except for high latitudes) and the presence of conifers as 

a common element of the vegetation in the southern hemisphere. .According to this 

scale, an increase of 3% in entire-margined species correlates with a M.AT increase 

of l^C. and a leaf-margin percentage of about 60% approximates the 20'^C isotherm 

(Wolfe. 1979). 

In the analysis of Upchurch and Wolfe (1987). at low to middle paleo-

latitudes (ca. 30° to 4.5'^N) entire-margin species usually exceed 70%. indicating 

megathermal vegetation (MAT> 'iO^C); furthermore, leaf-margin percentages indi

cate paratropical temperature around 20" to 25''C for most intervals of Late Cre

taceous. .At high to middle paleolatitudes (ca. 4.5° to 6.3°N) percentages of entire-

margined species generally range from 40 to 6.5%. indicating mesothermal vegetation 

(M.AT 13° to 20°C). while high latitude (> 6.5°N) assemblages are characterized by 

low percentages of entire-margined species, indicating temperatures ranging from 

mesothermal to microthermal (MAT< I3°C). Overall Wolfe and Upchurch (1987) 

infer a decline of 1.3% of entire-margined species per degree of paleolatitude for the 

Late Cretaceous, resulting in the previously mentioned 0.3°C/i°lat temperature 

gradient. 
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Other aspects of foliar physiognomy that strongly correlate to the paleocli-

mate as well: 

Leaf she is determined by factors such as availability of moisture and tui-

trients. heat levels, and light levels. In general, large leaves indicate megathernial 

vegetation, where high moisture, high warmth and absence of direct sunlight are 

the major operative factors. Leaf size decreases as M.\T and moisture availability 

decrease. Large leaf size is typical of high latitude assemblages of the Late Cre

taceous. This has been related to low incidence angles of sunlight, and to warm 

growing season temperatures and long summer day length (Wolfe. 1985). 

Thick and coriaceous leaves typically indicate an evergreen character, while 

deciduous leaves are thin. This characteristic also offers important paleoclimatic 

information. Various factors influencing deciduousness are related to disturijed 

habitats, highly seasonal areas and light levels. In the Late Cretaceous the light-

induced deciduous-evergreen boundary appears to have been at about 6o''-70".\ 

(Wolfe. l9So). 

Drip tips iridicate highly humid environments. Leaves in subhumid climates 

have in many instance rounded to emarginate apices, while deciduous leaves gener

ally lack drip tips, perhaps because of their shorter life span. Small leaf size and rar

ity of drip tips characterize megafloras from the Normapolles palynoprovince of the 

west-central Europe, located at low-middle paleolatitudes. Leaves with emarginate 

apices are less abundant and diverse at high-to-middle paleolatitudes. supporting 

the interpretation of more abundant moisture, and they are missing at high paleo

latitudes. consistent with inferred high precipitation. 

7.1.3 Other Paleoclimatic Indicators 

•Another important vegetation element for paleoclimatic information is tvood. .An

nual variation in precipitation and temperature is strongly reflected in the anatomy 

of wood. In climates with little seasonal variation in precipitation and temperature. 



wood usually lacks growth rings, whereas in climates with strong seasonal variation 

woods have well-defined growth rings. The physiognomy of the Late Cretaceous 

fossil wood assemblages from low to middle paleolatitudes indicates very little sea

sonality in the climate. .At higher paleolatitudes (56'-60"^) conifer woods show 

well-defined growth rings caused by variations in precipitation or light during the 

growth season (Creber and Chaloner, 1985: Wolfe and L'pchurch. 1987). indicating 

a definite seasonality of the climate. Woods from the North Slope. .-Vlaska (Spicer 

and Parrish. 1990) show a deterioration of the climate from the mid-Cretaceous to 

the Maastrichtian. represented by a decrease in growth ring width and the common 

presence of false rings (produced when growth is temporarily interrupted by adverse 

conditions) in the Maastrichtian. 

Rock-types have also been used as qualitative paleoclimatic indicators. 

Rainfall maps were constructed by Parrish et al. (1982) based on atmospheric 

circulation models, and are successful in explaining the distribution of evaporites 

and coals. Their map for the Maastrichtian is shown in Figure 7.1. Evaporite 

deposits of western South .America and North Western .Africa, combined with the 

rainfall distribution map. indicate well-developed west-coast deserts. Toward the 

end of the Maastrichtian the width of the central .Atlantic probably allowed gen

erally wetter ec(uatorial regions, reflected in laterite. coal and kaolinite deposits of 

Central .Africa (Ronov and Balukhovskii. 1982). 

7.2 Climate Models 

The climate is the product of a series of processes that are too large and too comple.K 

to be physically reproduced in a laboratory setting. These processes are based 

on physical principles, like the laws of thermodynamics, the principles of mass, 

momentum and energy conservation, and Newton's laws of motion. They can. 

therefore, be described by more or less complex mathematical expressions that can 

be solved with the help of computers. 
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Figure 7.1: Predicted distribution of rainfall patterns for the Maastrichtian Epoch 
(latest Cretaceous). Numbers are to show relative values only: no units are implied. 
The rainfall is divided into four categories; < 50 = low rainfall; 50-100= moderately 
low rainfall: 100-200= moderately high rainfall; > 200 = high rainfall. Shading in
dicates features of the paleogeography, i.e.. light shading: continental shelf: medium 
shading: lowlands: dark shading: highlands. From Parrish et al. (1982). 
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Atmosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere. and land/biosphere are all linked 

together to form the climate system. It is not possible to describe the climate sysleiu 

in its complexity: it is possible, however, to make some simplifying assumptions 

when attempting to model it. The simplest types of climate models are the Energy 

Balance .Models (EBMs hereafter). They are based on the assumption that the 

planet is in a steady-state balance between the incoming .shortwave (SVV) radiation 

from the Sun and the outgoing longwave (LVV) radiation emitted by the Earth, at 

the top of the atmosphere (e.g, Crowley and .N^orth. 1991): 

^(1-Q) = ar; (7.1) 

where 5o/4 represents the incoming solar radiation, given by one-fourth of the solar 

constant (5o) since the area of the Earth's surface is four times the area of its cross 

section (that intercepts the sunlight): a is the planetary albedo, i.e.. the fraction of 

incident radiation, averaged over the globe, that is reflected back to space: a is the 

Stefan-Boltzman constant (.5.67 x 10"® VVm~^K~'') and Tp is the planetary average 

temperature, in K. The Stefan-Boltzmann law. crTp. is used to estimate the LVV 

radiation emitted by the Earth, 

The most comple.x climate models include 3D coupled atmospheric-

oceanic-soil-vegetation-ice and chemistry models. The advantage of more compre

hensive GCMs is (hopefully) a more realistic simulation of the climate within the 

limits of spatial resolution: the disadvantage is that they also become increasingly 

more expensive to design and run. and their interpretation is not always straight

forward (Trenberth. 1992). Complex interactions {feedbacks) occur between all the 

components of the climate system. These interactions can be partially represented 

in GCMs. when understood; however, the complexity of the feedback mechanisms 

is such that there is still no model that fully incorporates all the physical processes 

which may be necessary to predict climate and climate change. Furthermore, the 

parameterizations of physical processes vary from model to model, with the result 

that model sensitivity can influence the final results of climate simulations (e.g.. 

see Mitchell et al.. 1990. for model sensitivity effects on climate changes associated 
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with the doubling of CO2). 

Spatial resolution is a crucial parameter in GCMs: no computer can calcu

late climatic variables everywhere on the Earth and in the atmosphere in a reason

able time. Calculations are performed for 3D grid of points at and above the surface. 

For example, the simulations presented in this chapter have a grid of -18 latitude 

divisions. 96 longitude divisions and IS height divisions, for a total of 48 x 96 x 18 

points. This corresponds, on the surface, to a resolution of about 3.7" x 3.7". for a 

grid sizes that in the ecjuatorial regions are around 410 x 410 km. Resolutions typ

ically used in paleoclimate models are between 2.8° x 2.8" (e.g., Otto-Bliesner and 

Upchurch. 1997) and 4.5° x 7.5" (e.g. Barron et al.. 1995. 1993). These resolutions 

only allow the simulation of large-scale features of the climate, while the fidelity 

of the GCMs to represent regional details (like thunderstorms, local effects of hills, 

lakes, vegetation boundaries or heterogeneous soil) is limited at present. This prob

lem is partially overcome by parametric representations (parameterization schemes). 

The uncertainty about parameterization of feedback mechanisms is one reason that 

reliable, verified forecasting of the climate on a regional, time-evolving basis is not 

attainable yet (Trenberth. 1992). 

Overall, while giving up some of the detail of the regional climates. CCM 

provide a great tool for understanding average climate conditions and analyzing 

the sensitivity of the climate to uncertain (like anthropogenic perturbation of the 

climate system) or even unpredicted (like the consequences of volcanic eruptions, 

or impact events) variables. 

7.3 Climate Modeling of the Cretaceous 

Numerical climate models have become a significant tool for the study of climate 

change during Earth's history. Paleoclimate is generally based on the method of 

sensitivity analysis. In a sensitivity study, the model is perturbed by making a 

change in a boundary condition or internal process (forcing factor) and the results 
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Figure 7.2: Cretaceous average surface temperature limits compared with Creta
ceous zonally average surface temperatures for the geography and geography phis 
-Ixpresent-COa e.vperiments. From Barron and Washington (1985). 

are compared with a "contror or unperturbed simulation (Barron. 1985). In this 

way researchers hope to be able to identify which mechanisms may have the most 

significance in the real climate system. Various forcing factors have been identified 

in the study of past climates. The most important are paleogeography and orogra

phy. atmospheric composition (CO2 concentration in particular), solar iuminosity. 

and orbital elements (e.g. Milankovitch cycles) (Barron. 1985). Unfortunately, 

with the exception of paleogeography. the climatic forcing factors are only poorly 

known for most of the geologic time, requiring many assumptions when modeling 

paleoclimates. 



Modeling of the Cretaceous climate has focused on sensitivity analyses of 

the warm mid-Cretaceous. Initial sensitivity studies focused on the role of ()a-

leogeography. The climate modeling studies of Barron and Washington (1982. 

1984). using the atmospheric GCM of the National Center for .\tmospheric Re

search (NCAR hereafter) with the mid-Cretaceous continental distribution, show 

an increase of 4.S''C in the globally averaged surface temperature compared to a 

present-day control experiment. Polar surface temperature warmed 20" to .WC 

while tropical temperatures warmed slightly. These results suggest that changing 

geography is a major factor in determining global temperatures. decrease in high 

latitude land area produces an increase in surface temperature. The absence of polar 

ice caps is another factor responsible for an increase in surface temperatures. Cotn-

pared to the 6" to 12''C globally averaged temperature increase estimated from the 

geologic record, the modeled temperature increase due to paleogeography is. how

ever. not enough to explain the warmer Cretaceous Period, indicating that other 

forcing factors had a crucial role in explaining the mid-Cretaceous climate. I'sing 

the same climate model. Barron and Washington (i9S-5) concluded that a fourfold 

increase in C0> concentration would bring the simulated temperatures within the 

estimated minimum and maximum temperatures for the mid-Cretaceous (.sunuua-

rized in Figure 7.2). This concentration is in agreement with concentrations esti

mated by geochemical models (2 to 6 times pre-industrial concentration: Berner. 

1991. 1994), or by carbon isotope studies (about 4 times pre-industrial concentra

tion. Freeman and Hayes, 1992). In particular, the model-derived temperatures are 

at the upper limit for the tropics and the lower limits for the polar regions, relative 

to the values reconstructed from the geologic record. One of the conclusions derived 

from the reduced temperature gradient in the Cretaceous was that the atmospheric 

circulation would be characterized by a poleward displacement (as much as to": 

Frakes. 1979) of large scale circulation features. The simulations of Barron and 

Washington (1982) show no evidence of such displacement. Furthermore. Barron 

and Washington concluded that the hydrologic cycle might have been significantly 

strengthened as a result of a higher concentration of water vapor in the atmosphere 



(made possible by the higher surface temperature). 

The record of high-latitude Cretaceous flora has been the basis for argu

ments of reduced Earth obliquity. compared to the present 'I'-V'll (e.g.. 

Wolfe. 1978). Barron (1984) studied the climatic response to reduced polar insola

tion. using the NCAR GCM. The simulation indicated that a smaller obliquity (e.g.. 

lo") reduces the annual insolation receipt at high latitudes, producing a substantial 

polar cooling that is incompatible with the paleontologic evidence. 

major improvement in the sensitivity studies of paleoclimates is repre

sented by a treatment of the ocean. Coupled ocean-atmosphere CICMs are now iie-

ing tuned for the present climate, but their application to past climates is still unfea

sible. .Simpler models, however, where an atmospheric GCM is coupled to a rni.xed 

layer ocean that allows ocean heat transport, have been successfully used. Barron 

et al. (1993) analyzed the role of ocean heat transport for the mid-Cretaceous utiliz

ing GENESIS, a modified version of the NC.AR GCM. coupled to a oO ni slab mi.xed 

layer ocean. The results indicate that no major changes in the structure of the gen

eral circulation of the atmosphere resulted by a change in the amount of ocean heat 

transport included in the model. However, the presence of an ocean heat transport 

produced a tropical cooling and a polar warming, a weakening of the equator-to-

pole surface temperature gradient, a decreased land-sea pressure contrast, weakened 

mid-latitude jets, and a decreased mid-latitude storminess. Consequently Barron 

et al. concluded that, as for the other forcing factors, the role of the oceans can

not alone explain the Cretaceous warmth, h. similar result (although characterized 

by a less extreme seasonal cooling of the continental interiors) was reached also 

by V'aldes et al. (1996). who used an independent GCM developed in the I'nited 

Kingdom (UGAMP: Universities Global .\tmoshperic Modelling Programme), and 

a higher resolution (4° x 4°). In particular, they too noticed an improvement in the 

modeled climate (as compared to the geologic record) when a slab ocean was cou

pled to the model. Moreover. V^cildes et al. (1996) noticed that when the Western 

Interior seaway was introduced in the model (a condition made possible by their 



higher resolution), the temperature extremes in .North .America were damped, with 

winter vakies near zero and no significant snow. Given that some evidence exists 

for subfreezing temperatures during the Cretaceous (e.g. Frakes and Francis. 1988: 

Spicer and Parrish. 1986). they conclude that the concept of an "eciuable climate" 

(characterized by temperatures above freezing all year and seasonal variations much 

smaller than present) may require some modifications. 

Overall none of the GCM paleoclimatic studies have been able to explain all 

the climatic information offered by the geologic record. In modeling the Cretaceous 

climate, the general problem is an accentuated continentality in the interior of the 

big continents, such as .Asia and North .America (e.g., Barron et al.. 1993: V'aldes 

et al.. 1996). It must be kept in mind, however, that the geologic record is not 

as precise and well distributed over the globe as is needed for a reliable source of 

climatic information. In particular, continental interiors are not well sampled (e.g.. 

Barron and Washington. 1982: Valdes et al.. 1996). It is also important to realize 

that GCMs are still limited in the description of the complex climate system. 

The only GCM modeling involving the end-Cretaceous climate that I am 

aware of is that of Otto-Bliesner and Upchurch (1997). Otto-Bliesner and Upchurch 

used the most recent version of .NfC.AR's GENESIS for a sensitivity study direct to 

examine the role played by high and middle latitude forests in the regulation of 

the surface temperature during the latest Cretaceous (about 66 Myr ago). They 

concluded that the forests might have made an important contribution to climate 

regidation during periods of global warmth, modeling a net warming of '2.2''C from a 

"bare soiP reference simulation, with a maximum warming at high latitudes (4.PC 

in northern and 3.4''C in southern hemispheres). Their simulation, however, still 

shows values too low for winter temperatures in the interior of the continents. They 

indicate, among the possible reasons for this effect, unrealistically low levels of 

prescribed CO2 partial pressure and insufficient heat transport. 
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7.4 The GCM used in this study and input data 

The GCM used in this study is the most recent version of the NCAR Community 

Climate Model. CCM3 (Kiehl et al„ 1996). coupled to the Biosphere-Atmosphere 

Transfer Scheme, or BATS (Dickinson et al., 1993). The model has been developed 

for a standard horizontal spectral resolution of T31 (corresponding to approximately 

a 3.7''-3.7'' transformation grid), with 18 vertical levels and a top at 2.917 mbar. The 

physical parameterizations incorporated into these model included radiation and 

cloud processes, as well as moist convection, stable condensation, vertical diffusion, 

surface fluxes, and the surface-energy-balance (Hack et al.. 1993). .Among the 

major modifications with respect to the previous version of the code. CC.\I2 (Bath 

et al.. 1992: Hack et al.. 1993). are the incorporation of background aerosols in 

the SVV radiation and of trace gases in the LW radiation: the incorporation of 

radiative properties of ice clouds and an improved cloud parameterization scheme: 

and the option of coupling a slab ocean model (SOM hereafter) to the code. A slab 

ocean model crudely simulates the seasonal cycle of the upper ocean heat storage 

(Meehl and Washington. 1985). while keeping the complexity level low (for a coupled 

atmosphere-ocean model). A land surface model (LSM) option was provided in 

CC.\I3 as well: however. [ used the more familiar BATS scheme (which I had used 

previously, coupled to CCM2) for the treatment of land surface processes. 

Changes to the input data have been made to reproduce the conditions for 

the end-Cretaceous. These changes include the appropriate paleogeography and 

paleotopography. and a reconstructed vegetation distribution for the end of the 

Cretaceous based on the available paleodata. The SOM option requires, as input 

parameters. 12 monthly values of heat flux and ocean mixed layer depth. Even 

though sea surface temperatures (SST hereafter) are part of the input file for the 

SO.M option, they actually are not used in the model. 



The concentration of CO) is another important climatic factor. Deten-

mination of paleo-COa concentrations is not an easy task: models of global gpo-

chemical cycles (Berner, 1994) suggest a COo concentration two to si.x times the 

pre-inclustrial values for the Cretaceous period, while circulation models (Barron 

and Washington. 1985) suggest two to ten times pre-industrial values, with four 

times as the preferred choice. Otto-Bliesner and Upchurch (1997) used two times 

pre-industrial levels in their late-Cretaceous simulation: however, they now believe 

that a better choice would be four times pre-industrial values (Otto-Bliesner. per

sonal communication). For this work I used a value of 1200 ppm. corresponding to 

a value slightly higher than four times pre-industrial levels. 2S0 ppm). Causes for 

the COo variation are multiple, and no single geological or biological process can 

be used to explain all CO2 variation for all time. For the mid-Cretaceous, the high 

CO) values are mainly attributed to enhanced global degassing. 

•Another important factor for the climate is the solar input: following ho

mogeneous standard solar models (e.g.. Crowley and Baum. 1992) a solar constant 

of about 0.5% less that the present value has been used for 65 Myr ago. 

a) Paleogeography and Paleotopography 

The paleogeography of the Late Cretaceous has been reconstructed by sev

eral groups (e.g.. Ziegler et al.. 1983; Barron. 1987: Smith et al.. 199-1). By the end 

of the Early Cretaceous, the Indian Ocean was open, and the .-Vtlantic Ocean basin 

was open along most of its length. Sea level was high, with only minor fluctua

tions. which became more frequent during the Late Cretaceous. Intense volcanism 

was associated with the rapid subduction of the Pacific Plate. No major collisions 

took place: the separation of .Australia and Antarctica was the most significant new 

plate tectonic event that occurred during the interval from the Late Cretaceous to 

the Eocene. Topography is still one of the least well-known aspects of paleogeog

raphy. While the locations of topographic features are fairly well-known, precise 

elevations are still uncertain. Overall elevations of the Late Cretaceous were lower 

than present: based on the record of mountains for the time period in question (e.g.. 
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65 Ma. Topography (m) 

Figure 7..}: End-Cretaceous (6-5 Myr ago) topographic map. used for tlie 
SOM-CC\r}-B.\TS run. provided by Dr. Robert DeConto of XC.VR. 
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Ziegler et al.. 1983) the elevation is generally classified as low. medium and high. 

The low density, non-uniform distribution of the available data cause many 

uncertainties in the paleogeographic reconstruction over geologic time. Further

more, the farther in the past the higher the uncertainties are bound to be. In some 

instances the reconstructions are based on reasonable estimates of the likely shore

line position from positions in preceding or succeeding Stages. .\s a result, different 

interpretations from different research groups produce discrepancies in the recon

struction of the paleogeography for the same geologic period. The reconstruction 

of the continental distribution during the latest part of the .Maastrichtian seems to 

be particularly uncertain, due to rapid episodes of transgression and regression of 

the sea (e.g.. Smith et al.. 1994). general paleogeography can be quite different 

if the reconstruction is for the beginning (e.g., Smith et al.. 1994) or the end of the 

Maastrichtian (e.g.. Funnel. 1990). 

For this work I used a paleogeographic reconstruction provided by Dr. 

Robert DeConto. of XCAR. for 65 Myr ago, based on a plate tectonic reconstruction 

with shoreline locations and reconstructed elevations superimposed on the tectonic 

model (DeConto. personal communication). The map is on a 2" x 2° grid, and 

had to be adapted to the T31 resolution (about 3.7° x 3.7°) used for this climate 

simulation by using a spherical coordinate transformation. The final topographic 

map used for the climate simulation is shown in Figure 7.3. 

b) Reconstruction of vegetation 

It is generally assumed by paleontologists that ancient patterns of vegeta

tion were controlled largely by atmospheric temperature, humidity and elevation 

effects, similar to the modern land plants. This produces a parallelism of the ma

jor floristic boundaries to lines of latitude, with additional marked control e.\erted 

by topography and by atmospheric and oceanic circulation patterns. .-Vccording to 

I'pchurch and Wolfe (1987), three major latitudinal zones characterize vegetation 

of the northern hemisphere; a) low-to-middle paleolatitudes (ca. 30'^ X to X). 
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65 Ma. Vegetation (BATS) 

Figure 7.4: Reconstructed end-Cretaceous vegetation map (see text), used for tlie 
S0M-CCM3-BATS run. The vegetation types are chosen from those available in 

BATS (Dickinson et al.. 1993). 
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b )  high-to-micldle paleolatitudes (ca. 45° N to 65" N), and c j  high paleolatitudes 

( >  G o ' '  N ) .  

Low-to-middle latitude vegetation is megathermal evergreen. (MAT be

tween 20"^ and 25''C). None of the angiosperm fossil wood assemblages have distinct 

growth rings, suggesting little seasonality in the climate. The closest living analogue 

to such vegetation may be the evergreen vegetation of the tropics. 

High-to-middle latitude vegetation is mesothermal evergreen. (M.AT be

tween 13'^ and 20''C'). No growth rings are evident in fossil wood assemblages at 

paleolatitudes around 45" S. while conifer woods of paleolatitudes of about 50" 

to 65'' N show well-defined growth rings. Leaf size in mesothermal vegetation is 

close to normal for notophyllous broad-leaved evergreen forest. .Assemblages to the 

.\orth of 50" N paleolatitude have, however, a moderate representation of deciduous 

dicotyledons, especially in fluviatile sediments (Wolfe and Upchurch. 1987). 

High latitude vegetation is well known from North .America and Siberia, 

and indicates the presence of the polar broadleaved deciduous forest (Wolfe. 1985). 

During the late .Maastrichtian the vegetation became dominantly deciduous some

where between paleolatitudes 58" and 66" N Wolfe and L^pchurch (1987). Spicer 

and Corfield (1992) point out that there is evidence of forest vegetation well within 

the paleo-.Arctic Circle, and in some cases as high as 85" .Almost all of the high 

.Arctic taxa were deciduous: those that were not could enter dormancy by dying 

back to underground organs or in seed forms during the winter (Spicer and Parrish. 

1987. 1990). 

The reconstruction of these regions follows Parrish et al. (1982) and 

Vakrhameev (1991). The overall reconstruction of the vegetation at the end of the 

Cretaceous is shown in Figure 7.4. The vegetation tv-pes have been chosen from the 

18 basic land-cover classes available in BATS (see Dickinson et al.. 1993. for more 

information). Table 7.1 summarizes them. According to the available paleodata. no 

permanent ice sheets are present in the reconstruction. Few regions characterized 



by semi-desert vegetation or shrub type vegetation have also been identified. Tlio 

final reconstructed vegetation map is very close to the vegetation map presented by 

Otto-Bliesner and Upchurch (1997) (although they use a different land scheme and 

a wider dataset; Figure I of their paper). Strictly related to the vegetation map. 

surface albedo (Briegleb. 1992). evaporation and roughness (Bathet al.. 1992) maps 

have been changed as well. 

Vegetation type BATS 

Ocean 0(15) 

Crop/mixed farming I 
Short grass 2 
Evergreen needle-leaf tree ;i 
Deciduous needle-leaf tree 4 
Deciduous broad-leaf tree 5 
Evergreen broad-leaf tree 6 

Tall grass 7 

Desert S 

Tundra 9 

Irrigated crop 10 

Semi-desert 11 
Ice cap/glacier 12 
Bog or marsh 13 
Inland water 14 
Evergreen shrub 16 
Deciduous shrub 17 

Mixed Woodland 18 

Table 7.1: Vegetation/land-cover types available in B.ATS. The vegetation types 
chosen for the end-Cretaceous simulation nm are highlighted. The original value 
for ocean. 15. in BATS has been replaced by 0 for CCM3. 

7.5 SOM Model Input 

SST estimates are based on data available from several Deep Sea Drilling 

Project/Ocean Drilling Project (DSDP/ODP) sites. Because of the subduction of 

ocean floor at ocean margins, the amount of oceanic sediment preserved from the 

Cretaceous Period is. however, limited and it tends to be concentrated at low and 
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S0M-CCM3-BATS Input 

Ocean Heat Flux (W/m2) 
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Figure T.-i: Reconstructed end-Cretaceous heat flux map (see text), used for the 

S0M-CCM3-B.\TS run. 
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middle latitudes. The problem of determining the SST of high latitudes has been 

overcome by the assumption that the oceanic circulation during the Cretaceous was 

similar to that today, with the high latitude surface waters making up the bulk of 

the low latitude bottom waters. The benthic data from low latitude sites is 

then used to indicate the SST of the ocean at high latitude. However, the sites of 

Cretaceous deep water formation are still uncertain. Warm saline waters formed 

in the subtropics have also been suggested as the source of Cretaceous deep waters 

(Brass et al.. I9S2; Barron and Peterson. 1990). While necessary for CC.M2 and 

standard CCM2. the SSTs are. however, not a required input for the S0.\t-CC\[3 

option (since SSTs are determined by the model), which, instead, requires heat flu.x 

and the depth (measured from the surface) of the modeled mixed layer. Contrary 

to the SST. there is no way to infer, from the geologic record, the oceanic heat flux 

of the past. I followed the suggestion of Dr. Bette Otto-Bliesner in reconstructing 

an ocean heat flu.x by determining zonal averages of the present heat flux (available 

in the T42 resolution) for each month, and readjusting the final T:U estimates by 

making sure that the global annual average heat fiux is (close to) zero. This last 

step was introduced to avoid a (gradual) drift in the modeled climate during the 

run. a problem that tends to occur when the heat flux is not optimized for the 

climate model used; even a simple change of resolution can produce this problem 

(B. Briegleb. personal communication). The resulting heat flux map is shown in 

Figure 7.5. Finally, the depth of the mixed layer is set uniformly to 50 m. 

7.6 Results and Comparison with the Paleodata 

The S0.\i-CCM.3-BATS simulation for the end-Cretaceous model was run for a 

total of 13 years, of which only the last two years were used for the analysis. .-V 

present-day simulation, using CCM3-BATS. was run as well for a total of 9 years, 

of which the last two years where used for the analysis. The decision of not running 

a simulation for the present-day climate with the SOM option was dictated by 

the lack of an optimized heat flux for the T3l resolution (B. Briegleb. personal 
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communication), while the available monthly SSTs are well constrained and already 

offer the seasonality effect that the SOM option is intended to provide. .N'ot using thr 

SO.VI option also allowed the model to reach steady state (i.e.. the balance between 

the global and annual mean absorption of solar radiation and the outgoing L\V 

radiation at the top of the atmosphere) much faster than in the S0.M-CCM3-B.'\TS 

run (the sea has a longer response time than the atmosphere: a model comprising 

the upper-mixed layer of the ocean needs few decades to reach equilibrium): this is 

the reason for the shorter run for the present-day case. 

A first analysis of the yearly averaged radiative flu.xes. table 7.2. shows that 

the end-Cretaceous model has not yet reached radiative equilibrium (the balance 

between incoming SVV and outgoing LVV radiation is about 4.4 VV'/ni'. versus a 

present-day climate in equilibrium). This is not unusual for models that include an 

ocean treatment, due to the longer oceanic reaction time (e.g.. Trenberth. 1992). 

The planetary albedo is a measure of the amount of incoming solar radiation 

reflected back into space (l00x(F5u„ - Fs)/Fsun]- .-^mong the important factors, 

ice caps, glaciers, and clouds can greatly affect the local albedo. The global mean 

planetary albedo for the end-Cretaceous simulation is slightly higher than that in 

the present-day case (Table 7.2). The difference could be related to differences in 

total cloud cover for the end-Cretaceous simulation as well as different vegetation 

covers. The latitudinal variation of the planetary albedo for the end-Cretaceous. 

Figure 7.6. is similar to the present case: the main difference is at high southern 

latitudes, where the lower planetary albedo for the end-Cretaceous might be the 

result of an ice-free .Antarctic continent. 

7.6.1 Surface Temperature 

The global MAT for the end-Cretaceous simulation is 287.17 K. about higher 

than the present-day case (286.02 K). The geologic record indicates a cooler climate 

at the end of the Cretaceous with respect to the warmest mid-Cretaceous. The 
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Figure 7.6: Zonally averaged mean annual planetary albedo. Thick lint: 
end-Cretaceous: thin, dot-dashed line: Present-day. 
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Fluxes (W/nr) End-Cretaceous Present-case 

F^un 340.084 341.834 

F/fi 230.188 233.725 

F., 234.513 233.662 

F,Vei 4.325 -0.063 

F IRca 260.054 264.30 

f'scs 290.453 285.898 

F.Vef-ca 30.399 21..598 

F.W -26.074 -21.661 

Plan, .\lbedo (%) 31.04 31.64 

Tot. Cloud Cover (%) 60.1 62.0 

Table 7.2: Mean annual radiative fluxes for the encl-Cretaceous and present-dav 
simulations. F5u„= incoming solar flux: F/ft= outgoing infrared (IR) flux at the top 
of the atmosphere: Fs= incoming shortwave (SVV) flux at the top of the atmosphere: 
Fvet = F5 - F/a: F[Rca= clear-sky (no clouds) outgoing IF flux at the top of 
the atmosphere: Fsc3= clear-sky (no clouds) incoming SW flux at the top of the 

atnio.sphere: F.vx-cs = F5,., - F/rcj: Pdd = F.v^j - Fav/.,-,. 

estimated lO^C cooling (Frakes. 1979) brings the averaged surface temperature very 

close to the present-day case, as these simulations seem to suggest. 

.\n important difference in surface temperature between the end-

Cretaceous and the present-day simulations is the slightly lower temperature gra-

ilieat and warmer polar regions for the end-Cretaceous, as can be seen in Fig

ure 7.7 for summer and winter seasons. The temperature gradient for the end-

Cretaceous appears to be higher, i.e.. around 0.44''C/l''lat for the summer season 

and around 0.o3''C/l''lat for the winter season, than estimates from the geologic-

record (~ 0.3''C/l''lat: Huber et al.. 1995: Wolfe and Upchurch. 1987). The latitu

dinal variation of surface temperature is, however, in agreement with the estimates 

of equatorial temperatures similar to today and warmer at high latitudes (e.g.. 

Wilson and Opdyke. 1996; Huber et al.. 1995). 

The surface temperature maps for the summer and winter months. Fig

ure 7.S. indicate that this climate simulation presents the same problem as previous 
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Figure 7.7: Zonally averaged surface temperature for winter (Dec.-Jan.-Feb.) 
and summer (Jun-Jul-Aug) seasons. Solid line: end-Cretaceous: dotted lint: 
Present-day. 
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Figure 7.S: CCM3-BATS map distribution of surface temperature for winter 
(Dec-Jan-Feb). and summer (Jun-Jul-Aug) superimposed to the end Cretaceous 
continental contours. 
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model in producing continental interiors that are too cold. Subfreezing temper

atures are. however, only seasonal: as for previous models, a strong seasonality 

occurs in the interior of the continents, including .\ntarctica. against the observed 

geologic record. Low- and mid-latitudes, instead, present a surface temperature 

more uniformly distributed throughout the year. High-latitude (> GO^X) oceans 

appear to go well below freezing during the winter season. This is in disagreement 

with the geologic record. data indicate average surface water temperatures 

well above freezing in the Late Cretaceous (Barrera et al., 1987), as discussed in 

Section 7.1. A stronger heat flux might be necessary to reproduce the higher SSTs 

at high-latitudes, as suggested by Otto-Bliesner and Upchurch (1997). 

7.7 Precipitation 

Frakes (1979) describes the Cretaceous climate as very arid in the lower-latitude 

zone to about 15°X and oo^S, with, possibly, the exception of western Europe. The 

simulations of Barron and Washington (1982) instead, produce a well-developed 

rainbelt with mid-latitude rainfall greater in the Cretaceous than in the present-

day case. When a quadrupling of CO? is introduced in the model, the resulting 

precipitation is even higher (Barron and Washington. 198o). The precipitation 

pattern resulting from the S0M-CCM3-B ATS simulation for the end-Cretaceous is 

shown in Figure 7.9 and 7.10 for the summer and winter months, while a summary of 

ocean, land and globe averages for the end-Cretaceous and present-day simulations 

are reported in Table 7.3. Global observed precipitation for the present is indicated 

in parentheses: while the model appear to reproduce the global mean precipitation, 

it has problems in modeling correctly its distribution over the year. It is therefore 

reasonable that the same might be true for the end-Cretaceous climate. When 

compared to the present-day. the end-Cretaceous climate appears to be drier over 

land than over ocean, especially during the northern hemisphere summer months. 

A strong equatorial rainbelt in the modeled end-Cretaceous climate is evident from 

Figure 7.10: the precipitation distribution for the two hemispheres, however, is not 
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Precipitation (mm/day) 

Dec-Jan-Feb 

Figure 7.S): S0M-CCM3-BATS map distribution of end-Cretaceous total precipi
tation for winter (Dec-Jan-Feb) and summer (Jun-.Iul-Aug) months. 
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symmetric with respect to the eqitator: precipitation peaks for winter (Dec Jan-

Feb) and summer (Jun-Jul-Aug) appears to remain over the nothern hemisphere 

tropical region. This effect might be related to the distribution of land and ocean, 

with a larger land mass concentrated in the northern tropical regions. 

End-Cretaceous 

DJF JJA .Annual 

Present-day 

DJF JJA Annual 

Ocean 
Land 
Globe 

3.2 3.33 3.28 
2.92 2.77 2.79 
3.13 3.18 3.15 

3.17 3.15 3.15 
2.77 3.41 3.01 
3.06 3.22 3.12 
(3.5) (2.9) (3.1) 

Table 7.3: Total precipitation in mm/day for the end-Cretaceous and present-day 
simulations (in parenthesis: observed values of the present-day; Legates and V\ iil-
mott. 1990). DJF= Dec-Jan-Feb: JJ.A= Jun-Jul-.Aug. 

The simulated precipitation pattern for the end-Cretaceous case is also in 

very good agreement with the continental rainfall map predicted by Parrish et al. 

(198'2). Figure 7.1. 

7.8 Relative Humidity 

The distribution of relative humidity (coupled with temperature) determines pre

cipitation rates. Figure 7.11 shows the vertical distribution of relative humidity for 

the summer and winter months. The modeled end-Cretaceous relative humidity 

is very similar to the present-day: the only difference is a consistently (slightly) 

higher relative humidity in the upper troposphere for the modeled end-Cretaceous 

climate. 

7.9 Atmospheric Circulation 

The predicted (Frakes, 1979) and GCM-simulated (e.g.. Barron and Washington. 

19S2 meridional circulation patterns for the mid-Cretaceous do not seem to agree. 
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Figure 7.10: Zonally averaged precipitation for winter (Dec-Jan-Feb). and summer 
(.Jun-Jul-.A.iig) months. Solid line: end-Cretaceous: dotted line: Present-day. 
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Figure T.li: Vertical atmospheric distribution of relative humidity {%) over ocean 
and land for winter (Dec-Jan-Feb) and summer (Jun-Jul-Aug) months. Solid lines: 
end-Cretaceous: dotted lines: Present-day. Triangles indicate ocean values, circles 
indicate land values. 



The simulation presented here shows, in agreement with the simulations of Bar

ron and Washington (1982). no poleward displacement of the large-scale circula

tion features. Figure 7.12 shows the latitudinal distribution of the yearly averaged 

meridional winds for the surface and the upper troposphere. In the annual average 

the general circulation emerges clearly than in seasonal plots. Changes in sign iti 

the wind speed can be used to indicate cell boundaries. The result shows the pr«'s-

ence of a well-developed Hadley cell: in particular, in the northern hemisphere the 

Hadley cell seems to be less e.xtended than in the present-day simulation in favor 

of a stronger and wider southern Hadley cell. The southern polar cell appears to be 

the one part of the meridional circulation that is weaker than the present-day case. 

The zonal circulation is due to the Earth's rotation and is strongly affected 

by the distribution of land and sea. Figure 7.13 shows the equatorial (20"S to 

20''N) and tropical (20° to 30".^) averaged zonal wind velocities (positive values are 

used for eastward winds). The location of the major land masses is shown as thick 

lines. The Pacific Walker circulation appers well-developed, due to the width of the 

Pacific ocean at that time, while the opening .Atlantic ocean is still too narrow to 

allow the development of a cell. In the tropical region (20" to 30" .\) the influence 

of the latent heat concentration over Indonesia (high precipitation rates through 

the year) is evident by the steep change in wind speed and the creation of a small 

cell over the closing Tethyan sea. 

7.10 Conclusion 

.A S0.\I-CCM3-B.\TS simulation has been carried out to study the end-Cretaceous 

climate. The results show a general agreement with the the predictions of Parrish 

et al. (1982) and previous climate modeling (e.g.. Barron and Washington. 1982: 

Barron and Washington. 1985: Valdes et al., 1996: Otto Bliesner and L'pchurch. 

1997). .-Vs with previous climate simulations, however, the climate from this simula

tion does not conform with the geologic record in predicting high seasonality in the 
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Figure 7.12: Zonally averaged mean annual meridional wind speed for the 
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interiors of the continents. Furthermore, modeled high-latitude SSTs appear too 

low when compared to measurements for the Late Cretaceous (e.g.. Barrera 

et al.. 1987). 

The simulated precipitation pattern is in good agreement with the predicted 

rainfall map of Parrish et al. (1982) for the Maastrichtian. and with the general 

results of Barron and Washington (19S2). Overall, the end-Cretaceous simulation 

shows a humid climate with elevated precipitation and a well-developed tropical 

rainbelt. 

There is no evidence, in the end-Cretaceous simulation, of a poleward dis

placement of large-scale circulation features. The meridional circulation seems to 

weaken slightly toward higher latitudes, especially in the northern hemisphere. The 

zonal circulation is strongly influenced by the land distribution and presents a well 

developed Pacific cell. 
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CHAPTER 8 

Climatic Implications of the Chicxulub Impact Event and Future Work 

This chapter discusses the climatic implications of impacts as deduced from high 

resolution. 2D and 3D, hydrococle simulations of the Chirxiihih impact event. In 

the discussion that follows, I will use the results of the hydrocode simulation of 

an impact that created a transient crater about 97 km in diameter. This choice 

is prompted by the recent conclusion (Warner and the Chicxulub Working Group. 

1997) that the transient cavity diameter of the Chicxulub structure is between 90 

and 105 km (however, the authors feel the lower estimate is more realistic. .M. 

Warner. 1997. personal communication), and it also represents a mid-value for the 

hydrocode simulations. I conclude with a brief discussion of how I plan to continue 

this work and the steps I have already undertaken. 

8.1 Climatic Implications 

Before the Chicxulub structure, located on the Yucatan Peninsula. .Mexico, was 

confirmed to be the K/T boundary impact structure, studies of impact-related cli

matic effects focused on the short-term climate change produced by dust in the 

atmosphere (Toon et al.. 1982: Pollack et al., 1983; Covey et al.. 1990: Covey et al.. 

1994). .Model results indicated a drastic cooling of land due to interception of sun

light by high-altitude dust. la;:ting for few months to about a year. However, once 

it was realized that the target contained sediments, investigators began exploring 

the possible climatic effects of a massive release of CO2 (O'Keefe and .Ahrens. 1989; 

Takata and .Ahrens. 1994) and sulfur-bearing gases (Brett. 1992: Sigurdsson et al.. 



1992: Pope et a!., 1994) to the atmosphere. These studies confirm that the world

wide injection of COi would produce a long-term greenhouse effect; however, the 

magnitude of the effect is still under debate (e.g., Takata and .Ahrens. 1994: Pierazzo 

et al.. 1997b). In contrast, the sulfate aerosols that form in the upper atmosphere 

by the reaction of S-bearing gases and water vapor would produce a strong pertur

bation of the climate with an estimated duration of several years (e.g.. Pope et al.. 

1997). The effect of these aerosols would add to and extend the short-term etfects 

produced by the dust that was also injected into the stratosphere. 

8.1.1 Carbon Dioxide 

The hydrocode simulations of the Chicxulub impact event indicate a production of 

1000-1-500 Gt of CO'2 (Chapter 5). These estimates of impact-released C'Oj ran 

be compared to the inferred global atmospheric inventory of C0> at the end of the 

Cretaceous, for which [ assume a value of about 9000 Gt. corresponding to about 

four times pre-industrial values (estimated Late Cretaceous values vary between 

two and six times pre-indu:>trial levels: Berner. 1994: .Andrews et al.. 199o). Itiipact 

degassing would then produce, at most, an increase of 20% in the COj atmospheric 

inventory. 

Recent laboratory experiments on oblique impacts (Schultz. 1996) indicate 

an increase of vaporization of the surface layers as the impact angle (measured from 

the surface) decreases, to a maximum of 10-15 times more vapor for very oblique 

impacts (< 30). Schultz (1996) proposes shear heating as the main effect respon

sible for the increased vaporization: while this seems to be the case for laboratory 

experiments, it is however not clear how this effect scales to planetary events. The 

results of a series of 3D hydrocode simulations with varying impact angle show an 

increase in the degassing of the sedimentary layer as the impact angle decreases 

(Chapter 6). I calculated that such an increase is less than a factor of two for an 

impact angle as low as 30". .Although smaller angles of impact are possible (Schultz 
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and D'Honclt. 1996. suggest values as low as 20''-25'^ for Chicxulub). statistical con

siderations indicate that angles around -15" are the most probable angles of impact. 

Even taking this into account, the estimated amount of C0> released by the impact 

is less than 40% of the COo atmospheric inventory at the end of the Cretaceous. 

Climate sensitivity studies, under the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change (IPCC) program, indicate that a doubling of the atmospheric pre-industrial 

CO) produces a net temperature increase between l.o" and -L-5''C (.Mitchell et al.. 

1990). HofFert and Covey (1992) estimated the climate sensitivity, defined as the 

equilibrium surface temperature increase for COi doubling, for the last glacial min

imum and the mid-Cretaceous ma.Kimum. obtaining an average value of 2.;3±0.9''C. 

For the mid-Cretaceous maximum, a period during which the atmospheric inven

tory of CO) was much higher than today (2 to 6 times), the climate sensitivity 

is 2.-')±l.2'^C. This estimate is in agreement with thi? IPCC results for the present 

climate sensitivity (even though it requires a much higher supply of CO-, to the 

mid-Cretaceous atmosphere for a CO2 doubling than for the present). Using these 

estimates and considering the logarithmic dependence of the radiative forcing on 

the CO2 concentration (e.g.. see Hansen et al.. I9SS), the impact-related release of 

CO2 would produce a temperature increase of about l.2"C. not enough to produce 

a catastrophic climate change. 

8.1.2 Sulfur-bearing Gases 

The climatic effect of S loading of the stratosphere has been investigated by analogy 

with the climatic effect of volcanic eruptions (e.g.. Pinto et al.. 1989: Rampino and 

Self. 1992). Long-lived stratospheric aerosols tend to cool the earth-atmosphere 

system by reflecting an additional amount of energj' back to space (Charlock et al.. 

1993). On the other hand, the presence of the aerosols results in local heating 

in the vicinity of the aerosol layer through net LVV absorption. This effect has 

been recorded for the .A-gung (Bali. 1963). El Chichon (Mexico. 1982). and Mt. 
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Pinatiibo (Philippines. 1991) eruptions, with maximum warming (at low latitutes) 

of (Angell. 1993). The temperature changes induced by the radiative effects 

of stratospheric aerosols can then produce additional changes in the stratospheric 

dynamics (Charlock et al.. 1993). 

In terms of the amount of gases injected into the stratosphere, the largest 

known e.xplosive volcanic event in the late Quaternary is the eruption of Toba. in 

Sumatra, about 73.500 years ago. Estimates indicate that it lofted about 1 Gt 

-of S0> into the stratosphere for a predicted cooling of about 3.o"C' in the year 

following the eruption (Rampinoand Self. 1992). Zielinski et al. (19S)()) determined 

a residence time for the Toba aerosols of 6-7.5 years, long enough to initiate cooling 

of the ocean surface temperatures and force a response in the ocean-atmosphere 

system. Tambora (Indonesia) is the biggest eruption of the past two centuries 

(1815). significantly famous for being followed, in 1816. by the "year without a 

summer" (Stommel and Stommel. 1979). The estimated injection of SOj is O.lo 

Gt. about one order of magnitude less than for the Toba eruption. Even after taking 

into account recombination effects, the amount of S added to the stratosphere by 

the Chicxulub impact, estimated by the hydrocode simulations, is between 100 and 

200 Gt. corresponding to 200-400 Gt of SOj. at least two orders of magnitude more 

than any volcanic eruption recorded in the geologic record. It is hard to infer the 

effect that such a large load would have on the dynamics and thermal state of the 

atmosphere. It must be kept in mind that the magnitude of the climate forcing 

is not a linear function of the amount of S-bearing gases injected into the upper 

atmosphere (Pinto et al.. 1989); however larger amounts of S-bearing gases will 

take longer to decay, therefore prolonging the climate forcing in time. It is evident, 

however, that a Chicxulub-type injection of S-bearing gases (and water vapor) in 

the stratosphere must have produced devastating changes to the end-Cretaceous 

climate worldwide lasting for several years or even decades. 
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A cTUcial difference bet'.veen volcanic and impact events resides in tlie tlis-

tribiition mechanism. While the distribution of gases from volcanic events is dv-

termined by atmospheric circule.tion. the impact-related vapor plume expands far 

beyond the stratopause resulting in a worldwide distribution of the gases due to 

ballistic transport over a much shorter time scale (hours vs months) (Durda et al.. 

1997). similar to the expansion of the impact plume after the impact of comet 

Shoemaker-Levy 9 with Jupiter in 1994 (e.g.. Hammel et al.. 1995). Melosh et al. 

(1990) investigated the atmospheric heating produced by the reentry of ejrcta and 

gases from an impact plume, and concluded that the amount of thermal radiation 

produced by the Chicxulub event was high enough to ignite forests at the Earth's 

surface: the sudden (few hours) heating of the upper atmosphere must have changed 

the thermal state of the whole atmosphere. 

Another important effect of the massive injection of S-bearing gases itUo 

the atmosphere is related to the production of acid rain. Acidification of the Earth's 

surface (in particular sea surface) has been invoked by some authors as an effective 

process for selective mass extinctions (e.g.. Brett. 1992. Sigurdsson et al., 1992. Pope 

et al.. 1993). based on the belief that carbonate-secreting marine plankton would 

have been more heavily damaged by acidification than silica-secreting forms (e.g.. 

Lewis et al.. 19(S2: Prinn and Fegley. 1987). .According to D'Hondt et at. (l!)9l) 

these assumptions do not seem to find support in plankton culturing studies, which 

demonstrate that while some dinoflagellates (silica-secreting forms) are very sensi

tive to changes of the pH of the -vater. .some coccolithophorids (carbonate-secreting 

plankton) are quite pH insensitive (e.g., Paasche. 1964: GrifBs and Chapman. 1990: 

Hinga. 1992). D'Hondt ct al. (1994) show that while the higher estimates of 

impact-produced S (e.g. Sigurdsson et al.. 1992) may have catastrophically altered 

the marine pH (in the surface layer), the lower estimates (e.g.. Brett. 1992; Pope 

et al.. 1993) are insufficient to drive surface-ocean pH levels below 7.6. Indeed, 

the 100-200 Gt of S predicted by the hydrocode simulations would correspond to 

about 3-6x10^° mol H-^SO^. which, according to the titration curve for seawater 

of D'Hondt et al.. does not alter the pH of seawater significantly. In conclusion. 
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while acid rain would have been a direct product of the impact event, probably 

extending over several years, it is still not well established whether the acidifica

tion of surface waters is responsible for some of the mass extinctions at the end of 

the Cretaceous. A prolonged acid rain would, however, have devastating effects on 

terrestrial vegetation. To investigate this point it will be important, when model

ing the impact-related perturbation of the climate, to estimate the rate at which 

sulfuric acid is rained out from the atmosphere. 

8.1.3 Water Vapor 

Water vapor is the main greenhouse gas in the atmosphere. Similarly to COj. the 

climatic effects of the impact-released water vapor, however, will become important 

only after the sulfate aerosols have settled out of the atmosphere and solar radi

ation can again penetrate through the atmosphere. By then, however, very little 

impact-related water vapor might remain in the stratosphere: reaction with SOj and 

diffusion to the troposphere (from which water vapor is removed by precipitation) 

are the main removal agents. 

8.2 Conclusion 

The series of hydrocode simulations of the Chicxulub impact event has produced 

a better understanding of the climatic implications of the impact event. The main 

points can be summarized as follow: 

I. The estimated amount of CO2 produced by the shock-degassing of calcite is 

much lower than previous estimates (Takata and Ahrens. L994). This result is 

close to the estimates of calcite degassing of Ivanov et al. (1996). I estimate 

that the impact-related CO2 (Table 5.3) contributes less than 20% of the Late 

Cretaceous atmospheric CO2 inventory Bemer (Berner. 1994). Even when 

effects related to the impact angle (Schultz. 1996) are taken into account using 
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."jD simulations of oblique impact events, the contribution does not change 

significantly: the COi increases by less than a factor of two for an angle of 

from the surface, corresponding to less than a 409? increase of the Late 

Cretaceous atmospheric CO) inventory. 

"2. I believe that S is the most important climatically active species produced in 

the impact event. The estimated amount of S injected in the upper atmosphere 

(as either SO-2 or SO3) (Table 5.3). is orders of magnitude higher than that 

from any recorded volcanic eruption. Sulfur oxides react with the water va|)or 

to produce stable, long-lived sulfate aerosol hazes that cool the Earth. It is 

clear that the estimates of the S released by the impact event are high enough 

to perturb significantly the global climate over many years. 

}. .Acid rain was a secondary product of the impact event. However, even if all 

the S released in the impact ended up producing sulfate aerosols, it seems 

improbable that the acidification of the ocean-surface waters (as well as of 

continental fresh waters) would have been enough to trigger mass extinctions 

in the marine realm (D'Hondt et al.. 1994). 

I. Ballistic distribution of the ejecta from the impact must have produced an 

intense heating of the upper atmosphere right after the impact. While this 

effect probably lasted only few hours, the continuous formation and presence of 

sulfate aerosols in the stratosphere would produce, by absorbing LVV radiation, 

a longer-lasting heating of the stratosphere and. therefore, a disruption of the 

thermal state of the entire atmosphere. As a result, it is plausible that the 

atmospheric circulation was also disrupted for several years. 

Oblique impacts are characterized by asymmetries in melting and degassing of 

the target as well as in the expansion plume. In particular, the 3D simulations 

show that the dovvnrange direction is swept by a "heat wave" that could have 

exacerbated the level of destruction in that direction. 



8.3 Future Work 

The uncertainties associated with the K/T boundary impact event are still large; our 

understanding of the chemistry of S and CO) inside an impact-produced expansion 

plume is not very good; the amount of carbonates and evaporites in the sedimentary 

layer is not well defined; the type of projectile that produced the Chlcxuliib struc

ture. and in particular its impact speed, is not known. Despite these uncertainties, 

however, it is possible to bound estimates of the amount of climatically active gases 

released by the impact event. The main limitation in our understanding of the cli

matic consequences of the K/T boundary impact event is. however, an inadec|uat(' 

modeling of the climate changes due to the impact. Climate models can provide 

a better understanding of the climatic stresses the terrestrial environment has to 

overcome right after the impact. Previous studies (e.g.. Toon et al.. 1982; Pollack 

et al.. 1983; Covey et al.. 1990; Covey et al.. 1994) dealt with the effects of dust 

injection into the upper atmosphere. This effect is. however, short-lived when coin-

pared to the longer-lasting effects of the sulfate aerosols produced by the reaction of 

S-bearing gases with water vapor in the stratosphere. Pope et al. (1997) attempted 

to evaluate the climatic effects of the formation of impact-related sulfate aerosols 

using a radiative transfer model coupled to a microphysical model for the formation 

of sulfate aerosols from SO2. Their results provide an estimate of the change in 

solar transmission following the Chicxulub impact. While these results are a step 

forward frorr. previous ciualitative discussions (e.g.. Brett, 1992; Sigurdsson et al.. 

1992). they are still inadequate to describe how the climate evolved after the impact 

event. 

The next step of this project is to model the climate change produced by 

the impact-released gases using a GCM. The first step for modeling any climate 

change is the determination of an equilibrium climate. In Chapter 7.1 presented the 

results of a GC^^ (using >fCAR's CCM3-BATS coupled to a slab ocean) modeling 

of the climate at the end of the Cretaceous. During this stage I became familiar 
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with the GCM and 1 succeeded in adapting the initial model conditions to descrilx" 

the environment at the end of the Cretaceous. Some assumptions had to lie matle. 

In particular, it is not possible to obtain direct information on the ocean heat 

flu.x of the past from the geologic record. I assumed a heat flux similar to that 

of the present, but imposed che condition tliat the overall heat fhi.x is zero, to 

avoid unwanted drift in the modeled climate. The modeled cliniate is in agreement 

with previous paleoclimate models for the Cretaceous, and overall agrees with the 

general climate reconstructed from the geologic record, e.xcept with an accentuated 

seasonality in the interior of large continents (in particular North .America and .Asia), 

a problem that is common in paleoclimate modeling (e.g.. Barron and Washington. 

l!)8'2: Valdes et al.. 1996: Otto-Bliesner and Upchurch. 1997). 

I also developed a simple model for the formation and evolution of strato

spheric sulfate aerosols, starting from the impact-produced S-bearing gases and 

water vapor. During a visit to NCAR. Dr. .Jeff Kiehl gave me directions on how 

to implement the aerosol model into CCM3. However, while the modified CC.M:} 

seems to handle small loads of climatically active gases. I have not yet produced 

a successful run with Chic.xulub-type loads. I am hopeful, however, of completing 

this last part of this project in the ne.xt year. 
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